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Abstract 
 
Pulsed gradient spin-echo nuclear magnetic resonance (PGSE NMR) diffusion 
measurements provide a powerful technique for measuring the translational motion of 
molecules. PGSE measurements can be made with a minimum of sample preparation, 
applied to a large variety of substances, and used to either acquire diffusion coefficients 
from multiple species in a single sample or isolate a single species from a complex 
mixture. Consequently, PGSE NMR has tremendous utility in a large variety of 
disciplines, and is capable of elucidating information on chemical structure, kinetics, and 
binding in a non-invasive manner. It has particular utility in probing the structure of 
microscale porous media. By using the diffusion of fluid molecules in the void space of 
porous materials as a molecular probe, PGSE NMR experiments can reveal detailed 
information on the structure, size and internal properties of porous systems on a variety 
of length scales. Such experiments are non-destructive to the porous material, allowing 
the characterisation of materials in vivo as well as in vitro, meaning they are of benefit to 
medical diagnostics and treatment as they can safely and accurately probe the properties 
of biological structures in the human body. 
Such experiments require mathematical models to describe the relationship between the 
measured spin-echo signal and the properties of the probe molecule and its interactions 
with the restricting porous system in which it is contained. However, the derivation of 
analytical mathematical models for analysing such experiments is only straightforward 
for ideal restricting geometries and rapidly becomes intractable as the geometrical 
complexity increases. This is especially true when these models must take into account 
certain experimental limitations, particularly in clinical NMR spectrometers which do not 
have hardware as effective as research instruments. Consequently, when attempting to 
analyse diffusion experiments in complex geometries or including effects such as long 
magnetic gradient pulses, relaxing boundaries or internal magnetic gradients arising from 
external magnetic fields, numerical methods become an attractive method for generating 
these models. 
In this thesis, a variety of numerical techniques are examined in relation to the diffusion 
equation, the Bloch equations which describe nuclear magnetism and induction and the 
Bloch-Torrey equations which combine the two to describe the evolution of nuclear 
XVI 
magnetism in a diffusing system. A highly flexible method for calculating the results of 
PGSE NMR experiments in porous systems based on the finite element method is 
presented. The efficiency and accuracy of the method is verified by comparison with the 
known solutions to simple pore geometries in the short gradient pulse limit (parallel 
planes, a cylindrical pore, and a spherical pore) and outside this limit (parallel planes, a 
circular pore and a spherical pore). The approach is then applied to modelling the more 
complicated cases of diffusion in parallel semipermeable planes, an array of connected 
channels with pore-hopping and a toroidal pore, a geometry for which there is presently 
no current analytical solution. In addition, experimental data for a model two-plane 
system are analysed using the technique. Outside the short gradient pulse limit, the 
method is used to evaluate models of diffusion inside ellipsoidal pores, annular pores and 
a biconcave ellipsoid used to approximate the shape of human erythrocytes. These models 
are generated for a variety of diffusion time periods, magnetic gradient pulse lengths, 
boundary relaxation values and rotations of anisotropic pores against the magnetic 
gradient, to show the flexibility of the method.  
The method is then applied to the problem of diffusion in a restricting pore subject to 
large internal magnetic gradients, which can complicate PGSE analysis. The finite 
element method is used to calculate the interaction of a large static magnetic field with 
pore geometries constructed from materials of differing magnetic susceptibilities. The 
magnetic inhomogeneities that arise from this interaction are then input into a diffusion 
simulation to create an accurate model for diffusion in the presence of the kind of 
background gradients encountered in real NMR diffusion experiments. 
Finally, the implementation of the numerical methods developed in the thesis for 
analysing PGSE data is explored. A model for diffusion in a Shigemi NMR tube 
approximating a two-plane system was developed as an example of the method. 
Parameter recovery from the complex problem of diffusion in a biconcave ellipsoid is 
explored, using simpler approximations such as spheres and the oblate spheroid. A unique 
method of data fitting for three-dimensional PGSE models is then developed, tested on 
several simulated geometries, and then applied to experimental data from diffusion in 
plant cells. 
This study shows that this approach has great potential for modelling the results of PGSE 
experiments on real (3D) porous systems. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1. Research Context and Background 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a scientific technique which can explore the 
physical and chemical properties of a huge variety of matter by measuring the precession 
of the spins of atomic nuclei. Various NMR techniques are now a fundamental part of 
chemical analysis and quality assurance, and NMR has been used to great effect for 
characterisation and analysis in areas such as “brains, bones, cells, ceramics, inorganic 
chemistry, chocolate, liquid crystals, laser-polarised gases, protein folding, surfaces, 
superconductors, zeolites, blood flow, quantum geometric phases, drug development, 
polymers, natural products, electrophoresis, geology, colloids, catalysis, food processing, 
metals, gyroscopic navigation, cement, paint, wood, quantum exchange, phase transitions, 
ionic conductors, membranes, plants, micelles, grains, antiferromagnets, soil, quantum 
dots, explosives detection, coal, quantum computing, cement, rubber, glasses, oil wells 
and Antarctic ice.”1 Notably amongst these diverse applications is the analysis of 
microscale porous systems, particularly biological systems. 
A porous medium is defined as a substance which contains a solid, semisolid or solid-
like phase, known as the solid matrix, separated by a liquid, gas or mixture thereof, the 
void space. The miscibility of the fluid phase components does not matter; the fluid phase 
can be either continuous or separated. Porous media are ubiquitous in scientific analysis, 
comprising materials such as rocks, sand, soil and clay, synthetic porous materials such 
as polystyrene, chemical systems such as sol-gels2 and emulsions, and importantly 
biological cellular systems such as tissue and muscle fibre, plant fibres, blood cells, 
internal organs and the brain. The ability to accurately analyse and characterise porous 
systems is therefore of utmost importance, along with understanding the physical and 
chemical effects of the fluid phase in the void space interacting with the bounding 
environment and the resultant transport of mass throughout the system.3 
The primary example of our need for understanding the dynamics of porous systems is 
for medical and diagnostic applications. In situations where the normal cellular function 
of the body is physically impaired, such as through apoptosis,4 stroke,5; 6 haemorrhage,7 
cancer,8; 9 or degenerative syndromes such as Parkinson’s disease10 or tissue necrosis, our 
methods of diagnosis have been traditionally limited to surgical procedures such as 
2 
biopsies11 or direct image observation.12 However, it has been shown13-15 that the porous 
structure of cellular matrices in the body can change due to the onset of diseases and other 
conditions, particularly cancer, and hence studying their porous dynamics, especially in 
a non-invasive fashion, could be used as a diagnostic technique. Understanding the 
porous dynamics of diseased cells could revolutionise early detection and treatment 
mechanisms. 
The microscale geometry of porous systems can take any number of shapes and 
orientations depending on the structure of the material that comprises the solid matrix. 
For example, the void space of NaCaA zeolite, a crystalline aluminosilicate, is formed 
from the imperfect stacking of roughly cubic zeolite grains between which fluid can flow, 
shown in Figure 1.1.16 The void space of muscle fibres17; 18 or renal cells,19 on the other 
hand, is both between and within the cellular membranes, the shape of which is formed 
not from crystalline structure but from the self-assembly of phospholipids. Muscle fibres 
are roughly cylindrical, as shown in Figure 1.2, while renal cells are spheroidal, as shown 
in Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.1: Scanning electron micrograph of NaCaA zeolite from ref.16 showing the size and shape of the 
zeolite grains as well as the void space. 
3 
 
Figure 1.2: Scanning electron micrograph of an isolated muscle cell from ref.17 INSET: optical micrograph 
of a muscle cell bundle, showing the packing of the cylindrical cells, from ref.18 
 
Figure 1.3: Optical micrograph of the renal cortex of a rat kidney from ref.19 
As well as diversity of shape, there is a large disparity in size between porous systems, 
particularly when comparing inorganic systems to cellular matrices. The zeolite grains in 
Figure 1.1 range from 0.25−4 μm in diameter, while eukaryotic cells are on the order of 
100−200 μm, and muscle cells are around 10−50 μm in diameter and 1−40 mm long.20 
Smaller sizes mean water dwells for shorter time periods within any given pore before 
diffusing or flowing into neighbouring pores, while anisotropic structures such as muscle 
fibres can result in highly-directed fluid transport. Small changes in the structure of the 
porous system can drastically change the bulk performance of the material. The boundary 
conditions, the effects the boundaries of the pore have on the fluid within the void space, 
can also be important to characterise or, failing that, to account for when studying the 
system. Zeolite crystals are impermeable to water, but can display adsorption of water to 
4 
the surface of the crystals, which is known as a relaxing boundary condition. Additionally, 
the presence of particular substances in the boundaries of a pore can have particular 
magnetic effects, which will be dealt with when we address NMR in Chapter 3. Such 
relaxation values are found on the order of magnitude of 10-6, at M = 25 × 10-6 m s-1 in 
sandstone and M = 12 × 10-6 m s-1 in limestone.21 Water in a biological system, on the 
other hand, can transfer through the membranes due to the actions of particular membrane 
proteins or channels, giving semipermeable boundaries. Membrane permeabilities are 
found to range from 2−1200 × 10-4 m s-1 in animal and plant cells.137; 138 
Human red blood cells (erythrocytes) are a particular example of a complex porous 
structure with important applications to diagnostics and clinical research. Kuchel and 
Fackerell22 developed a set of parametric equations to describe the shape of a human 
erythrocyte, which was expanded to equations to describe the erythrocyte in different 
conformations by San Martin et al.23 and Larkin and Kuchel.24 If the equations for the 
top and bottom of the shape use the same parameters, a discocyte shape is achieved, 
shown in Figure 1.4a. If the two halves of the ellipsoid are defined with different 
parameters, the stomatocyte shape in Figure 1.4b is obtained. Measurement of these 
geometrical parameters, particularly in vivo, is of major importance, especially tracking 
when/if they change as patients undergo particular treatments or suffer from disease or 
side effects of medication. 
 
 
Figure 1.4: A discocyte (a) and stomatocyte (b) generated using the equations described in ref.23 
Characterisation of these porous structures involves a set of macro- or microscopic pore 
structure parameters (PSPs)25; 26 which describe the structure of the system and its bulk 
material properties, particularly how it interacts with fluids in the void space. For example, 
the rate at which water permeates through porous rock is related to the porosity of the 
rock (i.e. the ratio of void space to the total volume of the material) and connectivity (the 
amount and size of connections between the pores in the rock). The filtration ability and 
transport effectiveness of soil systems and biological membranes is related to the throat 
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size between the pores of the membrane,27 the size of the connections between pores and 
whether or not larger solute molecules are stuck or held more slowly than those of the 
solvent. The performance of chromatographic columns and solid catalysts depends on the 
ability of the reactants diffusing through the material to either adsorb to the walls of the 
column or come into contact with the catalyst at the walls of the void space,28; 29 which is 
dependent on the surface area and surface-to-volume ratio of the boundaries of the void 
space. 
While the macroscopic PSPs can be measured directly, methods for doing so can be 
difficult or destructive to the material. For example, a simple method of measuring the 
porosity of porous rock can be to measure the volume of a sample, and then crush it, 
destroying the pore space, and comparing the volume of the pulverised sample.25 While 
this is effective, if destructive to the sample, it is less applicable to biological systems 
where the structure of the pores (i.e. the cellular membranes and organelles) can change 
depending on the fluid environment, and especially where such measurements must be 
made in vivo in order to be medically or industrially useful. Other methods include 
imbibition with a preferentially wetting fluid,30 measuring the amount of volumetric 
displacement, or mercury injection,31 which must be done under high pressure and can 
potentially change the structure of the material. For microscopic PSPs, it is necessary to 
employ either imaging methods such as optical, X-ray, electron32 or scanning33 and 
atomic force microscopy, or diffraction methods such as X-ray diffraction.34 Microscopy 
involves analysing slices of samples and interpolating PSPs through the bulk sample from 
the slice, although this method is again limited by being difficult if not impossible to 
employ in vivo, due to the potential need to fill the void space with contrast materials and 
the need to dry the sample for analysis, which can drastically effect biological 
structures.25 However, as described earlier, porous systems can have drastically different 
microscale structures, while still potentially displaying the same macroscale properties; 
it is reasonable to theorise two different porous rocks, one of which has cubic crystals 
such as the zeolite in Figure 1.1, the other which has long, flat grains with thin channels 
in between, and though they may have the same volume of void space, will display 
drastically different hydrodynamic properties. It is not enough, therefore, to just be able 
to measure the macroscopic PSPs, but the methods of measuring microscopic PSPs are 
highly limited. 
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NMR presents an excellent solution to the problem of characterising microscale PSPs, 
through both NMR cryoporometry35 and pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) NMR.36-39 
PGSE in particular has proven to be a particularly powerful method of analysing porous 
systems, as it is able to probe the physical properties of porous systems from the 
nanometre scale through to macroscopic characteristic distances by characterising the 
self-diffusion of molecules within the system.40; 41 PGSE has subsequently been applied 
to studying, among other things, zeolites,42 emulsions,43 liquid crystals44 and a variety of 
biological systems and phenomena including red blood cells,45; 46 cellulose fibres,47 brain 
tissue,48-50 aggregation,51 and exchange.52 Diffusion measurements can also serve as a 
contrast mode for imaging.53-55 Self-diffusion is the primary driver of almost all chemical 
reactions, bringing reacting species into contact. It also drives the formation of complex 
structures during aggregation56 and microscale molecular structures in cellular systems.57 
Through the Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland equation and related models of reaction kinetics, 
the study of self-diffusion can also be used to characterise enzyme reaction rates,58 3-
dimensional protein structure59 and enzyme mechanisms.60 
Techniques for measuring diffusion include light scattering,61 neutron scattering,62 
capacity intermittent titration,63 capillary methods,64 and fluorescence.65; 66 However, 
many of these methods are severely limited, whether by allowable concentration range, 
timescale, practical difficulty or sample invasion and destruction. In addition, the vast 
majority of these techniques measure mutual diffusion, rather than translational, and often 
cannot perform measurements in real-world samples without significant preparation.67 
PGSE NMR measures molecular motion through the use of magnetic field gradient pulses 
which spatially label the spins in a system in a non-invasive fashion and ultimately results 
in the attenuation of the spin-echo signal via self-diffusion. PGSE NMR is sensitive to 
the mean square displacement (MSD) over the (measurement) timescale ∆. When 
diffusion is measured in a restricted system at short times the echo attenuation is governed 
by the (true) diffusive motion as defined by the self-diffusion coefficient, D. As ∆ 
increases such that the MSD becomes of similar order to the characteristic distance of the 
restricting geometry, a, the boundaries affect the diffusive motion. By relating the MSD 
of the diffusing particle to the attenuation measured from PGSE experiments performed 
on porous systems, we can measure their microscale PSPs. 
One of the most common applications of PGSE NMR is in microscopy – through the 
diffusion-weighted (DWI)68 and particularly diffusion tensor (DTI)55; 69 imaging 
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techniques. These techniques weight a micrograph according to the magnitude or 
principal direction of diffusion in each volume element (voxel) of the image, which can 
be used to resolve the relative size and orientation of microscale structures. However, 
DTI has many limitations. It cannot characterise absolute size or shape for porous 
structures, and it cannot resolve where features such as muscle or brain tissue fibres may 
cross over or intersect, and hence it cannot accurately determine PSPs in these regions, 
or determine factors such as the angle of intersection or relative size of the two fibres.70; 
71 It is also insensitive to polydispersity in pore size and shape, which is resolved by DTI 
as anisotropy,72 and can conflate reductions in diffusion due to other effects, such as 
molecular aggregation and obstruction, with restriction. More complex diffusion analysis 
techniques, such as diffusion kurtosis imaging73; 74, or q-ball imaging75 can provide an 
insight into localised homogeneity, intravoxel fibre structures and crossings and similar 
structural data, but are still limited by the assumed model of Gaussian diffusion and 
measuring deviation from that model. NMR diffusion spectroscopy, on the other hand, 
has the potential for more accurate resolution of pore size and shape, and for 
characterising more complex features for which DTI is inappropriate. 
To correctly interpret the results of a PGSE spectroscopy experiment, a model for the 
spin-echo attenuation that incorporates the translational dynamics of a probe species in 
the system must be derived and linked to the phase of the spin magnetisation through the 
Bloch-Torrey equations.76 Generally, analytical models are sought; solutions that can be 
expressed with a finite number of calculations, and are exact for any given problem. This 
is as compared to numerical solutions,77 which rely on a series of approximations to the 
exact solution, with more computed terms giving a better approximation to the exact 
solution. 
1.2. Research Problem 
For diffusing systems more complex than unbounded free diffusion there are significant 
computational barriers to finding analytical solutions.78 The process of deriving a 
mathematical model for diffusion in a given geometry generally involves calculating the 
diffusion propagator P(r0, r1, ∆), which describes the conditional probability of a particle 
diffusing from r0 to r1 over time ∆, and then linking this propagator to the echo 
attenuation. However, as the complexity of the confining geometry increases finding 
propagators rapidly becomes analytically intractable,52; 79 particularly when more 
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complex effects such as magnetic relaxation80; 81 or transport82 are also to be included. 
Approximations and semi-numerical schemes exist that can overcome this limitation, 
such as the Gaussian phase distribution83 (GPD) and short gradient pulse84 (SGP) 
approximations, or the matrix formalism developed by Callaghan et al.85 based on the 
multiple propagator approach of Caprihan,86 which splits the gradient pulse up into 
several gradient impulses. However, neither of these techniques can fully overcome the 
computational difficulties for particularly complex geometries. In addition the short 
length of magnetic gradient pulses required to fulfil the conditions for the SGP 
approximation limits the resolution of PGSE experiments. While this can be reasonably 
easily achieved on research spectrometers, the difficulty of producing strong, 
homogeneous magnetic fields in the larger bore size of clinical spectrometers means that 
these conditions can be practically impossible to achieve. Hence, for more complex 
geometries, numerical methods of solving the Bloch-Torrey equations, the fundamental 
equations linking induced nuclear magnetism, measured signal and diffusion,76 become 
necessary. 
Numerical simulations of both gas and fluid diffusion are common and these methods 
have been used to simulate PGSE experiments. Numerical methods suitable for studying 
diffusion include Brownian dynamics simulations, which are a subset of Monte Carlo 
simulations,87; 88 and finite element differencing and analysis.89 Finite differencing 
discretises an analytical expression by replacing differential operators with numerical 
approximations, while finite element analysis does so by using interpolating functions to 
rewrite the expression as a system of linear equations. It is important to draw a distinction 
between numerical simulations of analytically derived solutions, and numerically derived 
models of PGSE experiments. Simulations of analytical solutions are generally a simple 
matter of techniques such as numerical integration, but deriving models from 
fundamental equations requires more complex numerical schemes and greater computing 
power.  
The literature for the application of finite element analysis to deriving models for 
diffusion in complex systems is relatively scarce. Monte Carlo simulations are quite 
common and generally used to validate newly-derived analytical models. Lennon et al. 
compared the results of a PGSE experiment on diffusion inside erythrocytes with a Monte 
Carlo simulation of the experiment, but they calculated only the apparent diffusion 
coefficient, and not an attenuation curve appropriate for porous system characterisation.90 
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Linse and Söderman88 simulated whole PGSE experiments in a variety of geometries 
using Monte Carlo techniques. Their simulations were performed on hardware vastly 
outperformed by modern personal computers, and hence the speed of their calculations 
is not directly comparable to the speed of more contemporary numerical calculations. 
However, even modern Brownian dynamics simulations are generally less efficient than 
other numerical methods. Bergman and Dunn91; 92 performed Monte Carlo simulations of 
diffusion propagators, and a numerical Fourier transform of the propagator to calculate 
the echo attenuation. Fichele et al.93 developed a method of simulating hyperpolarised 
3He diffusion within the lungs using finite differences, but calculated only the change in 
apparent diffusion coefficient due to changes in bulk porous structure. Vasenkov et al.94 
and more recently Landman et al.48 simulated the diffusion propagator using the Monte 
Carlo method. Vasenkov et al. used a partial numerical method, with the resultant echo 
attenuation still calculated analytically. Landman et al. simulated diffusion propagators 
and relaxation for the purpose of DWI experiments, but did not propose a method for 
calculating PGSE attenuation profiles numerically. 
Finite element analysis, on the other hand, is far less commonly applied to solving the 
diffusion equation. Hagslätt et al.95; 96 simulated a diffusion propagator using a finite 
element method (FEM) approach, and then used this to calculate the echo attenuation 
profile. Similarly, Harkins et al.97 employed FEM analysis in diffusion calculations, but 
only to calculate apparent diffusion coefficients. Nordin et al. developed a perturbation 
approach involving the use of mixed basis calculations for deriving the spin-echo decay 
in the SGP-limit in restricted geometries.98 Buhai et al.99 used finite elements to simulate 
electroosmotic flow. 
Direct simulations of the Bloch-Torrey equations are less common than propagator 
simulations or other semi-analytical methods. Blees examined the effect of finite gradient 
pulses on the diffusion-diffraction profile of a planar pore using a finite differencing 
approach to solve the Bloch-Torrey equations.89 The method was very effective, but was 
limited by the available computational power. Blees’ simulation was performed in a 
single dimension, which is appropriate for a single planar pore or periodic lamellar slabs 
but not for more complex systems. Nevertheless, Blees’ approach removed the need for 
the two-step process of simulating the propagator and then the echo attenuation. 
Jochimsen et al.100; 101 performed isochromat summations, the addition of simulations of 
the Bloch-Torrey equations for regions of equal frequency, to simulate magnetic 
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resonance imaging (MRI). However, they did not treat restricted diffusion, only 
simulating free diffusion with the addition of the diffusion term. Van Nguyen et. al102 
performed finite element simulations of the Bloch-Torrey equations in a variety of 
simulated geometries. However, their simulations used only first-order interpolation of 
the equations and using input parameters and model geometries, for calculating the 
apparent diffusion coefficients that would result from diffusion MRI. As the results were 
not applicable to diffusion-diffraction magnetic resonance spectroscopy, this limits the  
applicability of the study to the sort of porous system studies and challenges relevant to 
this thesis. 
The purpose of this thesis is to advance the literature regarding numerical analysis of 
PGSE experiments, particularly finite element analysis, developing models of diffusion 
in complex structures and subject to complex boundary conditions and other experimental 
conditions such as background gradients using novel numerical techniques. Chapter 1 has 
given the research case and aims of the project. Chapter 2 explores the theory and 
mathematics of diffusion, particularly of solutions to the diffusion equation in restricted 
geometries and with various forms of complex boundaries. Chapter 3 deals with the 
fundamental theory of nuclear magnetic resonance, magnetic radiofrequency and 
gradient pulses and in particular the pulsed-gradient spin echo and stimulated echo pulse 
sequences. Chapter 4 couples the theory explored in Chapters 2 and 3 to explain how 
diffusion measurements are made by NMR and particularly how micro-scale porous 
systems can be characterised through NMR measurements of the translational dynamics 
of probe molecules inside the systems. Chapter 5 deals with the mathematical modelling 
involved in analysing PGSE data, particularly the pertinent forms of numerical analysis 
as well as fitting algorithms. 
Chapter 6 begins by exploring the results from simulations run over the course of the 
project, both finite element and Monte Carlo analysis. Chapter 7 will examine the various 
experimental results that were obtained to compare to numerical models, validating them 
and showing the real-world applications of these models, and then will present a thorough 
discussion of the results obtained. Finally, concluding statements and an overview of the 
future applications of the research are given in Chapter 8. 
The finite element analysis work in the short gradient pulse limit, presented in Section 
6.1, was published in the Journal of Magnetic Resonance in 2013.103 
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2. Diffusion Theory 
 
Diffusion is a term applied to a variety of different processes, but in particular to the 
process of mass transport and molecular motion. “Diffusion” is an oft-misused term in 
the scientific literature. Even solely within the field of mass transport it is used 
interchangeably for both translational self-diffusion and mutual diffusion. Mutual 
diffusion refers to the transport of mass in the presence of a concentration gradient, i.e. a 
chemical potential.104 Self-diffusion, however, is the movement of matter between areas 
of equal concentration. The difference between the two is shown in Figure 2.1. While 
mutual diffusion requires a concentration gradient, self-diffusion is continuously 
occurring in the background in any substance due to thermal energy. Though the 
processes are thermodynamically related and described using quantities of the same units, 
they are physically distinct. Mutual diffusion results in net motion of particles in the 
direction of the concentration gradient, while translational diffusion results in no net 
motion. 
 
Figure 2.1: Visual representations of mutual diffusion and self-diffusion. Note that self-diffusion gives no 
net movement of particles, while mutual diffusion results in a net motion. Additionally, when the 
concentration gradient has been removed mutual diffusion ceases. The concentration gradient is also shown. 
This thesis will primarily be concerned with the measurement of self-diffusion and its 
applications to materials characterisation and analysis, and hence the term “diffusion” 
will be used to refer to self-diffusion. 
Mutual Diffusion Self-Diffusion 
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The random distribution of thermal energy in the solution means that there is, at any given 
time, an equal chance that a particle will move in any direction with a spread of velocities 
dependent on the total energy of the system, resulting in a form of motion called 
Brownian motion,105 or the “random walk.” At the molecular level, this random walk 
model applies equally well to both the motion of particles suspended in a fluid and to the 
self-diffusion of the molecules of the fluid itself. However, when the self-diffusion of a 
large ensemble of molecules is analysed at a macroscopic scale (as is the case for the vast 
majority of experimental techniques) this stochastic motion can be treated as a continuum 
and hence described using simpler bulk properties and statistical techniques.106 
At macroscopic times, we can define a self-diffusion coefficient D which describes the 
motion of the particle ensemble using the average particle displacement and is defined 
by the equation107; 108 
 ( ) ( ) 21lim 0 ,i itD tnt→∞= −  r r
  (2.1) 
where ( )i tr  is the location of a particle i at time t, n is 2, 4 or 6 depending on the 
dimensionality of the model (1, 2 or 3D respectively) and the angled brackets denote the 
average across all particles. The angle-bracketed quantity is known as the mean-square 
displacement (MSD) and is fundamental to statistical diffusion analysis. The timescale 
required for this continuum behaviour to be exhibited and hence for this analysis to be 
appropriate depends on the molecule being observed. For water, motion on scales longer 
than 10 ps reduces the motion to continuum diffusion,109 whereas for highly viscous 
fluids this motion can occur on experimental timescales, resulting in the observation of 
“anomalous” diffusion. At this long time limit, Eq. (2.1) reduces to 
 MSD ,nDt=   (2.2) 
known as the Einstein relation. 
D is measured in m2 s-1 and is a scalar quantity for isotropic diffusion (i.e. diffusion that 
occurs equally in all directions) and a tensor quantity for anisotropic diffusion. The 
diffusion coefficient differs between different molecules depending on a variety of 
properties, particularly the size of the molecule and on the behaviour of the solvent or 
fluid in which the particle is diffusing, related through the Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland 
equation which, for a spherical molecule, is110-112 
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s
kTD
b rπη
=   (2.3) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, η the solvent viscosity, rs the 
hydrodynamic or Stokes radius of the molecule and b is a boundary condition parameter, 
with a lower limit of 4, indicating no particle-solvent interaction (the “slip” condition), 
and 6, indicating heavy particle-solvent interaction (the “stick” condition), though 
experimentally b can be found significantly outside either of these limits.113-115 Diffusion 
coefficients (see Table 1) can be very important when compared to length scales of the 
features of a variety of materials and microscale porous systems like biological tissue. 
Table 1: Diffusion coefficients for a variety of substances at 298 K. 
Substance D at 298 K, (×10-9 m2 s-1) 
H2O116 2.30 
2H2O117 1.87 
Lysozyme, MW ~14000, 90% H2O118 0.10 
HS, CO2119; 120 1.94 
Li121 0.96 
C60 (fullerene), in benzene-d6122 0.83 
Insulin dimer123 0.14 
Haemoglobin in phosphate buffer124 0.07 
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2.1. Restricted Diffusion 
As shown in Eq. (2.2), the MSD of a freely-diffusing species is a linear function of the 
time over which the species is allowed to diffuse. However, when diffusion is hindered 
by geometrical confinement, the MSD becomes a far more complex convolution of the 
expected free behaviour along with an expression that depends on the geometry in 
question. For example, the MSD of a particle diffusing in a reflecting sphere is given 
by125 
 ( ) ( )
2
1
22
2 2
2 2
1 1 1
6 12 ,
5 2
m Dt
a
m m m
a et a
α
α α
−
∞
=
= −
−
∑R   (2.4) 
where αnm is the mth nonzero root of the equation 
 ( )' 0n nmj α =   (2.5) 
where jn is the nth order spherical Bessel function of the first kind, and the initial 
conditions are described by the relation 
 ( ) ( ), ',0 'G δ= −r r r r   (2.6) 
where G(r,r’,0) is the probability of finding a particle at point r at time t and where δ is 
the Dirac delta function.126 As t increases, the contributions from D will disappear as the 
exponential term in the series term tends to zero, i.e. the MSD becomes a function of the 
restricting geometry more than the diffusion time, until at very long diffusion times the 
MSD becomes solely a function of the geometry. 
There are three main “regions” of this relationship between the MSD and the diffusion 
time – the short, medium and long-time regimes. To describe these, we define a 
dimensionless variable ξ = DΔ/a2, which is defined from Eq. (2.2). where Δ is the 
diffusion time. When ξ << 1, the short-time regime, the MSD is mostly unrestricted and 
a function of t. When ξ ≈ 1, the medium-time regime, a larger fraction of the molecules 
in the restricting space (any molecules within D∆  of the porous system barriers, as 
derived from Eq. (2.2)) are hindered and display restricted character. When ξ >> 1, a large 
amount of the molecules have lost memory of their initial starting position and the MSD 
becomes primarily a function of the geometry. A visual example of this relationship is 
shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: The effect of increasing diffusion time on the measured displacement of a diffusing spin in a 
spherically restricted system. a) At short diffusion times ξ << 1, the MSD of a diffusing spin is unrestricted 
and hence independent of the restricting geometry. b) At moderate times ξ ≈ 1, the spin will begin to contact 
the boundaries and take on some restricted character. c) At the long time limit ξ >> 1, the spin has undergone 
significant contact with the boundaries, and its MSD is now solely a function of the restricting geometry. 
2.2. The Diffusion Equation 
Though the purpose of this thesis is to study self-diffusion, the mathematical formulation 
of mutual diffusion must first be considered in order to derive a mathematical basis for 
self-diffusion. We begin by considering a concentration of particles per unit volume c(r,t), 
located at position r, and a mutual diffusion coefficient DM, and express the flux J of 
particles as Fick’s first law of diffusion,106; 127 
 ( ) ( )M, , .t D c t= − ∇J r r   (2.7) 
As mass is conserved on either side of particle motion, there must be continuity on either 
side of the flux, and hence the continuity equation must hold, giving 
 ( ) ( )
,
, .
c t
t
t
∂
= −∇⋅
∂
r
J r   (2.8) 
Combining Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) gives us Fick’s second law of diffusion 
 ( ) ( )2M
,
, ,
c t
D c t
t
∂
= ∇
∂
r
r   (2.9) 
where 2∇  is the Laplace operator, which in Cartesian coordinates is given by 
 
2 2 2
2
2 2 2 .x y z
 ∂ ∂ ∂
∇ = + + 
∂ ∂ ∂ 
  (2.10) 
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Fick’s second law is the fundamental equation of self-diffusion. Though the particle 
“concentration” can be homogeneous throughout a sample (and hence there is no 
concentration gradient and hence no net flux), Eq. (2.9) can be examined using statistical 
mechanics in order to describe self-diffusion of a molecular species. 
2.3. The Diffusion Propagator 
The diffusion propagator128 P(r0,r1,t), also written in shorthand as P, is a probabilistic 
description of the behaviour of a system of particles. It describes the probability for a 
particle to diffuse from an initial position r0 to a final position r1 given a diffusion time 
t. It can be shown for unbounded “free” isotropic diffusion that the propagator is 
independent of the initial condition and depends only on the total displacement R due to 
the homogeneity of the system, but for any heterogeneous or restricted system the initial 
position has an important impact. The diffusion propagator also gives rise to another 
important quantity, the initial or equilibrium particle density, given by 
 ( ) ( )0 0 1 1lim , , .t P t dρ →∞= ∫r r r r   (2.11) 
For unbounded diffusion, the integral over r1 will grow as t approaches infinity, and 
hence the particle density will remain constant. For diffusion in a restricted geometry, the 
particle density will be the inverse of the geometry volume. 
In order to study self-diffusion, we are concerned with finding the total probability 
density of finding a particle at r1. To do this, we integrate the product of the initial particle 
density and the diffusion propagator over all possible starting positions to give 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 0 0 1 0, , , .P t P t dρ= ∫r r r r r   (2.12) 
As P(r1,t) is simply the ensemble average of the motion of a single particle, it is 
reasonable to state that it obeys the diffusion equation (Eq. (2.9)), with a small 
modification; since Fick’s laws refer to r1, Eq. (2.9) must be rewritten in terms of P(r0,r1,t) 
with the initial condition 
 ( ) ( )0 1 1 0, ,0 ,P δ= −r r r r   (2.13) 
and hence give 
 ( ) ( )0 1 2 0 1
, ,
, , .
P t
D P t
t
∂
= ∇
∂
r r
r r   (2.14) 
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Solving Eq. (2.14) is the basis of any work involving self-diffusion, particularly 
characterisation of restricted systems. It should be noted that the propagator formalism is 
not unique to the study of diffusion. The equations that describe heat transfer are 
analytically identical to those that describe diffusion.129 Solutions to heat transfer 
problems are thus, by definition, solutions to problems involving self-diffusion, and 
propagator solutions for heat conduction in a variety of geometries are well-known. 
However, given the focus of this thesis on diffusion measurements by NMR, the solutions 
cited for the geometries in this chapter will be those for PGSE or other NMR diffusion 
measurements. 
The particular solutions in this chapter are chosen to give context to the numerical 
simulations in Chapter 6. They represent basic solutions in one and three dimensions, and 
a more complex three-dimensional solution. 
2.4. Boundary Conditions 
Solving Eq. (2.14) in a restricted system is subject to a set of boundary conditions that 
describe the restricting geometry. Though a large number of boundary conditions 
appropriate to equations of the form of Eq. (2.14) exist,130 this thesis will be primarily 
concerned with 3 types: 
(i) Neumann Conditions 
 ( ), ,S
S
P f t
n
∂
=
∂
r   (2.15) 
where ∂n denotes the derivative with respect to the normal to the boundary. A commonly 
encountered special case of these conditions where ( ), 0Sf t =r indicates a reflecting 
boundary. 
(ii) Robin Conditions 
 ( ), ,S
S
PL MP f t
n
∂ + = ∂ 
r   (2.16) 
where L and M are constants. Robin conditions define a flux through the boundary. A 
special case of the Robin conditions is where ( ), 0,Sf t =r indicating a relaxing boundary 
or a radiative boundary, depending on the sign of the function. In this case, M describes 
the rate of relaxation or transmission through the boundary. When M is zero (i.e. no 
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relaxation) this condition reduces to Eq. (2.15). Relaxation at the boundaries of pores is 
generally caused, in NMR experiments, by the presence of paramagnetic materials that 
influence the magnetic environment of diffusing spins, causing them to dephase and 
hence the signal to decay. Relaxation values can theoretically range from 0 to ∞; that is, 
from perfect reflection to complete absorption.  
(iii) Semipermeable Conditions 
 b bS SP P− +=   (2.17) 
and 
 ,
S S
P PD D
n n− +
− +∂ ∂= −
∂ ∂
  (2.18) 
where – and + indicate the inside and outside of the boundary S, respectively, and Pb is 
the boundary permeability constant. Semipermeable conditions are useful for describing 
diffusion in biological systems, where spins can transmit between neighbouring cells. 
Permeability, similar to surface relaxation, can theoretically range from 0 
(impermeability) to ∞ (complete permeability). Permeability is often expressed as the 
dimensionless ratio 
 .bP ah
D
=   (2.19) 
2.5. Calculating the Diffusion Propagator 
2.5.1. Free Diffusion 
Free diffusion is described by Eq. (2.14) in one dimension, subject to the initial condition 
 ( ) ( ),0 .P z f z=   (2.20) 
Eq. (2.14) can be solved using a Fourier transform (FT) method; using the FT to 
transform the expression into a mathematical space where it can be solved more easily, 
then transformed back to give the solution. The FT131 of P(z,0) with respect to z is given 
by 
 ( ){ } ( ) ( )1FT , , , ,
2
iktP z t P k t P z t e dz
π
∞
−
−∞
= = ∫   (2.21) 
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where k is a real transformation variable. Applying this transformation to Eq. (2.14) 
gives 
 ( ) ( )2
,
, .
P k t
k DP k t
t
∂
= −
∂

  (2.22) 
This is simply an ordinary differential equation, with the solution 
 ( ) ( ) 20, ,k DtP k t P k e−=   (2.23) 
where ( )0P k  is the FT of the initial conditions (Eq. (2.20)) 
 ( )1 .
2
ikzf z e dz
π
∞
−
−∞
∫   (2.24) 
Applying the inverse FT to Eq. (2.23) gives 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 200 0, ,ik z z k DtP z t f z e e dkdz
∞ ∞
− −
−∞ −∞
= ∫ ∫   (2.25) 
and evaluating the integral over k, 
 ( ) ( )
( )20
4
0 0
1, .
4
z z
DtP z t f z e dz
Dtπ
− −∞
−∞
= ∫   (2.26) 
For initial conditions, we assume a plane source of diffusing particles at z0, described by 
a delta function 
 ( ) ( )0 ,f z z zδ= −   (2.27) 
and noting that the integral of the delta function is 1, 
 ( )
( )20
4
0
1, , .
4
z z
DtP z z t e
Dtπ
− −
=   (2.28) 
In three dimensions, the propagator can be calculated by multiplying the orthogonal 
solutions for each direction, giving 
 ( )
( )
( )21 0
4
0 1 3
1, , .
4
DtP t e
Dtπ
−
−
=
r r
r r   (2.29) 
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2.5.2. Parallel Planes 
Diffusion between a pair of parallel, infinitely long planes separated by a distance 2a, 
shown in Figure 2.3, is described by Eq. (2.14) subject to the boundary conditions 
 ( ) 0,
z a
D P MP
=±
⋅∇ + =n   (2.30) 
a form of Eq. (2.16), where n is the outward surface normal and M is the surface relaxivity.  
 
Figure 2.3: A parallel planar restricting pore of length 2a. Assuming the length perpendicular to the pore 
length is large enough compared to the diffusion time as to be effectively infinite, this pore can be 
represented in one dimension. 
Separating the variables of the one-dimensional form of Eq. (2.14) gives an assumed 
solution of the form 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), ,P z t Z z T t=   (2.31) 
and hence 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
,P z t dT t
Z z
t dt
∂
=
∂
  (2.32) 
and 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
2
,
.
P z t d Z z
T t
z dz
∂
=
∂
  (2.33) 
Substituting these into Eq. (2.14), 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )" ,Z z T t DZ z T t=   (2.34) 
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to t and the primes denote 
differentiation with respect to z. Dividing both sides by ( ) ( )DZ z T t gives 
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 ( )
( )
( )
( )
' "
,
T t Z z
DT t Z z
λ= = −   (2.35) 
where λ is a separation constant. This gives two separate ordinary differential equations 
 ( ) ( )'' 0Z z Z zλ+ =   (2.36) 
and 
 ( ) ( )' 0.T t DT tλ+ =   (2.37) 
Setting λ = m2, Eq. (2.36) has the general solution 
 ( ) ( ) ( )cos sin .Z z E mz F mz= +   (2.38) 
Both the cos and sin components of the solution are valid and are linearly independent, 
and hence there will be two separation constants m2 and n2. For the cos component, 
 ( ) ( )cos ,Z z E mz=   (2.39) 
and hence 
 ( ) ( )' sin ,Z z Em mz= −   (2.40) 
which when substituted into Eq. (2.30) gives 
 ( ) ( )( )sin cos 0.
z a
DEm mz ME mz
=±
− + =   (2.41) 
Evaluating at either barrier results in the same solution, so taking the solution at z = a, 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
sin cos 0
sin cos 0
tan
tan ,m m
Dm ma M ma
Dm ma M ma
Mama ma
D
Ma
D
ξ ξ
− + =
− =
=
=
  (2.42) 
where ξm = ma. Similarly for the sin component, 
 ( )cot ,n n
Ma
D
ζ ζ = −   (2.43) 
where ζn = na. This gives two sets of solutions for Eq. (2.38), 
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 ( )
( )
( )
cos , 0,1, 2
sin , 0,1, 2
m
m m
n
n n
zZ z E m
a
Z z
zZ z F n
a
ξ
ζ
  = =   = 
  = =   


  (2.44) 
The eigenfunctions Zm, Zn are orthogonal, but must be normalised, requiring 
 * ,
a
m i m j m i m j ij
a
Z Z Z Z dz δ= = = =
−
⋅ = ⋅ =∫   (2.45) 
where δij is the Kronecker delta (δij = 1 if i = j, otherwise δij = 0, distinct from the Dirac 
delta function defined in Section 2.3). The same applies for Zn. When i = j = 0 Eq. 
(2.45) becomes 
 2 cos cos 1.
a
m m
m
a
z zE dz
a a
ξ ξ
−
    =   
   ∫
  (2.46) 
Noting that this is a standard integral,132 Eq. (2.46) becomes 
 2
2sin
1,42
a
m
m
m
a
z
z aE
a
ξ
ξ
−
  
    + =
 
  
  (2.47) 
and hence 
 
( )
( )
2
2 sin 2
1 .
sin 2
1
2
m
m
m m
m
m
E
a a
a
ξ
ξ ξ
ξ
ξ
=
+
=
 
+ 
 
  (2.48) 
Similarly for Zn, noting the standard integral,132 
 
( )
1 .
sin 2
1
2
n
n
n
F
a
ζ
ζ
=
 
− 
 
  (2.49) 
Eq. (2.37) has the general solution 
 ( ) D tT t e λ−=   (2.50) 
and therefore 
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 ( )
( )
( )
2
2
2
2
.
m
n
Dt
a
m
Dt
a
n
T t e
T t
T t e
ξ
ζ
−
−

== 

=
  (2.51) 
We therefore find the final solution by recalling Eq. (2.31) to give 
 ( )
( )
( )
2
2
0
2
2
0
2 cos exp
1 sin 21, .
2 sin exp
1 sin 2
m m m
m m
n n n
n n
z Dt
a a
P z t
a z Dt
a a
ξ ξ ξ
ξ
ζ ζ ζ
ζ
∞
=
∞
=
     − +     +     =  
     −     −       
∑
∑
  (2.52) 
2.5.3. Sphere 
The diffusion propagator for a spherical geometry is calculated similarly to that of the 
two-plane system, by separating variables to give a series of eigenfunctions, along with 
substituting a set of expressions to reflect the boundary conditions. The solution for a 
sphere of radius a with relaxing boundaries was first given by Mitra and Sen133 and 
corrected by Callaghan.80 The boundary conditions for a relaxing spherical pore of 
radius a are given by 
 ( ) ( ), , .P a t P a t M
r r D
∂ − ∂
= = −
∂ ∂
  (2.53) 
The diffusion propagator can be expressed in spherical coordinates as 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
2
,
0 3
1 1
2 2
, 1 , 0 0 ,
2
1 ,
2
2 20 0 2
, 1 ,3
, 2
2 2
1 ,2 2
, ,2
3, ,
4
,
2
2 1 4 2
m n
m n m n m m nm
D
m n mn
n m
m n m nm
m n
m nm
m n m n
P r r
a
r J r P r
J r P e
a m m J a
m M a MJ a
D D
α
θ
π
α α µ α
α µ
α α
απ
α
α α
− −
+
− ∆
∞ +
= =
+
+
∆ =
 
 
 
 
 × 
+  
   − −       +  + +     
∑∑
  (2.54) 
where α is a separation constant of index n for order m, Jm+1/2 is the spherical Bessel 
function of order m and μ = cos(θ). 
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2.5.4. Cuboid 
The diffusion propagator for a cuboidal pore of lengths 2a, 2b and 2c in the x, y and z 
directions, respectively (shown in Figure 2.4) is expressed as a combination of three 
different propagators, one for each axis of the cuboid. This calculation was originally 
derived by Dr Bahman Ghadirian. 
 
Figure 2.4: A cuboidal pore of dimensions 2a, 2b and 2c in the x, y and z directions respectively, along 
with an applied magnetic gradient q oriented at angles Θ, Φ and Ω with respect to the x, y and z axes, 
respectively. M±a, M±b and M±c denote the wall relaxivity at the corresponding boundaries. 
The kth eigenvalues ξk and ζk of the diffusion propagator are given by 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
tan
cot ,
e
k ke e
f
k kf f
M l
D
M l
D
ξ ξ
ζ ζ
=
= −
  (2.55) 
where e and f are one of the three spatial axes, Me is the magnetic relaxation in that 
direction and l is the associated length in that direction. These eigenvalues can be easily 
calculated numerically. The propagator is then calculated as the sum of a series of 
expressions of the form 
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( )
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0 2
2
0 2
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,
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1
2
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, ,
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1
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k k ke e e
e
k e
k e
k k kf f f
f
k f
k f
Dt
k k
l l l
P e l
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Dt
k k
l l l
P f l
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ξ ξ ξ
ξ
ξ
ζ ζ ζ
ζ
ζ
    
−    
      =
    + 
  
    
 −   
         =
  
  −
 
 
  (2.56) 
with each expression being evaluated on each axis to give a total of eight propagator 
expressions. The full derivation for the propagator can be found in the Appendix in 
Section 9.1. 
2.5.5. Eigenfunction Expansion 
The separation of variables technique used earlier in this chapter is just one method of 
obtaining an expression for the diffusion propagator in terms of a set of eigenfunctions, 
a process known as spectral decomposition.134 The process results in a solution in the 
form of the sum of the spatial eigenfunctions ψm relevant to the geometry, along with an 
appropriate function of time, giving 
 
( )( ) ( ) ( )

( )
0
0
, ,
.m
m m
m TemporalSpatial
D t
m m
m
P t f c T t
c e λ
ψ
ψ
∞
=
∞
−
=
=
=
∑
∑
r r r
r

  (2.57) 
As long as Eq. (2.57) converges uniformly, the constants cm can be calculated from the 
initial conditions 
 ( ) ( )
0
.m m
m
f c ψ
∞
=
= ∑r r   (2.58) 
These eigenfunctions are orthogonal over the volume, and their inner product is defined 
as 
 ( ) 2*, ,m n m n mn mV dψ ψ ψ ψ δ ψ= =∫ r   (2.59) 
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where V indicates the volume, the weighting function is unity and the asterisk donates the 
complex conjugate. We note, however, that these eigenfunctions will always be real-
valued, and hence the complex conjugate is simply equal to the function. We then define 
the norm of ψm as 
 ( ), .m m mψ ψ ψ=   (2.60) 
Starting from Eq. (2.58), we exploit the orthogonality relationship by multiplying the 
expression by *mψ  and integrating to give 
 ( )2 .m m mVc f dψ ψ
−
= ∫ r r   (2.61) 
We also define an expression for normalised eigenfunctions 
 ( ) ( ) ,mm
m
K
ψ
ψ
=
r
r   (2.62) 
and substitute these expressions and the delta function initial condition (Eq. (2.27)) to 
obtain a new expression for Eq. (2.57), 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
0
, , .mD tm mV
m
P t f K K d e λδ
∞
−
=
= −∑ ∫r r r r r r r   (2.63) 
Noting the property of the delta function when r0 is in V, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 ,V K d Kδ − =∫ r r r r r   (2.64) 
we rewrite Eq. (2.63) as 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )0
0
, , .mD tm m
m
P t f K K e λ
∞
−
=
= ∑r r r r   (2.65) 
2.5.6. The Mean-Squared Displacement 
The MSD can be calculated from the diffusion propagator from the relation135 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 21 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1, , .P t dρ
∞
−∞
− = −∫r r r r r r r r r   (2.66) 
We first rewrite the propagator for free diffusion (Eq. (2.29)) in Cartesian form and obtain 
 ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 21 0 1 0 1 0
4 4 4
0 1 3
1, , .
4
x x y y z z
Dt Dt Dt
P t e e e
Dtπ
     − − −     
     
     r r   (2.67) 
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We note that, for free diffusion, ρ(r0) = 1, and we can evaluate Eq. (2.66) using the 
standard integral132 
 
2
2
2
2 2 1 1 2 ,
2
x xx e dx e
ν
µ ν µπ ν
µ µ µ
∞ − +
−∞
 
= + 
 
∫   (2.68) 
where x = x1 – x0, y1 – y0, z1 – z0, μ = (4Dt)-1 and ν = 0. Hence, we obtain 
 ( )21 0 6 ,Dt− =r r   (2.69) 
matching Eq. (2.2). 
2.6. Comparison of Propagators 
It can be seen from Eq. (2.28) that the basic form of the diffusion propagator, without any 
restrictions on the motion of the diffusing particles, is Gaussian. Placing restrictions on 
the motion of the particle causes the propagator to become increasingly non-Gaussian 
depending on the diffusion time, as shown in Figure 2.5.  
 
Figure 2.5: Diffusion propagators for particles undergoing diffusion without restriction () and between 
two planes (). Diffusion times were a) 10 ms, b) 400 ms, c) 1 s and d) 10 s. The planes were located 
at -50 μm and 50 μm. z is the total displacement of a spin (i.e. z1- z0) and the diffusion coefficient is 2.3 × 10-
9 m2 s-1. 
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Figure 2.5a shows that at low diffusion times, the propagators are virtually identical. 
However, as the diffusion time increases, the propagators diverge (Figure 2.5b), with the 
restricted propagator maintaining higher values between the boundaries. After 1 second 
(Figure 2.5c), it can be shown that the area of the propagator between -50 μm and 50 μm 
is 0.54, i.e. there is only a 54% chance of finding spins which have diffused less than -50 
or 50 μm after 1 s. This effect is made more apparent when observing a larger spread of 
possible z values in Figure 2.6. As the restricted spins are contained within these 
boundaries, the total probability of finding a spin remains 1. After a very long diffusion 
time (10 s, Figure 2.5d), the propagator for the restricted spins is a flat line between the 
two planes, meaning that the spins have lost all knowledge of their starting position. In 
biological systems, the pore lengths we are most concerned with are on the order of 10-
100 μm, meaning that the long-time limit is on the order of seconds for intracellular water. 
Smaller geometries, such as zeolites, require considerably less time for diffusing spins to 
display restricted character. 
 
Figure 2.6: Diffusion propagators for particles undergoing diffusion without restriction () and between 
two planes (). Diffusion time was 1 s, and the planes were located at -50 μm and 50 μm (). z is the total 
displacement of a spin (i.e. z1- z0). 
It is common, when analysing restricted diffusion, to not address the form of the 
propagator at all, but instead to assume Gaussian diffusion and attempt to fit the 
propagator for free diffusion to the experimental data.136-138 The diffusion coefficient 
calculated from this process is known as the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), and 
requires fewer experimental data points than full diffusion-diffraction analysis to 
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characterise useful information on microscale structures. This ADC can give some 
information about the structure of a sample, particularly if it is compared to other ADC 
measurements made in multiple directions – by measuring the relative degree of 
restriction in different directions, an approximate picture of the porous system can be 
constructed. ADCs are particularly useful in MRI, where they can be used as a form of 
contrast. An ADC can be used to weight each volume element (voxel) in an MRI, creating 
contrast using the diffusion in that voxel to produce a DWI.139 If ADCs are determined 
in multiple directions, a diffusion tensor can be constructed from the ADC measurements, 
with the image coloured according the principal direction of diffusion in each voxel, to 
create a DTI.55 Similarly, if more data points are collected when reconstructing the ADC 
measures of the “peak” of the diffusion curve (the kurtosis) can be collected and 
visualised, giving a diffusion kurtosis image.73 ADCs can be very useful for 
characterising the 3D structure of a porous system, but are ultimately limited either by 
their assumption of Gaussian diffusion or by the measurement of deviation from Gaussian 
diffusion, and do not distinguish between restriction and other causes of lowered 
diffusion coefficients, such as obstruction. 
It is clear that as the geometry being studied becomes more complex, the arithmetic 
required to evaluate the propagator becomes increasingly difficult, which necessarily 
complicates further efforts to relate the diffusion propagator to observable NMR 
experimental properties, as will be explored in Chapter 4. Even forms of analysis that do 
not use the propagator formalism and rely on other expressions to describe the diffusing 
system employ similar mathematical techniques to the propagator formalism, and would 
hence be similarly as difficult to evaluate for more complex geometries. However, being 
able to construct a mathematical model for diffusion in a porous geometry, given a 
sufficiently long diffusion time, would allow for detailed analysis of the properties of the 
system by using the diffusing species as a probe. 
The next two chapters will be devoted to exploring NMR, one of the most effective and 
versatile methods of non-destructively probing the translational diffusion of substances 
both in vivo and in vitro. First, an overview of the basics of NMR will be given, with the 
salient mathematical framework. Then, methods of relating the measured signal from 
diffusion-sensitive NMR experiments to the geometrical properties of porous systems 
will be examined, with particular emphasis given to the limitations of analytical means 
of developing these models. 
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3. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
 
NMR covers a variety of techniques which exploit interactions between quantum 
properties of the atomic nucleus and magnetic fields to produce data which relate to 
observable molecular and atomic-scale phenomena.1; 140 In particular, several NMR 
experiments can measure the translational diffusion of molecules in a non-invasive 
fashion in a variety of porous matrices and restricting geometries.78; 118 
It is important to note that NMR is an inherently quantum mechanical process, and that a 
true, accurate mathematical picture of NMR must involve quantum mechanics. However, 
for many purposes, particularly the study of translational diffusion, a classical 
formulation is sufficient for describing the evolution of nuclear magnetism during an 
experiment. For this reason this section will primarily deal with the classical treatment of 
NMR, and will introduce quantum concepts only when necessary, or to show how they 
connect to or give rise to the classical description. 
3.1. Basic Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Theory 
3.1.1. Spins, Relaxation and the Bloch Equations 
All elementary particles, such as those of which atomic nuclei are composed, carry a 
quantum property known as spin.1 This spin is represented by the quantum number I, and 
can be a whole- or half-integer value depending on the properties of the particle, and 
additionally possesses a quantum angular momentum S. The contribution of the spins 
from the components of the nucleus grant the nucleus a total spin, and hence a total 
angular momentum. This angular momentum carries with it a magnetic moment 
 ,Sµ γ=   (3.1) 
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. γ is a unique constant for each isotope. We are primarily 
concerned with atoms with nuclei of spin I = ½. This is due to the abundance of hydrogen 
nuclei and their favourable gyromagnetic ratio, but also the relative simplicity of 
performing NMR on spin I = ½ nuclei. These nuclei have a spherical distribution of 
charge within their nuclei, meaning that the only contribution to their Hamiltonian 
operators is from the magnetic field, whether externally applied or due to internal sample 
composition. Conversely, spins with I > ½ nuclei have Hamiltonians which contain terms 
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that originate from the orientation of the nucleus and higher-order electrical terms, 
complicating the analysis. 
NMR results from the interaction of this magnetic moment with external magnetic fields. 
When a spin is placed in a static magnetic field B0, given by 
 ( )0 0 0 0 0 ,µ χ= +B H H   (3.2) 
where H0 is the applied magnetic field, μ0 is the permeability of free space and χ0 is the 
material magnetic susceptibility, the magnetic moment will precess about the axis of B0 
with frequency 
 0 0.Bω γ= −   (3.3) 
Eq. (3.3) is known as the Larmor equation, and ω0 the Larmor frequency. As they precess, 
the magnetic moments will begin to align with the static field, transitioning from an 
isotropic distribution of magnetic moment directions to a slight but detectable bias in the 
direction of the static field, known as the macroscopic net magnetisation M. This net 
magnetisation processes about the magnetic field, and is described in general by the 
equation 
 0.
d
dt
γ= ×M M B   (3.4) 
In the presence of a static field, this leads to Eq. (3.3). The net magnetisation also relaxes 
towards equilibrium and will eventually reach a point called the thermal equilibrium, 
when the magnetisation will not grow further. The strength of this equilibrium net 
magnetisation depends on a variety of factors including sample composition and 
temperature that contribute to a quantum transition of spins between energised states. In 
practice, the vast majority of NMR experiments, particularly diffusion-sensitive 
experiments, are analysed relative to the initial magnetisation and it is sufficient to state 
that there is an initial thermal equilibrium magnetisation M0. 
From thermal equilibrium, the net magnetisation can be manipulated through the 
application of oscillating magnetic fields applied transverse to the static field, generally 
referred to as B1. As long as B1 is applied at or close to ω0, it will set up a resonance in 
M, which will then begin to precess about the axis of the applied field at the Larmor 
frequency. Assuming B0 is oriented along the z-axis (with a scalar strength along the z-
axis of B0), this motion is described by solving Eq. (3.4) to give 
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  (3.5) 
It is apparent from Eq. (3.5) that if B1, oriented along the x-axis, is applied for a time t, 
M will rotate an angle ω1t in the y-z plane. These applied fields are known as 
radiofrequency or rf pulses, so named because nuclei precess at MHz frequencies in 
nearly all clinical and laboratory NMR hardware. rf pulses are denoted as θ±x,y, where θ 
is the angle ω1t and the subscript indicates the phase of the rf pulse. The magnetisation 
components along x and y can be linked together as a single complex transverse 
magnetisation 
 ,xy x yM M iM= +   (3.6) 
which will later be useful for simplifying some calculations. Following this, the 
remaining magnetisation along z is referred to as longitudinal magnetisation. Typical B1 
pulses are 10-20 μs in length in research spectrometers. 
Once the net magnetisation has been perturbed away from thermal equilibrium, it does 
not remain in this energised state. Through two broad processes, the net magnetisation 
will return to thermal equilibrium. The first is by exchanging energy between the spin 
ensemble and the “lattice” (i.e. the solvent or other sample matrix). This is termed spin-
lattice or longitudinal relaxation.141 The second is from loss of phase coherence between 
the spins due to interactions between the internal magnetic fields of other nuclei which 
generate minute random changes in the direction of spins. This is known as spin-spin or 
transverse relaxation.142 Spin-lattice relaxation is what causes the recovery of 
longitudinal magnetisation, while spin-spin causes the loss of transverse magnetisation. 
The time dependence of longitudinal and transverse magnetisation is often described by 
the equations 
 
( )0
1
2
,
zz
xy xy
M MdM
dt T
dM M
dt T
−
= −
= −
  (3.7) 
where T1 and T2 are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation constants, respectively. 
These time constants are often used in the literature to refer to the relaxation processes 
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(i.e. “T1 relaxation” for spin-lattice) but this usage is erroneous and not encouraged, as it 
assumes a process of monoexponential decay. While this is often true, it is not always the 
case.143 The process of perturbation and relaxation is shown in Figure 3.1. Comparative 
values of M during the relaxation process are shown in Figure 3.2. T1 values vary greatly, 
and can be as low as 10 ms and as high as several seconds for typical experiments on 
water diffusion. Typical T1 values encountered in biomedical applications of NMR are 
on the order of 100s of milliseconds, with white matter displaying T1 values of 600-700 
ms144 and around 940 ms in liver tissue145 in 1.5 T and 3 T spectrometers, respectively.  
 
Figure 3.1: The evolution of bulk magnetisation from thermal equilibrium into the transverse plane by an 
applied rf pulse about the y-axis, as seen from the laboratory frame, and rightmost, the path of the bulk 
magnetisation (beginning at ) as it begins to relax back to thermal equilibrium. The frequency of the 
spiral seen in the rightmost diagram will be ω0. 
 
Figure 3.2: Plot of the relative transverse () and longitudinal () magnetisation as a function of time 
after an rf pulse. The transverse magnetisation relaxes away from the equilibrium magnetisation M0 while 
the longitudinal relaxation recovers until it reaches M0. 
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Combining Eqs. (3.4) and (3.7) gives a set of seminal equations in NMR known as the 
Bloch Equations146 
 00
2 1
.x y z
M M M Md
dt T T
γ
− −
= × − −
M M B   (3.8) 
The Bloch Equations provide a fundamental description of the classical formulation of 
NMR, and will later be vital in describing the evolution of nuclear magnetisation during 
a diffusion experiment. 
3.1.2. Signal Detection 
Signal detection in NMR is achieved by placing a receiving coil with its symmetry axis 
transverse to the static field. As the transverse magnetisation precesses, it will generate a 
current in the receiving coil via magnetic induction, generally referred to as the free 
induction decay (FID), shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3: An example of the real () and imaginary () components of an FID signal S as a function 
of time resulting from an NMR experiment. t = 0 is the point after a π/2 rf pulse, when the transverse 
magnetisation is at a maximum, and the signal relaxes according to Eq. (3.7).  
As the magnetisation is relatively small, detecting it in the same plane as the static 
magnetic field would be close to impossible, hence the purpose of manipulating the net 
magnetisation into the transverse plane. Modern spectrometers employ quadrature 
detection,147 which detects the signal as a combination of a real and imaginary signal 
component, allowing for easier processing as well as instantaneous phase measurements. 
Along with the detected FID, there is always a small level of random noise, due to the 
induction of random currents in the coil from motion in the sample or thermal motion of 
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electrons.148; 149 This noise can sometimes be on the order of or greater than the signal 
produced from an experiment, especially experiments on very dilute samples, with small 
sample sizes, which rely on controlled attenuation or on long pulse sequences, resulting 
in a large amount of relaxation. In order to allow the signal to overcome noise, signal 
averaging is used, where multiple experiments (“scans”) are performed and the results 
added together. The signal grows with the number of scans added while noise grows only 
with the square root of the number of scans, meaning that overall the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) of an experiment will grow with the square root of the number of scans. 
The FID is difficult to interpret and analyse. Picking out individual signals from what 
may well be a combination of many different frequencies would be close to impossible 
by eye alone. Instead, the FID is Fourier transformed from the time-domain to the 
frequency-domain, giving a Lorentzian curve for each individual resonant frequency. The 
total spectrum will be a superposition of the Lorentzians for each signal component in 
the experiment, which will be located at the resonance frequency for that component in a 
plot of intensity vs. frequency. This process is displayed in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4: An example NMR spectrum obtained through Fourier Transformation of an FID. The plot of 
signal amplitude S is transformed into a plot of the relative intensity of frequency contributions I vs. 
frequency, giving a visual representation of the frequencies found in the original signal. Here, a single 
resonance (and hence a single resonant frequency) is represented as a single peak in the transformed 
spectrum. 
The FT of the FID is commonly referred to as the NMR spectrum of a given sample. The 
NMR spectrum alone can provide a wealth of information on a sample, particularly its 
composition and structure, and spectral analysis hence forms a fundamental tool for 
chemists, particularly organic chemists. However, more advanced experiments can apply 
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weighting to this spectrum, emphasising particular physical properties of the molecules 
or of the spins, or select particular parts of the spectrum to emphasise or suppress. 
3.1.3. Magnetic Gradients 
Radiofrequency pulses of various lengths and directions are the primary method of 
manipulating the net magnetisation to produce a spectrum, along with specific delays 
between these pulses to probe relaxation and other evolutions of the magnetisation. 
However, many more complex experiments (particularly imaging and diffusion 
experiments) require detailed spatial information or selectivity, which are not possible 
with regular rf pulses. In these situations, magnetic gradient pulses are employed. A 
magnetic gradient is a magnetic field which changes strength in a predictable fashion 
throughout the length of the field, generally linearly. The gradient is defined as the grad 
of the magnetic field, 
 .z zB Bx y z
 ∂ ∂ ∂
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g   (3.9) 
The spatial dependence of the gradient field induces a spatial dependence in the Larmor 
frequency 
 ( ) ( ) ,zBω γ=r r   (3.10) 
which, assuming a constant gradient, can be written in terms of the gradient pulse strength 
to give 
 ( ) 0 .Bω γ γ= + ⋅r g r   (3.11) 
This also means that, for a gradient pulse of duration δ, an ensemble of ordered spins will 
accumulate a spatially-dependent phase shift of 
 ( ), .φ δ γδ= ⋅r g r   (3.12) 
The effect of this phase shift on a set of ordered spins can be calculated by considering 
Eq. (3.8). Recalling the definition of the transverse magnetisation (Eq. (3.6)), and 
recognising that the net magnetisation is now a function of r as well as t, the effect of an 
applied magnetic field on the transverse magnetisation can be written as 
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after separating the effects on the magnetisation due to the static field and the gradient. 
Neglecting relaxation and the effect of the static field, 
 ( ) ,xy xy
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g r   (3.14) 
for which, for a gradient pulse of duration δ, has the solution 
 ( )0 .
i
xyM M e
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This describes a helix, the centre of which is oriented parallel to the axis of the applied 
gradient. This can be more explicitly displayed by recalling Euler’s theorem, 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )cos sin ,ie iγδ γδ γδ− ⋅ = − ⋅ + − ⋅g r g r g r   (3.16) 
which describes a helix in the complex plane of pitch [γδg]-1, shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5: An example of aligned spins being wound into a helix of pitch [γδg]-1 after the application of 
a gradient pulse of length δ. 
This quantity is generally expressed as the gradient wave vector 
 ,
2
γδ
π
=
gq   (3.17) 
which will be an important quantity to explore later in this thesis. The typical strength of 
gradients depends on if the experiment is being performed in a medical or research 
spectrometer and the strength of the hardware; for medical spectrometers, high-power 
gradients are on the order of 40 mT m-1,150 and one typically sees gradient values of 1-3 
mT m-1, calculated from b-values given in ref.151 and ref.152 b-values are an alternative 
way of expressing q generally used in medical applications, and will be described more 
fully in a later section. For research spectrometers, gradient values on the order of 10 mT 
m-1 to 3 T m-1, and as high as 30 T m-1 in high-power probes, are employed. 
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One of the applications of magnetic gradients is imaging.54 Due to the spatial dependence 
of the Larmor frequency (Eq. (3.10)) from the gradient, the Fourier transform of a signal 
acquired during the application of a gradient will be a one-dimensional projection of the 
sample along the axis of the applied gradient instead of a single resonance peak,153 
creating an image in that direction. Images in multiple directions can be used to create a 
magnetic resonance image (MRI). Gradients also allow for the selective manipulation of 
one particular slice or voxel of the sample,154; 155 by applying a gradient and then applying 
a soft (long, low-power) rf pulse at a resonance frequency that corresponds to the desired 
slice, a technique known as slice selection. Most importantly, spatially labelling the spins 
can then be used to characterise their motion, which will be explored in greater detail in 
Chapter 4 as the basis of making diffusion (and hence restricted diffusion) measurements 
by NMR. 
3.1.4. Pulse Sequences 
The specific combination of rf pulses, magnetic gradients and delays used to produce an 
NMR spectrum is known as the pulse sequence. An example pulse sequence is given in 
Figure 3.6. 
 
Figure 3.6: The inversion recovery pulse sequence.156 The magnetisation is inverted using the initial π 
pulse, allowed to relax for a time period τ, with the remaining magnetisation then moved into the transverse 
plane using the final π/2 pulse to produce a signal. This pulse sequence allows for the characterisation of 
spin-lattice relaxation. 
Pulses can be from μs (for rf pulses) to ms (for gradients). Delays tend to be on the order 
of ms, and are generally included to allow relaxation to occur in the sample. Many pulse 
sequences also require delays between averages, to allow magnetisation to return to 
equilibrium before pulsing again. These delays are 3-5 × T1, and hence depend on the 
sample. More complex experiments which require multiple gradient directions (such as 
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imaging sequences like fast low angle shot (FLASH)157) will display additional gradient 
channels. Pulse sequences are generally reasonably modular, and assuming that different 
NMR spectrometers have equivalent hardware (i.e. number/configuration/strength of 
gradient channels, static field strength) will give equivalent results between different 
machines. 
3.1.5. Phase Cycling 
NMR experiments are, of course, always subject to a level of interference from a variety 
of sources. There can be anomalies in detection, particularly the quadrature detection 
used in modern spectrometers, interference in the transverse magnetisation from rapid 
pulsing, or echo artefacts resulting from imperfect rf pulses. In order to remove these 
imperfections, phase cycling is employed, which alternates the phase of the rf pulse 
between multiple experiments. For example, if the phase of an rf pulse is adjusted by 180 
degrees between two experiments, signals resulting from spins in the sample will be 180 
degrees out of phase (i.e. what appeared as a positive peak will manifest as a negative 
peak). However, artefacts and other errors will be invariant to the rf phase, and will appear 
as the same peaks. Subtracting these two spectra from one another will add the two spin 
peaks together while eliminating the interference peaks.158 Phase cycling can also be used 
to select for particular resonances from the sample. 
3.2. Background Gradients 
As well as the magnetic gradients applied as part of the NMR pulse sequence, many real-
world NMR samples contain internal magnetic gradients, some of which can be far 
stronger than the gradients generated by the NMR hardware.159 These internal gradients 
arise from differences in magnetic susceptibility within the sample, which cause changes 
in the magnetic field between parts of the sample, giving rise to gradients. The size of the 
gradients is dependent on both the magnetic susceptibility differences in the sample (i.e. 
the composition of the sample) and the geometry of the sample, but can for certain 
samples theoretically approach 10 T m-1,160 and has been estimated from experimental 
data of silica-alumina powder161 at an average of 4 T m-1. Even if these amounts are not 
approached in non-metallic porous samples, they are still powerful enough to be on or 
above the order of standard commercial gradient software and to cause interference with 
diffusion results. 
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Assuming that charges are either fixed or move as a steady current J, Maxwell’s 
equations describing electromagnetism162 can be separated into two components: Gauss’s 
Law 
 0,∇⋅ =B   (3.18) 
where ∇⋅  is the divergence operator and B is the magnetic flux density through the 
sample in T, and Ampère’s Law 
 ,∇× =H J   (3.19) 
where ∇×  is the curl operator 
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and H is the applied magnetic field in A m-1. B and H are also linked through the relation 
 ( )0 ,Iµ= +B M H   (3.21) 
where MI is the induced magnetisation in A m-1. Note that this is another way of writing 
Eq. (3.2). 
As NMR and particularly PGSE studies are generally applied to non-metallic materials, 
electric currents in the material can be neglected, i.e. J = 0. This gives us 
 0,∇× =H   (3.22) 
which has the solution 
 ,V= −∇H   (3.23) 
where V is the magnetic scalar potential in A. Substituting this into (3.18), and recalling 
(3.21), we find 
 ( )0 0 0.IVµ µ−∇⋅ ∇ − =M   (3.24) 
This equation can be solved for MI (which will be different depending on the structure 
and composition of the sample). Deriving the background gradients is then a simple 
process of finding the gradient of the z-component of the calculated flux density, that is 
 , , .z z zb
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 ∂ ∂ ∂
=  ∂ ∂ ∂ 
 (3.25) 
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However, solving Eq. (3.24) is often a very difficult task to perform analytically. It will 
be shown later, though, that numerical methods are well-suited to the task, particularly 
finite element analysis.  
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4. Diffusion Measurements by Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance 
 
The utility of diffusion measurements as a tool for probing the properties of porous 
systems has been demonstrated, but as detailed in Chapter 1, many of the traditional 
methods of measuring diffusion are limited, especially when applied to characterising in 
vivo porous samples. NMR spectroscopy, on the other hand, is a tool uniquely suited for 
the characterisation of translational, and particularly restricted, diffusion. It is non-
invasive and non-destructive, can be performed on samples under realistic physical and 
biological conditions such as temperature, sample composition and pressure, and does 
not influence the internal dynamics of the system. 
Some limited information about diffusion can be probed through NMR by making 
relaxation measurements. By analysing relaxation data to determine the reorientational 
correlation time (τc) of a species, we can make measurements of the solution viscosity 
through the Debye equation163 
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and hence relate this to the diffusion coefficient through the Einstein-Sutherland equation 
(Eq. (2.3)). This technique can provide quite accurate diffusion coefficient data.164 
However, it is limited by a number of theoretical assumptions, particularly the shape of 
the target molecule, its characterisation by a single correlation time, necessary knowledge 
of the Stokes radius of the molecule and the interference of in-solution interactions, the 
obstruction of large macromolecules and the continuity of the solution from the 
perspective of the target molecule.165 While models can be constructed that use 
assumptions for the shape of the molecule other than spheres, these require appropriate 
modifications of Eq. (4.1) that can become increasingly difficult. 
Fortunately, NMR offers a second option for measuring translational diffusion, using 
magnetic gradient pulses. As shown in Chapter 3, the application of magnetic gradient 
pulses can a spatial label on a set of spins. By spatially labelling a set of spins and then 
allowing them to mix, we can relate the degree of mixing to the change in the measured 
NMR signal, and hence measure the diffusion coefficient. First, the particular pulse 
sequence used to do this, the pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE), will be presented. Then, 
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the underlying theory behind the analysis of diffusion by NMR will be explored, as well 
as the various theoretical approximations made in order to simplify the analytical 
calculations and allow for solutions for NMR experiments of diffusion inside complex 
restricted structures to be produced. The limitations of these techniques will be addressed, 
in preparation for a detailed treatment of the use of numerical methods in producing 
simulated PGSE data in the next chapter. 
4.1. Gradient Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Methods 
The utility of NMR for making measurements of translational diffusion was realised as 
early as the development of the Hahn spin-echo pulse sequence,166 shown in Figure 4.1. 
The spin-echo sequence eliminates the dephasing effect of imperfections in the static 
magnetic field by inverting the net magnetisation in the sample. As the magnetic 
inhomogeneity is invariant of the magnetisation, inverting the magnetisation will cause 
its effects to cancel out during the two τ periods. However, the echo does not merely 
cancel out dephasing effects, but can also be used to measure intentional dephasing due 
to diffusion during or in between magnetic gradient pulses. 
 
Figure 4.1: The Hahn spin-echo pulse sequence. Black rectangles denote rf pulses. The π pulse inverts 
magnetisation that has undergone dephasing during the first τ period due to imperfections in the applied 
static magnetic field, allowing it to refocus into an “echo” after the second τ period. The sequence also 
allows for measurement of intentional dephasing generated through effects such as diffusion. 
Within a decade, the addition of magnetic gradients to spatially label the spins in the 
experiment and hence weight the measured spin-echo signal by diffusion had become 
widespread.83; 167 Though these techniques resulted in some novel and sophisticated 
diffusion measurements, particularly on water, they were theoretically limited due to their 
reliance on a constant, low-power static gradient. However, in 1963 McCall, Douglass 
and Anderson168 proposed applying short, high-power gradient pulses, rather than the 
traditional static gradient. This was then achieved in 1965 by Stejskal and Tanner,36 who 
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published their now-seminal paper and introduced the pulsed gradient spin-echo 
sequence, shown in Figure 4.2, which is now the fundamental pulse sequence for 
performing diffusion measurements. 
 
Figure 4.2: The pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) pulse sequence. The addition of the magnetic gradient 
pulses (striped rectangles) after the rf pulses (black rectangles) serves to spatially label the spins and 
implement controlled dephasing dependent on the strength (g) and length (δ) of the gradient pulse. The 
spatially labelled spins diffuse during the diffusion time Δ. The spins are then re-phased with the second 
gradient, producing an echo which will be attenuated according to the degree of mixing the spins underwent, 
and hence according to the diffusion coefficient of the spins. 
The first π/2 pulse moves the net magnetisation into the transverse plane. The first 
gradient pulse winds the net magnetisation vector into a helix as per Eq. (3.16) and as 
shown in Figure 3.5. The π pulse and the second gradient effectively form a gradient in 
the negative direction. Applying a negative gradient would normally, starting from a set 
of aligned spins, result in a helix with equal pitch but opposite handedness; that is, it is 
wound in the opposite direction to a helix resulting from a positively-directed gradient. 
This means that, under ideal circumstances, the sum of the phase changes of spin 
ensembles after each of the pulses (and hence the net effect of applying the two pulses to 
a set of aligned spins) would be zero, returning the original net magnetisation (minus 
some negligible effects such as relaxation). 
It is the delay between the two gradient pulses (Δ) that allows the PGSE sequence to 
probe the effects of diffusion. Allowing a delay between the pulses allows the labelled 
spins time to move and mix, which will cause the amplitude of the helix to attenuate as 
the vector sum of the spins drops as they cancel each other out. This means that when the 
attenuated helix is decoded by the second gradient pulse, the resulting net magnetisation 
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will be attenuated, which will manifest as a drop in the measured NMR spin-echo signal. 
This process is shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3: An example of the effect of a pair of PGSE gradient pulses on spins allowed to diffuse for a 
diffusion time Δ between the pulses. Note that the mixing after the diffusion time means full rewinding of 
the helix and hence net magnetisation M does not occur. 
When this signal is plotted against the applied gradient strength (or a function thereof) it 
results in an echo attenuation profile. The degree of attenuation is dependent on the 
applied gradient strength. From Eq. (3.16), it is apparent that a higher gradient creates a 
tighter helix, which is more sensitive to diffusing spins in solution and hence attenuates 
more strongly in the presence of diffusion. The magnetisation helix (and hence the wave 
vector) is the means by which NMR diffusion experiments probe microscale structures 
in porous systems. Analogously to microscopy, where the wavelength of the radiation 
used must be smaller than the size of the features to be resolved, the pitch of the 
magnetisation helix must be smaller than the physical features to be resolved by the PGSE 
experiment, i.e. 
 1 .
a
≥q   (4.2) 
In further analogy to optical diffraction, long-time PGSE measurements lead to the 
appearance of diffraction-like effects in the echo attenuation profile at regular intervals 
that depend on the geometry and the wave vector.87; 91; 169-175 These features are analogous 
to the features found in scattering experiments such as X-ray or neutron scattering, a 
relationship first noted by Hertz.176 Predicting the exact form of the echo attenuation 
profile is difficult, and requires a mathematical framework for relating the NMR signal 
to diffusion. 
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4.2. Relating Diffusion to Pulsed Gradient Spin-Echo Data 
Chapter 2 explored the mathematical description of translational diffusion, and the means 
of calculating solutions to the diffusion equation, particularly the diffusion propagator 
formalism. Chapter 3 explored the basic theory of obtaining an NMR signal and the 
fundamental equations that describe the evolution of net magnetisation. In this section, 
the salient theory from both chapters will be combined to provide a description of the net 
magnetisation of diffusing spins. 
4.2.1. The Bloch-Torrey Equations 
In 1956, Torrey76 rewrote the Bloch equations (Eqs. (3.8)) with the inclusion of Fick’s 
second law of diffusion (Eq. (2.9)) to produce the Bloch-Torrey equations, 
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Assuming that for an NMR diffusion experiment we are concerned solely with 
calculating the complex transverse magnetisation (see Eq. (3.7)), Eq. (4.3) can be 
simplified as 
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A second simplification can be made by recalling that for an NMR diffusion experiment, 
we are interested in an echo attenuation profile. This means that we are interested only in 
a relative, rather than absolute, signal value, and hence the results of the experiment will 
be normalised. We can also assume that, for a given PGSE experiment, that T2 is constant 
and hence that the transverse relaxation can be treated independently of the diffusion. 
This means we can also normalise the effects of relaxation and obtain 
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Indeed, Eq. (4.5) can be obtained from Eq. (4.4) by making the substitution 
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As we are interested in the effects of magnetic gradients, we must split the field term into 
its static field and gradient pulse components. Having done this, however, and reflecting 
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that the effects of the static field on the magnetisation are independent of diffusion and 
will also be normalised out (and hence can be ignored), we obtain 
 ( ) 2 .xy xy xy
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g r   (4.7) 
Eq. (4.7) is the fundamental equation which must be solved for a given set of boundary 
conditions (as shown in Section 2.5) to obtain a solution for the net magnetisation at a 
given position r and time t. However, in practice, exact analytical solutions of the Bloch-
Torrey equations for anything more complex than unbounded free diffusion are close to 
impossible to obtain. The inclusion of boundary conditions and their interaction with the 
gradient term on the right-hand side means that the matrix which corresponds to the time 
derivative operator on the left-hand side becomes non-Hermitian, which means that the 
eigenvalue expansion technique used to solve the diffusion equation becomes 
unworkable. The analytical solution for free diffusion, however, will be explored here. 
First, we calculate the effects of the PGSE pulse sequence in the absence of diffusion, i.e. 
we recall Eq. (3.15), substituting the quantity S in place of the initial net magnetisation 
M0. Eq. (3.15) will be the solution for the net magnetisation after the period from the π/2 
pulse to the π pulse. After the π pulse, we obtain 
 ( ) ( )( )exp 2 2 ,xyM S i tπ τ = − ⋅ − r q q   (4.8) 
where Mxy is the value of the transverse magnetisation after the π/2 pulse and q(t) is the 
value of the wave vector at time t. 
These two expressions can then be combined to give 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )exp 2 2 ,xyM S i t H tπ τ τ = − ⋅ − − r q q   (4.9) 
where H is the Heaviside step function. This solution is then substituted into Eq. (4.7), 
allowing S to be a function of time 
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Eq. (4.10) must then be integrated from t = 0 to t = 2τ. This gives 
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To evaluate Eq. (4.11), we assume that the gradients are rectangular; that is, the 
magnitude of the gradient is constant with respect to time when it is active. We neglect 
any contribution from background gradients or other inconstant gradient effects. This 
means the gradient as a function of time can be summarised as 5 step functions shown 
in Table 2, where q is the magnitude of q: 
 
Table 2: Values of q during the Stejskal-Tanner PGSE sequence shown in Figure 4.2. 
Pulse Sequence Interval Effective q 
0 < t ≤ t1 0 
t1 < t ≤ t1 + δ q 
t1 + δ < t ≤ t1 + Δ 0 
t1 + Δ < t ≤ t1 + Δ + δ -q 
t1 + Δ + δ < t ≤ 2τ 0 
 
A time-dependent function of q can then be defined for each part of the pulse sequence, 
starting from the beginning of the sequence and ending at the final t value of that interval. 
For example, the function for the second interval (t1 < t ≤ t1 + δ) is 
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while the function for the fourth interval (t1 + Δ < t ≤ t1 + Δ + δ) is 
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After combining these expressions and then evaluating the integrals in Eq. (4.11), we 
finally obtain36 
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where E is the echo attenuation – the ratio of measured signal to the experimental signal 
without gradients. This is the well-known exact solution for free diffusion. Values of E 
encountered in PGSE experiments tend to be from 1 to 1 × 10-2. Generally most 
experiments display only noise below this level for a reasonable number of scans.  
As previously mentioned, applying restrictions to the motion of the particles makes this 
process intractable. There are a variety of approximations and techniques which can be 
used to produce solutions, which will be explored in the rest of this chapter. 
4.2.2. The Gaussian Phase Distribution Approximation 
The Gaussian Phase Distribution (GPD) approximation technique177 arises from 
examining the total phase shift of a spin i at the end of the PGSE pulse sequence 
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We note that zi is described by the one-dimensional diffusion equation, which means that 
for free diffusion, it is a Gaussian. Due to the Central Limit Theorem,178 we can state that 
the probability density of the integral of a Gaussian variable will itself also be Gaussian, 
and hence find, from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.28), 
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where 2φ  denotes the mean-squared phase change at t = 2τ 
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Introducing two dummy variables of integration ta and tb, we obtain 
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This means calculating 2φ  is split into two components – a spatial and temporal 
component. The spatial component can be expressed as the products of the probability of 
each motion by the corresponding displacement in the direction of the gradient, giving 
 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
1 0 2 0 0 0 1
1 2 0 1 2
, ,
.
, ,
az z
a b
b a
P t
z t z t
P t t d d d
ρ − − 
=   × − 
∫∫∫
r r r r r r r
r r r r r
  (4.19) 
From this, Eq. (4.18) can be evaluated, and the final echo attenuation of the PGSE 
experiment can be calculated as 
 ( )
2
exp .
2
E t
φ −
 =
 
 
  (4.20) 
The GPD approximation is able to effectively account for finite width gradient pulses, in 
the same manner as direct evaluation of the Bloch-Torrey equations. However, it is still 
limited when applied to problems involving restricted diffusion, as restrictions on the 
motion of molecules cause their probability density to become non-Gaussian as shown in 
Section 2.6. 
4.2.3. The Short Gradient Pulse Approximation 
The problem with attempting to calculate analytical solutions of Eq. (4.7), as previously 
mentioned, is due to the interaction of the gradient term with the diffusion term. Therefore, 
if the diffusion term can be ignored during the gradient pulse intervals (that is, we can 
assume there is no diffusion during the gradient pulse) the equation could be solved.  
Theoretically, this could be achieved if the gradient pulses were infinitely short; a delta 
function of infinitesimal width and infinite magnitude but finite “area”, effectively giving 
no time for diffusion to occur during each pulse. 
Experimentally, this would be impossible. However, it is possible for the gradient pulse 
to be so small compared to the overall length of the experiment that any diffusion during 
the gradient pulse can be neglected compared to the diffusion occurring during the 
diffusion time Δ, that is 
 .δ∆   (4.21) 
This is known as the Short Gradient Pulse (SGP) approximation, and was first proposed 
by Stejskal and Tanner.84; 179 This condition holds for free diffusion. For restricted 
systems, there is an additional condition; the diffusion which occurs during the gradient 
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pulse must not only be negligible compared to the whole diffusion sequence, it must also 
be insufficient for the diffusing spins to make strong contact with the restricting 
boundaries during the gradient pulse,180  
 2 1.
D
a
δ
   (4.22) 
As long as these conditions are met, it can be shown that the echo attenuation for the 
system can be calculated using the Fourier Transform of the diffusion propagator. With 
the gradient pulses considered infinitesimal, the phase change of any given spin during 
the experiment is given simply by 
 ( )1 0 1 02 ,φ φ π− = ⋅ −q r r   (4.23) 
or, more simply, the sum of the phase change during the first and second pulses (noting 
that the second pulse is effectively negative due to the inversion of the magnetisation 
during the π pulse). The signal attenuation resulting from a single diffusing spin, therefore, 
can be given as the complex exponential of this phase change, multiplied by the 
probability of a spin originating at r0 to diffuse to r1 over time Δ (i.e. the diffusion 
propagator), 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 021 0 0 1, , , .iE P e πρ − ⋅ −∆ = ∆ q r rq r r r   (4.24) 
In order to describe the signal resulting from an ensemble of diffusing spins, we simply 
integrate this expression over all possible starting and finishing positions, giving 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 020 0 1 0 1, , , ,iE P e d dπρ − ⋅ −∆ = ∆∫∫ q r rq r r r r r  (4.25) 
which is the Fourier transform of P and an expression known as the Stejskal-Tanner 
Equation or the SGP master equation. If this condition is imposed on the diffusion 
propagator for free diffusion (Eq. (2.29)) with the gradients applied in the same fashion 
as in Table 2 and the integrals evaluated, we obtain 
 ( ) 2 2, exp 4 ,E q Dqπ ∆ = − ∆   (4.26) 
which is equivalent to Eq. (4.14), with the exception of the gradient pulse length term, 
effectively Eq. (4.14) in the limit 0.δ → The difference between these two expressions 
will increase as the length of the gradient pulse is increased; as the gradient pulse length 
increases the SGP condition becomes increasingly violated. Some comparisons are 
shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: Free diffusion PGSE attenuation profiles under the SGP condition () and with δ = Δ/4 (), 
Δ/2 () and Δ (), calculated using Eq. (4.14). As the length of the gradient pulse increases, the SGP 
solution diverges from the exact solution. These solutions are given for a system with D = 2.3 × 10-9 m2 s-
1, the diffusion coefficient of pure water at 298 K. 
4.2.4. Short Gradient Pulse Solution for Parallel Planes 
The SGP approximation makes it possible to produce an analytical solution for diffusion 
in restricted systems. In this section, this will be displayed by calculating the echo 
attenuation for diffusion between two sets of parallel planes using the SGP approximation. 
We begin with (Eq. (4.25)) and insert the diffusion propagator (Eq. (2.52)) as calculated 
in Section 2.5.2, and the spin density ( ) ( )0 1/ 2aρ =r  to obtain80 
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  (4.27) 
In contrast to the exponential decay of free diffusion, this equation displays clear patterns 
in the echo attenuation curve at predictable multiples of q. Due to the equivalence these 
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patterns have with the results of traditional optical, x-ray and neutron diffraction and 
scattering experiments, they have been termed diffusion-diffraction features. Increasing 
M smooths out the attenuation curve and pushes these features out to higher values of q. 
An example of such features is given in Figure 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.5: An example of PGSE attenuation profiles of diffusion between two relaxing planes of 
a = 50 × 10-6 m, D = 2.3 × 10-9 m2s-1 and Δ = 2 s, with relaxation constants M = 0 (), 1 × 10-5 (), 
1 × 10-4 () and 1 × 10-3 (), calculated from Eq. (4.27). 
If M was excluded from the model, the effect of relaxation moving features out to higher 
q values will appear as lower values for a, as the position of diffractive minima is 
proportional to 1/a.80 This would cause the model to underestimate the size of the pore. 
4.2.5. Short Gradient Pulse Solution for Spherical Pores 
The echo attenuation expression for a sphere can be calculated in a similar fashion to that 
for parallel planes, and is given by80 
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This results in diffusion-diffraction patterns, shown in Figure 4.6, similar to those of 
diffusion between planes, although expressed at different attenuation values and values 
of q. 
 
Figure 4.6: An example of a PGSE attenuation profile of diffusion in a spherical pore with reflecting walls, 
with a = 50 × 10-6 m, D = 2.3 × 10-9 m2 s-1 and Δ = 2 s. 
4.2.6. Short Gradient Pulse Solution for Cuboidal Pores 
As with the propagator expression for the cuboid (Eq. (2.56)), the echo attenuation for 
the cuboid is two expressions which are evaluated for each of the three dimensions of the 
cuboid, and multiplied by a zero eigenvalue factor. These expressions are 
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∑  (4.29) 
where η is the angle of the gradient from the x, y or z-axis. The eigenvalues ξk and ζk are 
those from Eq. (2.55). An example echo attenuation profile is given in Figure 4.7. The 
full derivation is found in the Appendix in Section 9.1.1. 
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Figure 4.7: An example of a PGSE attenuation profile of diffusion in a cuboidal pore, with a = 50 × 10-6 m, 
b = 80 × 10-6 m, c = 100 × 10-6 m, D = 2.3 × 10-9 m2 s-1 and Δ = 2 s. The gradient was oriented with 
direction cosines θ,ϕ,ω = 0.9553 (a direction vector of [0.5774 0.5774 0.5774]). 
It is worth noting that the cuboid solution simplifies to the solution for between planes 
(Eq. (4.27)) whenever the gradient is oriented parallel to one of the axes. 
4.2.7. Pore-Hopping Formalism 
Callaghan et al.170 presented a method of describing diffusion in a system of connected 
pores, pairing the structure factor for a particular geometry with an analytical expression 
describing the probability of a spin “hopping” from one pore to the next, under the 
assumption that the time taken to jump between pores is much longer than the time 
necessary for a spin to equilibrate within a pore. 
The structure factor is the long-time limit short gradient pulse solution for diffusion 
within a pore, and for a structure of identical pores with spin density ρ(r0) is described in 
one gradient direction by 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )exp 2 ,j jjS q z z i q z z dzρ π= − −∫   (4.30) 
where ρ(z - zj) is the spin density of the aggregate porous structure. This structure factor 
is combined with a pore-hopping factor F(q,Δ) to give the final echo attenuation 
 ( ) ( ) ( )2, , .E q S q F q∆ = ∆   (4.31) 
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The formalism was tested by Callaghan using a simulated porous geometry with square 
(planar) pores of characteristic distance a, separated by pore spacing b using channels of 
height A at spacing B, as shown in Figure 4.8. 
 
Figure 4.8: Geometry used to simulate Callaghan’s pore-hopping formalism,170 composed of square pores 
of characteristic distance a at spacing b and separated by channels of width A, spaced B apart. 
The pore-hopping factor F(q,Δ) for this system is Eq. (34) from ref.170 
 ( ) ( )22
4
, exp sin ,eff
D
F q qb
b
π
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  (4.32) 
where Deff  is the effective diffusion coefficient in the measured gradient direction, related 
to the apparent diffusion coefficient (see Section 2.6) through the expression 
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sin
.
D qb
D qb
π
π
 
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 
  (4.33) 
4.2.8. The Matrix Formalism 
While the SGP condition can be generally achieved for experiments performed on simple 
model systems under ideal conditions in the lab (i.e. lamellar plates, glass capillaries), 
diffusion experiments in vivo or on real practical samples can often be highly limited due 
to other characteristics of the system: for example, diffusion studies on certain biological 
systems can often have extremely short transverse relaxation times, limiting the length of 
Δ that can be used and hence limiting how short δ can be in comparison.15; 181 Additionally, 
clinical scanners are not generally capable of the same gradient strengths as research 
equipment, and hence when using a clinical scanner it is sometimes necessary to use 
longer gradient pulses in order to reach sufficient q values for a restricted diffusion 
experiment. In both these situations, the SGP approximation becomes increasingly 
inapplicable and alternative means of modelling restricted diffusion become necessary. 
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One such means is the multiple propagator approach, initially developed by Caprihan86 
and refined by Callaghan as the matrix formalism.85 
The matrix formalism relies not on treating the entire gradient pulse as infinitesimally 
short, but rather treating it as a series of such short pulses. If these impulses are kept 
sufficiently short, their aggregate effect would be to accumulate phase change due to the 
gradient during each impulse while still tracking the motion of the spin during the whole 
gradient pulse. This gives a very accurate semi-numerical approximation of diffusion 
under the effects of a gradient. 
First, the PGSE pulse sequence is discretised into 2N + 1 intervals of length τn, such that 
the total length of the pulse sequence is (2N + 1) τn. Additionally, the amplitude of any 
gradients in the sequence is discretised using a gradient step variable gs, creating a step 
order variable 
 ( ) ,nn
s
g n
m
g
τ 
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 
 (4.34) 
where mn must be an integer. The discretisation of a waveform under this formalism is 
shown in Figure 4.9. 
 
Figure 4.9: The discretisation of an arbitrary gradient waveform by the matrix formalism, into a series of 
coupled gradient impulses separated by time units τn. 
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With these two assumptions, we can rewrite the Fourier propagator relationship (Eq. 
(4.25)) in terms of a gradient waveform discretised into a series of impulses q1, q2… qN 
to obtain 
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Assuming we have a solution for the propagator in terms of an eigenmode expansion, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )*0 1 0 1, , ,ktk k
k
P t K K e λ−=∑r r r r   (4.36) 
where Kk are the normalised eigenfunctions of the diffusion propagator (Eq. (2.62)), and 
using the substitution 
 ( ) ( )e exp 2 ,i i ii π= ⋅r q r   (4.37) 
we find 
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  (4.38) 
Rearranging this expression and grouping together the components which depend on the 
same rn, we find 
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where 
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 ( )exp ,kk kR λ τ= −   (4.41) 
and 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 e .ik i k i i iS K dρ= ∫q r r r r   (4.42) 
Recalling Eq. (2.65), we obtain 
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i
k k i k k i k k i i
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+ + + ++ +
+
= +∑ q q q q   (4.43) 
which leads to 
 ( ) ( ) .nA n A=q q   (4.44) 
Using this result, Eq. (4.39) becomes 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†0 1 2 1, ,N NE S RA RA RA RS−∆ = −q q q q q q   (4.45) 
where the first S is a row vector and the last S is a column vector equal to the conjugate 
transpose of S. 
In the case of a waveform g(t) that begins and ends with zero amplitude and has a zero 
time integral at the sampling time, setting the initial and final gradient impulses to the 
minimum value of q, we obtain 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 †, .n Nm m mE S R A R A R A RS∆ = −          q q q q q q    (4.46) 
This equation can be evaluated as long as the three matrices A(q), R(τ) and S(q) are 
calculated, where q is the smallest impulse used to discretise the waveform. 
4.2.9. Parallel Planes by the Matrix Formalism 
The solution for relaxing parallel planes by the matrix formalism was originally given by 
Codd and Callaghan.182 We first obtain discretisations of the gradient pulse and diffusion 
times 
 1
2
Mδ τ = + 
 
  (4.47) 
and 
 1 .
2
N τ ∆ = + 
 
 (4.48) 
The discretised pulse sequence is shown in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10: The matrix formalism discretisation of the PGSE pulse sequence into 2N+1 time units τn with 
gradient pulse lengths of M + ½. 
From Eq. (4.47), we gain a total effective amplitude for the wave vector 
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γ τ
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= + = +   (4.49) 
From Eq. (4.46), the matrix formalism for the attenuation in a PGSE pulse sequence is 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †, .
MM N ME S RA R RA RS−  ∆ =     q q q q q  (4.50) 
Recalling the eigenfunctions from Eq. (2.52), and assuming a gradient pulse oriented 
perpendicular to the walls (and hence q = q ) and that the volume is normalised to 1, we 
substitute these into Eqs. (4.40), (4.41) and (4.42), to obtain 
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  (4.57) 
The exponential terms along the diagonal of R depend on the roots ξm and ζn and the 
choice of the digitising time interval τ. Despite the semi-numerical nature of this approach, 
the analytical evaluation required to calculate the necessary matrices for the matrix 
formalism is not trivial, and suffers equally from the analytical intractability as the 
geometries being studied become more complex. 
4.2.10. Diffusion-Diffraction in the Internal Field 
As detailed in Section 3.2, the spectrometer hardware is not the only possible source of 
magnetic field gradients in a sample. The interaction of the static field with magnetic 
susceptibility inhomogeneity in the sample can create localised internal gradients 
powerful enough to create gradient wave vectors capable of resolving the structure of 
microscale porous systems. 
The use of these internal gradients for diffusion studies, known as Diffusion-Diffraction 
in the Internal Gradient (DDIF), has been explored previously in the literature.183-185 
DDIF exploits the internal gradients by subjecting the aligned spins to a spin-echo 
experiment without gradients, for an effective δ between the π/2 and π pulses that results 
in an effective q value. After the result of this experiment is subtracted from an inversion-
recovery experiment to account for the effects of relaxation, an echo attenuation based 
on the effective q value is obtained. However, the difficulty of obtaining analytical 
expressions for diffusion measurements outside the short gradient pulse limit means that 
this sort of analysis is limited to bulk averages of the background gradients across the 
whole sample, and limits the possible resolution of the experiments. As g cannot be 
adjusted (since the background gradients are a constant function of B0, and B0 is difficult 
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to modify over the timescale of a single experiment in a single spectrometer), the effective 
δ must be increased to obtain higher effective q values, which will gradually violate the 
SGP condition. 
Given the limitations of analytical methods for calculating mathematical models for 
diffusion in complex, real world systems, it becomes attractive, or often necessary, to 
employ numerical methods to derive solutions for diffusion within these systems. 
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5. Mathematical Modelling and Analysis 
 
Numerical analysis is a broad category of techniques which rely on discrete solutions to 
mathematical problems; that is, solutions that are split into a large amount of small 
expressions or a limited number of points. This chapter will present some of the basic 
theory behind three numerical analysis techniques: finite differencing, finite element 
analysis, and Monte Carlo analysis. It will explore how each of these can be employed to 
generate solutions to diffusion problems, and finally how they were specifically used to 
generate the results contained later in this thesis. In addition, a short exploration of 
nonlinear least squares fitting is given, including a method for accurate parameter fitting 
in simulations and experiments with three-dimensional pores. 
Finite element analysis, in particular, was expanded from its original purpose of truss 
analysis and the integration of stiff structural mechanical equations, to an all-purpose 
numerical technique that has been applied to, among other things,186-191 mechanical 
engineering, acoustics, electro- and magneto-dynamics, semiconductor analysis, 
chemical reaction kinetics, fluid flow and convection, and heat transfer. As described in 
Section 2.3, the mathematics of heat transfer are identical to those of diffusion, and hence 
it is this final application that is most pertinent to this thesis. The large amount of 
literature based around finite element solutions to heat problems means that the technique 
is a natural fit for generating solutions to diffusion problems too complex to be solved. 
5.1. Finite Differencing 
Finite differencing192; 193 is one of the simplest forms of numerical analysis. It involves 
discretising a problem into a finite set of points in the dimensions it occupies; for example, 
a time-dependent problem in one spatial dimension may be thought of as being split into 
a series of points on a two-dimensional grid, one in the spatial dimension separated by 
Δx, and one in time, separated by Δt. This scheme is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: A finite difference grid for a one-dimensional transient (i.e. time dependent) problem, showing 
a set of finite grid points separated by Δx in the spatial dimension and Δt in the temporal dimension. The 
function f(x, t) is defined at each of these points, but is only approximated between them. 
Rather than attempting to describe the problem continuously, finite differencing uses a 
set of equations that describe the change in the equation between these grid points (which 
are different depending on whether the problem is formulated using forward, backward 
or central differences). 
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∂ ∆
  (5.1) 
These difference equations can be inserted into the analytical equations in place of 
differential operators, converting these operators into a set of iterative expressions, one 
for each grid point relationship (i.e. a transition between two points.) This gives a large 
number of expressions which must be evaluated simultaneously to obtain the final 
solution. The resulting simultaneous equations are linear, which means the equation set 
can be represented as large matrices and evaluated using matrix techniques, particularly 
matrix inversion. While software packages with significant analytical capability exist, 
properly-formulated numerical solutions will generally be more efficient than finding 
symbolic analytical solutions. 
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Even with the development of more advanced numerical methods that are more 
computationally efficient and accurate, finite differencing remains a useful technique, 
particularly when coupled with other techniques such as finite element analysis. Finite 
differencing is relatively simple to implement, and acceptably accurate while being no 
less efficient for ordinary differential equations. In this thesis, a form of finite 
differencing is used to add time-dependence to the finite element solutions that form the 
bulk of the original work, by replacing the time derivatives in the diffusion equation with 
finite differences, and evaluating the solution at each time step with a finite element 
algorithm. This application of finite differencing will be explored in Section 5.2, but in 
this section one of the seminal works in finite numerical solutions of PGSE NMR will be 
explored as a precursor to the finite element technique and an introduction to some of the 
useful theory behind discretisation. 
5.1.1. Finite Difference Solution to the Diffusion Equation 
between Parallel Planes 
The procedure for formulating the Bloch-Torrey equations for finite differencing was 
first given by Blees,89 modifying a scheme proposed by Zientara et al.194 First, the volume 
of interest is discretised into N points separated by a distance of Δz, creating a total 
domain L. In addition, the time domain is discretised into T time intervals Δt. We consider 
the Bloch-Torrey equation in transverse form, Eq. (4.7), and replace the derivative 
expressions with finite difference equations. This transforms the continuous transverse 
magnetisation Mxy into a matrix M that contains the values of Mxy at each point l along 
the domain. The spatial derivative can be replaced by 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )2
, 1, 2 , 1,
.xy xy xy xy
M z t M l t M l t M l t
z z
∂ + − + −
=
∂ ∆
  (5.2) 
Assuming reflecting boundary conditions (i.e. Eq. (2.30)), we find 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
2
22
1, 2, 1,xy xy xyM t M t M t
z z
∂ −
=
∂ ∆
  (5.3) 
and 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
2
22
, 1, ,
.xy xy xy
M N t M N t M N t
z z
∂ − −
=
∂ ∆
  (5.4) 
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Making these substitutions allows Eq. (4.7) to be rewritten as a set of linear equations 
which can be represented in matrix form as 
 ( ) [ ] ,d t i
dt
= − +
M
Ω W M   (5.5) 
where the elements of the matrix Ω are given by 
 
3
,iij ij
gz a
D
γ
δΩ =   (5.6) 
and describe the dephasing effect of the applied gradient. The diffusive motion of the 
spins is described by the matrix W, whose elements are 
 
( )2
1 1 0 . . . .
1 2 1 0 . . .
0 1 2 1 0 . .
1 .. . . . . . .
. . 0 1 2 1 0
. . . 0 1 2 1
. . . . 0 1 1
z
− 
 − 
 −
 =  ∆  −
 
− 
 − 
W   (5.7) 
In the same manner as the matrix formalism, we exploit the short gradient pulse limit, 
reasoning that diffusion during a gradient of a sufficiently short time period can be 
neglected, and is hence independent of time. The solution to Eq. (5.5) under this condition 
is 
 ( ) ( ) ( )exp 0 ,t i t t= − +M Ω W M   (5.8) 
and hence, for short time periods, 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )exp .t t i t t t+ ∆ ≅ − ∆ + ∆M Ω 1 W M    (5.9) 
It is computationally efficient to evaluate this expression in two steps: the diffusion step 
 ( ) ( ) ( )' ,t t t t+ ∆ = + ∆M 1 W M   (5.10) 
and the gradient dephasing step 
 ( ) ( ) ( )exp ' .t t i t t t+ ∆ = − ∆ + ∆M Ω M   (5.11) 
The accuracy of the diffusion step can be improved by employing the unconditionally 
stable Crank-Nicolson procedure195 to obtain 
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  (5.12) 
These equations are then evaluated with initial conditions of Mi  = 1, then applying Eqs. 
(5.12) and (5.11) successively for each time step. For time steps during which the gradient 
should not be active, Ω is set to zero. The final echo amplitude is calculated by taking the 
sum of the elements Mi at the final time step. 
The finite differencing technique is a very simple numerical method for problems such 
as the Bloch-Torrey equations in one dimension. However, when moving to higher-
dimensional problems in more complex geometries, finite differencing begins to require 
large numbers of discrete points to deliver accurate results, hence requiring unreasonably 
long solution times, especially for geometries with irregular or highly curved boundaries. 
Because the solution is only defined at the nodes, and there is no description of the 
solution between the nodes, the number of nodes is a hard limit on the resolution of the 
solution. Finite element analysis, on the other hand, provides an efficient means of 
gaining the same sort of discrete matrix-based solution to problems and also provides for 
a simple analytical solution between discrete points, giving it greater accuracy for a 
relatively fewer amount of points. In the next section, finite element analysis will be 
explored in detail and the specific implementation of it used in this thesis to produce 
simulations of NMR diffusion experiments. 
5.2. Finite Element Analysis 
Finite element analysis is an extension of the finite differencing technique. FEA, also 
known as the Finite Element Method (FEM), takes a similar discretisation technique and, 
among many other mathematical changes and refinements, adds interpolation between 
the discrete points. This converts the mathematical focus from these discrete points to a 
set of elements, composed of the points bounding the element (the nodes), along with the 
interpolation functions between those nodes. 
FEM relies on what is known as the weak form of an equation. Classical formulations of 
differential equations (strong forms) are strictly applied to systems, in that the equation 
must be exactly valid at every point within the domain of analysis. For a differential 
equation, this subsequently requires that the derivative of the function must also be valid 
at every point in the domain, and possibly the second derivative (such as, for example, 
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the diffusion equation). This can be an obstacle for any form of numerical analysis for 
physical systems where, for example, due to the influence of boundary conditions or 
material properties the solution or derivatives of the equation being analysed are not 
smooth enough or are discontinuous, or where the solutions to the equation are not 
differentiable. It is a particular obstacle for finite element analysis, however, due to the 
interpolation used between element nodes, which violates the exact requirements of the 
partial differential equation. 
The weak form works by reversing the derivative operators in the equation, instead 
producing integral formulations which are defined over particular integral ranges. In this 
way, it allows the controlled violation of the requirements of the differential equation. 
The weak solution to an equation instead only has to hold with respect to a set of test 
functions. In this way, the weak solution or solutions to an equation can be seen as being 
analogous to solutions which hold only on a distribution. In a similar way to equations 
such as Eq. (2.1), which are discontinuous at very short times or low numbers of samples 
but which degenerate to continuous solutions, the weak form of an equation produces 
solutions which, when tested with a large number of test functions, degenerate to 
continuous solutions of the equation while avoiding the need for exact continuity of the 
equation at all times during the analysis. 
The theory behind the use of test functions can be examined by considering a simple 
differential equation 
 ( ) 0dF x
dx
=   (5.13) 
within some domain Ω. Converting this equation into an integral form is a simple matter 
of integrating over the domain to obtain 
 ( ) 0.dF x
dxΩ
=∫   (5.14) 
However, it is apparent that this formulation is too “weak” – simply requiring that the 
average of the function over the entire domain be equal to zero is not useful in 
approximating an analytical statement which originally required that the function be zero 
at all points. However, if the domain is split into a series of n small elements Ωj as shown 
in Figure 5.2, then this integral can be performed individually over each of the elements, 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2
0, 0, ... 0,
n
dF x dF x dF x
dx dx dxΩ Ω Ω
= = =∫ ∫ ∫   (5.15) 
which, as long as enough elements are used, will return a close approximation of the 
original formulation. An infinite number of elements would return the original equation 
exactly. 
 
Figure 5.2: An arbitrary differential equation discretised into a series of elements Ωj. 
Another way of approaching this problem is in recognising that the idea is simply to 
sample the derivative in Eq. (5.14) over a small enough range that it is still meaningful. 
Instead of achieving this with multiple integrals, we can multiply a single integral by a 
set of sampling functions (the test functions) which are each defined only within a single 
element and are zero elsewhere throughout the domain. As long as these test functions 
cover all of the elements, the net result is the same as performing multiple integrations. 
A single one of these test functions is shown in Figure 5.3, and the resulting set in Figure 
5.4. 
 
Figure 5.3: A test function for the element Ωj. Note that it is equal to zero outside the bounds of the element. 
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Figure 5.4: A series of test functions ν(x) over the discretised domain given in Figure 5.2. 
Once the equations being studied are converted into the weak form (second-order PDEs 
require integration by parts) and multiplied by the test function, they can then be 
evaluated across the domain. As this solution is an approximation, it introduces a residual 
error, R. Therefore, some treatment of the equation is necessary to bring the residual to 
zero over selected intervals or certain points, in order for the solution to remain 
mathematically valid. One of the most common methods of doing so is the Ritz-Galerkin 
method,191 which requires the error to be orthogonal to the set of test functions, according 
to 
 ( ) 0.
b
j
a
z Rdzν =∫   (5.16) 
For a finite element simulation, the simplest functions to choose as these test functions 
are the same functions being used to interpolate between the node points, known as the 
shape functions. The combination of shape functions within an element can then be 
evaluated as a large set of simultaneous equations (and hence as a matrix) to calculate the 
unknowns at each discrete point. 
Finding solutions for PGSE experiments is a matter of performing this discretisation and 
matrix factorisation process for the Bloch-Torrey equation (Eq. (4.7)) within the correct 
geometry and under appropriate boundary conditions. This process, within a variety of 
different geometries, forms the core of the original mathematical contributions in this 
work. 
As an example, the discretisation and matrix factorisation of Eq. (4.7) will be explored in 
a parallel planar geometry, with second-order basis functions and boundary conditions of 
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 ( ) ( )0, , .xy xy xyM t M L t MM
z z D
∂ ∂
= = −
∂ ∂
 (5.17) 
The spatial component of the problem is examined first. We assume the solution can be 
represented as n+1 approximations at evenly-spaced values of z from z1 to zn+1, as shown 
in Figure 5.2. The solution between these points is interpolated with a set of basis 
functions φi(z), polynomials of order k. φi is equal to 1 at zj, a kth order polynomial for zj-
1 < z < zj and zj < z < zj+1, and 0 elsewhere. Examples of first-order and second-order basis 
functions are given in Figure 5.5. Second-order basis functions require the addition of a 
node between the nodes of an element; higher order functions require more. 
 
Figure 5.5: Examples of a) first-order and b) second-order basis functions for a finite element model, which 
interpolate between the discrete node points. 
From the combination of these basis functions within a given element Ωi, we can derive 
a single function known as the shape function for that element. 
For the following, given a node j, the subscripts k and l refer to the nodes j+1/2 and j+1, 
respectively. We assume that the solution within a given element is some quadratic 
function 
 21 2 3im c c z c z
Ω = + +   (5.18) 
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where c1, c2 and c3 are constants, and that 
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Hence, 
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Rearranging and solving simultaneously we find 
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and 
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We insert these back into the original approximation, and find 
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  (5.24) 
or rearranging for mi, mj, and mk, 
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  (5.25) 
The three coefficients outside the mj, mk and ml terms are the shape functions of the 
element Ωj, and associated with the node zj are written as jjS
Ω . An example of linear shape 
functions is shown in Figure 5.6. 
 
Figure 5.6: Linear shape functions for a single element formed from the basis functions of the previous 
and following nodes. 
We then substitute Eq. (5.25) for an element Ωj into Eq.(4.7) giving the resulting 
discretised equation with residual  
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This residual is multiplied by the two shape functions associated with nodes zj, zk and zl, 
and integrated across the element together, giving a residual equation for each shape 
function, 
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and 
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Taking the first residual equation as an example, split the integral and integrate by parts 
to find the weak form 
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The two boundary condition expressions in Eq. (5.30) will only be valid in the first and 
last elements of the system as the expression is multiplied by a shape function, which 
only has value inside the element with which it is associated. For example, assuming we 
are dealing with element 1, and recalling that this system operates under the boundary 
conditions of Eq. (5.17), we would find 
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Assuming a general, non-boundary element, and then recalling the definition of jmΩ , 
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  (5.32) 
As the shape functions are solely functions of z and mj, mk and ml are discrete variables 
defined at specific points along z and hence solely functions of t, 
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Through a similar process we can derive the other two residual equations 
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and 
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This forms a system of linear equations, which can be rewritten in matrix form as 
 ( ) ,d i g
dt
γ+ + + =  
mM G H K m r   (5.36) 
where M is the mass matrix given by 
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G is the complex gradient matrix given by 
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H is the boundary relaxation matrix, defined only for elements 1 and n+1 as 
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K is the stiffness vector 
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r is the vector of residuals 
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and m is the solution vector 
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Setting the residuals to equal zero, the time-dependent solution becomes a matter of 
finding a vector m which satisfies the equation 
 [ ] 0.d
dt
+ + + =
mM G H K m   (5.43) 
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These matrices from each element are added together to form large, sparse global 
matrices in order to calculate the solution vector across the entire domain. Two- and 
three-dimensional problems will have larger matrices for each element – two-
dimensional quadratic triangular elements will have six degrees of freedom, and hence 
six equations to solve, while three-dimensional tetrahedral elements will have twelve.  
In order to evaluate the time derivative, a second numerical scheme must be applied. The 
most common of these is the backward differentiation formula (BDF),186 an implicit finite 
differencing technique. Assuming the time dimension of a finite element problem is 
discretised into a line of evenly-spaced points tn, as in Section 5.1, the interpolating 
polynomial between the solutions Un, Un-1, Un-2… Un-k is given by 
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where k∇ is the backwards difference operator 
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Taking the derivative of Eq. (5.44), we find the kth order BDF formula 
 1
0
,
n k
n
kj
j
dUt U
dt
α −
=
∆ =∑   (5.46) 
where the coefficients αkj are given in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Coefficients for the kth order BDF for numerical time-stepping. 
k 
1 1 -1      
2 3/2 -2 1/2     
3 11/6 -3 3/2 -1/3    
4 25/12 -4 3 -4/3 1/4   
5 137/60 -5 5 -10/3 5/4 -1/5  
6 49/20 -6 15/2 -20/3 15/4 -6/5 1/6 
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Substituting this formulation into Eq. (5.43), 
 ( )1
0
0,
k
n
kj
j
i g
t
α γ−
=
+ + + =  ∆ ∑
M m G H K m   (5.47) 
which can be solved at each time step n to find the final solution as long as there is a 
supplied initial condition mn-1. 
The spin-echo signal is calculated by subjecting the initial magnetisation distribution 
m(r,0) to the calculation sequence 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )FEM , FEM 0, FEM ,,0 , , , ,g gm m m mδ δ δδ δ∆− −→ → ∆ → ∆+r r r r   (5.48) 
and taking the integral of the final magnetisation solution vector 
 ( ), .
V
S m dVδ= ∆ +∫ r  (5.49) 
FEM(g,t) denotes application of the FEM method in Eq. (5.47) with a gradient strength 
of g applied for duration t. m(r,δ) is then used as the initial condition for a regular FEM 
diffusion calculation with g = 0 (i.e. the regular diffusion FEM); finally the result from 
this is used as the initial condition for a second gradient pulse of opposite sign to give the 
magnetisation at the total diffusion time Δ. The signal is then computed by integration 
over the sample volume. m(r,0) is akin to the initial spin density ρ(r0). The calculation 
sequence in Eq. (5.48) can be seen to mimic the winding/unwinding of the net 
magnetisation by the PGSE sequence explored in Section 4.1, with the first and third 
FEM calculations equivalent to the winding and unwinding gradients respectively (the 
negative sign on g giving the same result as flipping the magnetisation vector with a π 
pulse before applying the gradient) and the second FEM calculation simulating diffusion 
between the gradient pulses. 
Finite element analysis was the main form of numerical analysis used for generating 
models of PGSE diffusion experiments. As a comparison, however, in order to validate 
the results for geometries for which there is no analytical solution, Monte Carlo analysis 
was employed. 
5.3. Monte Carlo Analysis 
Monte Carlo analysis (MC) involves the iterative application of randomly-generated 
numbers to a system in order to produce an approximate numerical solution.196; 197 It 
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covers a broad range of techniques, mostly computational, that have tremendous 
application to a variety of different areas of science and mathematics, such as fluid 
dynamics, nuclear chemistry and financial risk analysis. It involves the selection of 
subsets of the solution spaces of probability problems, testing the solution space with 
random variables to generate approximate solutions.198 
It is the applications of MC analysis to fluid dynamics that this work is most concerned 
with, particularly in how to couple an MC simulation of fluid diffusion in a restricted 
pore with the Bloch equations in order to simulate a PGSE experiment. The salient theory 
of Monte Carlo simulations with some basic examples will first be given as an 
introduction to the technique. Then, the specific application of MC analysis to diffusion, 
the random walk simulation, will be examined, both in free and restricted systems. Finally, 
the theory coupling random walk simulations to the echo attenuation during a PGSE 
experiment will be explored. 
5.3.1. The Basis of Monte Carlo Analysis 
The Monte Carlo method was first developed by Stanislaw Ulam and John von 
Neumann199 and published by Metropolis and Ulam in 1949.197 It involves the selection 
of random numbers to generate solutions to mathematical problems.  
The simplest application of random numbers to produce mathematical solutions is in the 
random sampling of some defined experimental space, with a check to determine whether 
or not the random number chosen satisfies some set of conditions dependent on the 
solution being sought. Suppose one were to attempt to calculate the area of the plane 
figure shown in Figure 5.7 without any sort of measurement tool, with the only a priori 
knowledge of the figure being that it is contained within a unit square. 
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Figure 5.7: A plane shape located within a unit square. 
MC analysis of the area of this figure would involve choosing random positions that fall 
somewhere within the unit square. As a physical example, grains of rice could be used as 
markers for the random numbers. By scattering the rice throughout the unit square in a 
sufficiently random fashion and counting the relative fraction of rice that fell within the 
plane shape compared to the amount of rice scattered, the area of the shape could be 
approximated. By scattering more rice, a more accurate approximation of the shape’s area 
could be derived. Computationally, this would be achieved by picking random points 
within the unit square. The greater the number of points chosen, the better the 
approximation to the area of the shape, with a concomitant increase in the time required 
to compute the solution. The approximation is shown in Figure 5.8. 
 
Figure 5.8: Monte Carlo analysis of the areas of the plane shape from Figure 5.7, with the number of 
random points = a) 10, b) 30 and c) 100. The total calculated areas based on the relative populations of 
random points are a) 0.3 m2, b) 0.5 m2 and c) 0.49 m2. 
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This theory can be extended to not only the calculation of areas under plane shapes, but 
also under the curves of functions too complex to represent or solve analytically. By 
taking a random sampling of random points within a defined domain of the function and 
either counting the relative fraction of points inside and outside the shape or by summing 
the function values at those points, we produce an approximation to the definite integral 
of the function in that domain. This process is known as Monte Carlo integration, and is 
illustrated in Figure 5.9. 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Simple Monte Carlo integration of an arbitrary function f(x). Assuming the area of the dashed 
bounding box is unity, this MC integration would give an approximate function area (and hence integral) 
of 0.70 (42 points / 60 total points). 
MC integration forms the basis of the application of MC analysis to the solution of 
differential equations: if it is possible to approximately integrate single functions, then it 
is possible to integrate differential equations such as the diffusion equation, and hence 
calculate their solutions. 
5.3.2. Monte Carlo Integration 
While it is possible to produce integrals through the simple method of randomly sampling 
points, there are more efficient applications of the MC method to integrating functions. 
Consider the problem of calculating the value of the integral 
 ( ) .
b
a
I g x dx= ∫   (5.50) 
Rather than choosing individual random numbers to test against the function (discrete 
variables) we choose a number of continuous variables ξ with defined probability 
densities ( )p x   across the domain of the integral.196 There are two conditions on these 
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variables; one is that they must be positive definite across the domain, the other that the 
integral of their individual probability densities over the domain must equal 1. We then 
define a relationship 
 ( )
b
a
xp x dxξ = ∫V   (5.51) 
where Vξ is the expected value of the variable. We then define a second set of random 
variables with the relation 
 ( )
( )
g
p
ξ
η
ξ
=   (5.52) 
and hence from (5.51) 
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g x
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p x
η = =∫V   (5.53) 
We also define the variance of the variables as 
 [ ]( )2 .η η η= −D V V   (5.54) 
The Central Limit Theorem178 states that a sufficiently large set of independent random, 
identically distributed variables will converge to a normal distribution. According to the 
three sigmas rule for normally distributed variables,200 we can derive an inequality for η 
which states 
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i.e. that 99.7% of the values of ηN must lie between three standard deviations of the mean 
value. For a sufficiently large number of values, 
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meaning the problem of integrating g(x) is reduced to selecting an appropriate p(x). While 
this process is inefficient for the integration of most single-variable functions compared 
to numerical quadrature or other numerical forms of integration, no matter their 
complexity, it still has some application to multivariable functions. One of the major 
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applications is the integration of second-order partial differential equations such as the 
diffusion equation. 
5.3.3. Random Walk Simulations 
While the underlying theory coupling random variables to the solution of differential 
equations is difficult, the process is conceptually very simple. It has been established that 
molecules of a fluid undergo translational diffusion due to thermal energy in Chapter 2, 
and that this motion on an individual scale can be considered a random walk. Numerical 
approximation of this motion can hence be obtained through a random walk algorithm: 
the motion of the particle is modelled as a series of steps, having an equal chance to move 
in any direction with each step. 
The walk can be in one, two, or three dimensions, depending on the information desired 
from the walk and any interactions added to the particle. However, simply simulating a 
random walk of a virtual particle does not correspond to any useful real-world 
information. The motion of the particle must be related to the diffusion equation (Eq. 
(2.14)), and then this diffusive relationship must itself be related to the signal resulting 
from the NMR experiment. An example will be given for calculating a random walk 
inside a spherical pore of radius r. 
We assume that each step of the random walk occurs during a fixed time period tw. The 
step size is calculated from the diffusion of the particle and the step time through the 
Einstein relation (Eq. (2.2)), to result in a fixed step size s. Simulations can be performed 
using a random step size calculated from a distribution based on the Einstein relation, but 
as long as tw is sufficiently short, this makes no practical difference to the simulation and 
the fixed step size is simpler and more computationally efficient. 
The particle is first assigned an initial position vector I, generated by randomly selecting 
a position within the geometry of interest. A random direction is generated by generating 
three random numbers between -1 and 1 as the step directions dx, dy and dz, which will 
then be normalised to produce a unit direction vector d, and hence produce a step vector 
 .s=S d   (5.57) 
The anisotropy of the resulting points from this method was verified for the initial 
algorithm by sampling random surfaces of equal area along the surface of the unit sphere 
and counting the number of points within those areas. The next step is to check for 
boundary interaction. First, a temporary position vector T is generated by adding the step 
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vector to the initial position vector. This temporary vector is then compared to, for the 
example of a spherical geometry, the equation 
 2 2 2 2x y zT T T r+ + < .  (5.58)  
If the spin remains inside the geometry (that is, Eq. (5.58) returns true), the temporary 
vector is set as the new position and the next step is calculated. For other geometries 
(ellipsoids, etc.) then the relevant equation is an inequality that describes the volume 
inside the geometry. 
If the spin would end up outside the geometry, it must be reflected back inside. First, 
point of intersection P between the step vector and the confining geometry is calculated 
by calculating the distance b between I and the pore boundary, through the equation 
 ( ) ( ) ( )22 2 22 2 2 0.x x y y z zI d b I d b I d b r+ + + + + − =   (5.59) 
Rearranging this equation to solve for b results in a quadratic equation. After calculating 
b, the point of intersection is calculated to give the reflection point for the spin. First, a 
reflection vector R is calculated by finding the normal N to the surface at the point of 
intersection by 
 , ,
x y z
 ∂ ∂ ∂
=  
∂ ∂ ∂ 
N P P P   (5.60) 
 and reflecting d through the normal by 
 ( )2 .= − ⋅R d d N N   (5.61) 
The final step is then calculated using R as a new direction vector for a jump originating 
from P, using a distance of s – b. 
Relating the random walk to the results of a PGSE experiment involves accumulating an 
appropriate phase variable on the particle. For a gradient pulse directed along x, this 
variable is equal to 
 .w wi gxtφ γ= −   (5.62) 
For a negative gradient pulse, the phase accumulation variable is positive. Outside of a 
gradient pulse, no phase is accumulated. The phase variable is stored at each step, with 
the new phase variable added to the previous one until a final phase ϕT is calculated. From 
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this final phase variable, the signal (and hence echo attenuation) of the simulation is 
calculated by 
 ( )exp .TS φ=   (5.63) 
In practice, as γ, g, tw and I are constants, it is only necessary to store x, and as the only 
necessary variable for calculating the echo attenuation is the phase, only the phase 
variable needs to be kept in memory while the overall results of the walk can be discarded. 
This process must be repeated for a large number of individual spins, the echo 
attenuations being added together to form the total attenuation. For a sphere, roughly 2 × 
107 simulations, 40,000 steps for the diffusion portion and 80,000 steps during each 
gradient pulse are required for good resolution of the echo attenuation curve. Any fewer 
than this and the simulation does not have sufficient resolution to accurately calculate 
very low attenuation values – note that, as shown in Figure 4.6, the echo attenuation is as 
low as 1 × 10-4 for the first diffusion-diffraction feature. Probing features at higher q 
values requires increasingly greater resolution of the wave vector. It is also good practice 
to use a shorter tw during the gradient pulses, as the diffusion period without phase 
accumulation does not require as high a temporal resolution as the gradient pulse. 
Monte Carlo analysis of diffusion works particularly well for parallel processing. 
Because it involves a large volume of very simple calculations that can be evaluated 
independently of each other, MC analysis is well-suited to being split across a large 
number of small, relatively slow processors, such as a modern graphics processing unit 
(GPU). Using such a GPU, especially one designed specifically for scientific calculations, 
the time required for performing calculations can be reduced substantially: in particular, 
the model for diffusion in a sphere in Section 6.2.5 took over seven days to calculate on 
a four-node cluster, each node with a 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon 16 core processor, while when 
ported to a pair of nVidia® TeslaTM C2075 General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units, 
the computation time was reduced to twenty minutes. 
5.4. Fitting 
Once a mathematical model has been developed by whatever means, it is important to 
then be able to apply the model to deriving characteristic properties of real-world samples 
using experimental data. This is accomplished using fitting; most often least squares 
fitting. Least squares fitting uses one of a variety of iterative algorithms to minimise the 
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difference between the experimental data and a function generated from a set of test 
parameters, by making gradual adjustments to those parameters. 
For this thesis, fitting functions were generated from the finite element models using the 
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm.201; 202 In particular, a fitting algorithm was 
developed to accurately characterise three-dimensional geometries using multiple sets of 
experimental data in a single function. Computationally, the LM algorithm is a standard 
component of many software packages, particularly MATLAB. In particular, the 
MATLAB implementation can take any arbitrary software function as a fitting function, 
as long as it generates the necessary data for the algorithm (i.e. it generates a yi for each 
input xi). This means that, as long as the finite element simulations are written in a form 
MATLAB can interpret and work with, they can be used as fitting functions. While fitting 
with numerical models is slow, particularly for large three-dimensional models, as long 
as the amount of experimental data is not excessive, parameters can be calculated in times 
that are practical for research where analytical models do not already exist. 
5.4.1. Simultaneous Fitting 
The simultaneous fitting algorithm is a unique method developed for calculating 
parameters in three-dimensional geometries. The method is necessary, because as NMR 
experiments can only be run in one dimension at any given time (i.e. only one gradient 
direction; combinations of gradients only create a vector sum of those gradients). It is 
therefore necessary to develop an analysis method which can take inputs from a set of 
gradient directions, finding one set of parameters which minimises the least-squares of 
the fitted function across the entire set of results during the same calculation. 
While this could be performed by multiple least-squares minimisation procedures during 
a single pass of the fitting function, it is easier to simply rewrite the fitting function in 
such a way that the least-squares algorithm naturally performs this process.  
To do this, a fitting function that normally produces a single echo attenuation curve must 
be rewritten in order to produce multiple attenuation profiles in a single output vector. 
This function would have little meaning if it were being used for regular analytical 
analysis, but when used in a fitting algorithm the algorithm does not distinguish between 
the different profiles. This means it will produce a least-squares value that is weighted by 
error contributions from each profile, effectively fitting the profiles simultaneously for a 
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single set of parameters, which means those parameters will be weighted by all the 
profiles at once. A plot of an example combined profile is given in Figure 5.10. 
 
Figure 5.10: An example output from a fitting function used for simultaneous fitting of eight echo 
attenuation profiles, resulting from simulations of PGSE experiments of the same cuboidal pore from 
different directions. Note that the x-axis is arbitrary for this plot; in reality, each of the eight joined echo 
profiles is a cuboid simulated using Eq. (2.56) for the same set of q values in eight different orientations of 
the cuboid. Joining the profiles in this fashion allows them to be fit simultaneously 
The primary difficulty in this approach is correctly treating the orientation of the gradient 
vector with respect to the geometry, and hence the orientation of the geometry in real 
space. For example, for a cylindrical pore, the orientation of the cylinder against the 
gradient is expressed with only a single value, which must be considered with respect to 
some standard direction in real space. For the cuboid model, the orientation of the 
gradient is not considered, and rather a set of direction cosines describe the orientation of 
the cuboid from the gradient. In order to account for situations such as these, it is 
important to have a system of converting the list of gradient directions. For the cuboid 
model, for example, an axis-angle rotation method was used to calculate the relative 
gradient orientation, and subsequently relate this to the real orientation of the cuboid. 
From this, rather than fitting using an orientation of the gradient against the cuboid, as 
shown in Figure 2.4, the input direction vector can simply be taken as the orientation of 
the cuboid in real space. 
First, a “default” orientation of the cuboid must be assumed. In the case of the 
experimental data in this thesis, it was assumed that the cuboid had a roughly square 
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cross-section, with the third axis significantly longer than the other two. This long axis 
was assigned as c, and was assumed by default to be parallel to the z-axis. Therefore, it 
could be stated that the cuboid’s default “direction” vector was also parallel to the z-axis. 
The set of direction cosines U used as the input for the fitting function are first compared 
to the default direction vector Z, by converting them both to direction vectors and 
calculating their dot product and cross product to find the angle θrot between them and 
the normal Nrot to the plane they form, that is 
 ( )1rot cosθ −= ⋅U Z   (5.64) 
and 
 rotˆ .
×
=
×
U ZN
U Z
  (5.65) 
The set of gradient direction vectors Gi used for the experiment is then transformed by 
these two quantities by applying an axis-angle rotation according to Rodrigues’ rotation 
formula203 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )rot rot rot rot rot rot rotcos sin 1 cosθ θ θ= + × + − ⋅G G N G N G N   (5.66) 
on each gradient direction G. This direction is then converted to a set of direction cosines, 
and input into the cuboid echo attenuation function (Eq. (4.29)) as the angle η.  This 
allows the fitting function to translate a parameter meaningful to the researcher (the real 
orientation of the cuboid) to a parameter that is meaningful to the algorithm (orientation 
of the gradient from the cuboid). 
The LM algorithm and the simultaneous fitting formalism were used for the calculation 
of parameters for all the simulation and experimental work in this thesis. 
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6. Simulations 
 
This chapter will detail the results of simulations of diffusion in various geometries that 
were produced in the course of this project. These simulations form the bulk of the 
research, being both a means of validating the numerical method presented earlier in 
Section 5.2 and further results derived from that method. Selected code used for these 
simulations is contained in the Appendix, Section 9.2. 
The finite element simulations were performed using COMSOL MultiphysicsTM 
(v. 4.4.0.150) by COMSOL Group, Stockholm, Sweden. System geometries were 
constructed using the program’s built-in CAD tools and automatically generated finite 
element meshes. Elements were points in one dimension, triangular in two dimensions 
and tetrahedral in three dimensions, and ranged from 0.1 to 6 μm on each side or edge, 
giving a range from 2,000 to 100,000 elements per model. The number of mesh elements 
is proportional to the number of degrees of freedom in the final model, which has been 
given for each geometry. All simulations were run using a diffusion coefficient of 
2.3 × 10-9 m2 s-1, the diffusion coefficient of H2O at room temperature,116 and the 1H 
gyromagnetic ratio (2.675 × 108 rad s-1 T-1). The direction of the applied gradient was 
parallel to the z-axis. Two dimensional geometries were defined in the x-z plane. The 
simulations were run on a desktop PC, with an Intel® Core™ i7-3770 processor and 32 
GB of RAM. The speed of a simulation is dependent on the total number of degrees of 
freedom in the final model, as the degrees of freedom directly influence the size of the 
solution matrices that the program needs to solve. There is some minor influence on 
simulation time from the shape of the geometries due to some geometries having less 
sparse matrices. 
Further simulation details (such as solver settings, convergence criteria, etc.) are 
contained within the exported MATLAB code in the Appendix in subsections 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 
9.2.3 and 9.2.4. Any parameters or settings not specified in these subsections remain the 
default settings in the COMSOL program. Importing this code directly into COMSOL 
will reproduce the relevant simulations exactly as they were originally performed. 
The Monte Carlo simulations were performed using MATLABTM 2012b (Mathworks, 
Natick MA, USA), using custom-written software and functions from the base MATLAB 
package and the Parallel Computing Toolbox. Simulations required up to 4 × 106 
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simulated particles, with a step size to characteristic distance ratio of 0.016 during the 
diffusion period and 0.007 during the gradient pulse period. The simulations were run on 
a specialised desktop PC with an Intel®CoreTM i7-3930K processor, 64 GB of RAM and 
two nVidia® TeslaTM C2075 General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units. Parallel 
Computing Toolbox functions were used to parallelise the random walk functions 
detailed in Chapter 5.3 to the Tesla GPUs. 
6.1. Short Gradient Pulse 
6.1.1. Planes 
The planar system was run in one dimension, and required approximately 40 degrees of 
freedom. The analytical SGP solution (Eq. (5) from ref.179) and simulated plots are shown 
in Figure 6.1. The MC simulations required 2 × 107 spins to simulate, and a comparison 
to the FEM results is shown in Figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.1: PGSE attenuation profiles for a 100 μm (a = 50 μm) two-plane restricted system simulated by 
FEM using Eq. (5.48) in the short gradient pulse limit at Δ = 0.2 s (),  0.5 s () and 1 s () along with 
the SGP analytical solutions () (Eq. (5) from ref.179). q was incremented from 0 – 4.26 × 104 m-1 in steps 
of 2.13 × 103 m-1. 
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Figure 6.2: PGSE attenuation profiles for a 100 μm (a = 50 μm) two-plane restricted system simulated by 
FEM using Eq. (5.48) () and MC analysis () in the short gradient pulse limit. q was incremented from 
0 – 4.26 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2.13 × 103 m-1 and Δ was set to 1s. 
6.1.2. Cylinder 
The simulation was run in 3 dimensions and required approximately 18,000 degrees of 
freedom. The analytical SGP solution (Eq. (3) from ref.204) and simulated plots are shown 
in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: PGSE attenuation profiles for a cylindrical pore 50 μm long with 10 μm radius slanted 25° 
from parallel to the z-axis, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) in the short gradient pulse limit at Δ = 0.2 s 
(), 0.5 s () and 1 s () along with the SGP analytical solutions () (Eq. (3) from ref.204). q was 
incremented from 0 – 1.0 × 105 m-1 in steps of 5 × 103 m-1.  
6.1.3. Sphere 
The simulation required approximately 23,000 degrees of freedom. The analytical 
solution (Eq. (3) from ref.87) and simulated plots are shown in Figure 6.4. The MC 
simulations required 2 × 107 spins to simulate, and a comparison to the FEM results is 
shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.4: PGSE attenuation profile for a spherical pore of 50 μm radius, simulated by FEM using Eq. 
(5.48) in the short gradient pulse limit at Δ = 0.2 s (), 0.5 s () and 1 s () along with the SGP analytical 
solutions () (Eq. (3) from ref.87). q was incremented from 0 – 4.26 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2.13 × 103 m-1. 
 
Figure 6.5: PGSE attenuation profiles for a 50 μm radius sphere simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) () 
and MC analysis () in the short gradient pulse limit. q was incremented from 0 – 4.26 × 104 m-1 in steps 
of 2.13 × 103 m-1 and Δ was set to 1s. 
6.1.4. Cuboid 
The cuboid simulation was run in three dimensions and required approximately 18,000 
degrees of freedom. The analytical SGP solution and simulated plots are shown in Figure 
6.6. The code used to generate these models is given in the Appendix, Section 9.2.1. 
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Figure 6.6: PGSE attenuation profiles for diffusion in a rectangular cuboid of characteristic distances a = 
150 μm, b = 100 μm and c = 130 μm, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) in the short gradient pulse limit. 
Results are given for a variety of gradient rotations (given as [Θ,Φ,Ω] from Figure 2.4) [0,90,90] (), 
[45,90,45] () and at ‘magic angles’ [54.74, 54.74, 54.74] (), along with the associated analytical 
solutions for each profile () from Eq. (2.56). q was incremented from 0 to 2 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2 × 103 
m-1. 
6.1.5. Torus 
The simulation required approximately 25,000 degrees of freedom. The coherence 
minima gradually shift to higher values of q as the rotation approaches 90º (i.e., gradient 
directed parallel to the inner radius). At 0º rotation, the profile displays two large, sharp 
coherence minima (Figure 6.7). At 45º and 90º these minima do not shift, but additional 
coherence minima form at lower multiples of q. As the torus is rotated away from the 
perpendicular to the gradient, the gradient begins to sample the outer radius of the torus 
(i.e., from the centre of the geometry to the centre of the torus volume) as well as the 
inner radius (from the centre of the torus volume to the outer edge). However, beyond 
45º rotation, the gradient begins to sample less diffusion throughout the outer radius as a 
fraction of sampled volume, leading to significantly less influence on diffusion profiles 
between 45º and 90º. 
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Figure 6.7: PGSE attenuation profiles for a toroidal pore simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) in the short 
gradient pulse limit. The inner radius a was 15 μm, and the outer radius R from the middle of the torus to 
the centre of the inner radius was 50 μm. Values are given for the pore lying in the x-y plane (), rotated 
around the y-axis by 45º from the x-y plane () and rotated around the y-axis by 90º from the x-y plane 
(i.e., parallel to the z-axis) q was incremented from 0 – 8 × 104 m-1 in steps of 8 × 102 m-1 with Δ = 1 s. 
6.1.6. Semi-Permeable Membranes 
The composed system of a series of parallel plane pores with semipermeable walls was 
first investigated by Tanner.205 The model was extended by Grebenkov.206 Tanner’s 
model required a large number of pores to be simulated, due to the outer barriers placing 
restrictions on the eigenvalue expansion of the propagator, while Grebenkov’s model can 
include reflecting barriers and is hence valid for any number of pores and a variety of 
conditions on the outer barriers. 
The simulation required approximately 302 degrees of freedom – the flux boundary 
conditions used in COMSOL to simulate Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) require greater mesh 
accuracy than simple planar pores. Coherence minima were found at the expected 
positions for a 50 μm pore at low membrane permeability parameter h, with features 
characteristic of a 100 μm pore appearing as h is increased. Comparisons of the FEM 
simulated values and analytical solutions are shown in Figure 6.8 for h = 0.217, 2.17, 
21.7 and 217. Non-linear least-squares fitting of the analytical expression (Eq. (32) from 
ref.206) to the FEM simulated attenuation data returned h = 0.221, 2.20, 23.9 and 1480 
respectively. Comparisons of the FEM simulated values and analytical solutions are 
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shown in Figure 6.8. Comparison of the analytical solutions for h = 217 and h = 1480 in 
Figure 6.9 shows that the error in the values extracted from non-linear fitting is due to 
these two solutions being effectively identical, i.e., choosing either permeability value at 
a 1 s diffusion time results in a fully equilibrated pore. 
 
Figure 6.8: PGSE attenuation profiles simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) in the short gradient pulse limit, 
separated by a porous membrane with h = a) 0.217, b) 2.17, c) 21.7 and d) 217. The width of each pore was 
50 μm. Simulated values (symbols) and the equivalent SGP analytical solution (lines) (Eq. (32) from ref.206) 
are given for a variety of diffusion times, Δ = 0.2 s (), Δ = 0.5 s () and Δ = 1 s (). q was incremented 
from 0 – 4.26 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2.13 × 103 m-1. 
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Figure 6.9: A comparison of the analytical solutions for diffusion between two 50 μm pores separated by 
a barrier of reduced permeability h = 217 () and h = 1.48 × 103 () with diffusion time Δ = 1 s. 
6.1.7. Pore Hopping 
The model used by Callaghan et al. (Figure 6 from ref.170, shown in Figure 4.8) in their 
investigation of pore-hopping (see Section 4.2.7) was reproduced using finite element 
analysis. 
A 5 × 12 array of pores was used along with infinite elements207; 208 surrounding the 
system to remove the effect of restriction at the outer boundaries. The simulation was run 
through the whole geometry, but the final magnetisation integration was performed only 
across the central pore. The gradient was oriented along the x-axis. 
The results were compared to the results of MC simulations as detailed in ref.170 at 5 
diffusion times and 3 different values of a, and are shown in Figure 6.10. The simulation 
required approximately 10,000 degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 6.10: A comparison of the PGSE attenuation profiles for a system of pores connected through 
geometrical channels (see Figure 4.8) simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) in the short gradient pulse limit 
and MC simulations from ref.170 Pores were a) a = 4 μm, b) a = 8 μm and c) a = 12 μm, b = 20 μm apart 
and separated by channels of width A = 4 μm, spaced B = 36 μm apart. q was incremented from 0 – 1 × 105 
m-1 in steps of approximately 3 × 103 m-1 with Δ = 0.054 (,), 0.109 (,), 0.163 (,), 0.217 (,) 
and 0.272 (,) s. 
6.1.8. Timing 
The times taken to compute a data point of four different three-dimensional geometries 
(sphere, cylinder, torus and ellipsoid) were measured versus the number of degrees of 
freedom at different mesh sizes. A quadratic polynomial was fitted to these data to give 
an approximate relationship between degrees of freedom and simulation time as shown 
in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11 Computation time data for a series of FEM diffusion simulations using Eq. (5.48) on a 
dedicated simulation workstation () and a desktop PC () and their respective fitted quadratic curves 
(,) versus the number of degrees of freedom for each simulation. The fitted quadratic curves are y = a 
+ bx + cx2, and the fitted parameters were found to be a = 2.42, b = 2.49 × 10-4 and c = 3.81 × 10-8 with an 
R2 of 0.98 for the workstation and a = 1.74, b = 0.019 and c = 1.2 × 10-8 with an R2 of 0.97 for the PC. 
6.2. Finite Gradient Pulse Finite Element Simulations 
FEM simulations are given for the PGSE attenuation resulting from diffusion in a variety 
of systems. These simulations are given for various δ:Δ ratios, q orientations and M 
values, as well as two different conformational states for the erythrocyte model described 
in Section 1.1. To keep q equivalent between simulations, g was reduced in proportion to 
increases in δ. Standard simulation parameters were reflecting boundaries (i.e. M = 0, 
where M is the boundary relaxation constant in m s-1), 
23
5
a
D
∆ = , 
4
δ ∆=  and 0θ = °  for 
the spheroids and 90θ = ° for the biconcave ellipsoid. Adding boundary relaxation 
increased the time taken for a given model by a factor of up to 3. 
6.2.1. Simulated Gradient Pulse 
The ability of FEM to simulate a gradient pulse was first tested by simple experiments 
with Eq. (4.7) without the presence of diffusion (i.e. with D = 0.) A simulated pulse was 
tested against the analytical solution to Eq. (4.7) to calculate the deviation away from the 
exact solution, and hence the total error. An example of the error profile for a single q 
value is given in Figure 6.12, and the relative error vs. q is given in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.12: Absolute error (T) of a gradient pulse simulated with Eq. (4.7) with no diffusion. The absolute 
error is obtained by subtracting the analytical solution. The profile was obtained for q = 4 × 104 m-1. 
 
Figure 6.13: Relative error of gradient pulses simulated with Eq. (4.7) with no diffusion, versus the q value 
of the gradient pulse. The relative error was obtained by subtracting the analytical solution and dividing by 
the integral of the finite element domain. 
Finally, a simulated experiment without diffusion was run, attempting to simulate a 
winding and unwinding pulse with the goal of re-obtaining the initial conditions. The 
relative error of wind/unwind pairs vs. q is given in Figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.14: The relative error of a simulated gradient pulse pair, simulated by Eq. (4.7) with no diffusion, 
versus the q value of the pulse pair. The relative error was obtained by taking the integral of the final 
magnetisation profile and dividing by the integral of the domain at time 0. 
6.2.2. Free Diffusion 
Isotropic diffusion was simulated by the same means as restricted diffusion, with 
restriction removed through the use of infinite element domains at the boundaries, which 
are a specialised form of boundary conditions that take virtual elements at the surface of 
a model and stretch them to infinity, simulating an infinite domain. The model required 
approximately 60 degrees of freedom. The analytical solution as derived by Stejskal and 
Tanner (Eq. (4.14)) and simulated plots are shown in Figure 6.15.  
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Figure 6.15: PGSE attenuation profiles for freely diffusing spins, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) with 
δ = Δ/8 (), Δ/4 (), Δ/2 () and Δ () along with the associated analytical solutions 
(,,,)(Eq. (4.14)). Δ was set to 40 × 10-3 s. q2 was incremented from 0 – 1.6 × 109 m-2 in steps of 8 
× 106 m-2. 
6.2.3. Planes 
The planar system was run in one dimension, and required approximately 60 degrees of 
freedom. An MC simulation was also successfully run for diffusion between parallel 
planes as a step in developing a three-dimensional algorithm. The matrix formalism 
solution as derived by Callaghan and detailed in Sections 4.2.8 and 4.2.9 and simulated 
plots are shown in Figure 6.16. The matrix formalism solution was computed using 
matrices truncated to 100 values. 
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Figure 6.16: PGSE attenuation profiles for a two-plane restricted system with reflecting walls at a half-
plane distance a = 50 μm, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) with Δ/4 (), and Δ (). The matrix 
formalism solutions (,) (Eq. (4.51)) are also provided. Δ was set to 0.6 × (2a)2/D s. q was incremented 
from 0 – 4 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2 × 103 m-1. 
 
Figure 6.17: PGSE attenuation profiles for a two-plane restricted system with reflecting walls at a half-
plane distance a = 50 μm, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) () and MC analysis (), with Δ = 0.6 × 
(2a)2/D s and δ = Δ/2.  q was incremented from 0 – 4 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2 × 103 m-1. 
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6.2.4. Cylinder Cross-Section 
The cylindrical pore cross-section was run in two dimensions, and required 
approximately 300 degrees of freedom. The analytical solution as derived by Barzykin 
(Eqs. (67)-(73) in ref.209) and simulated plots are shown in Figure 6.18. The matrix 
formalism solution was computed using matrices truncated to 100 values. 
 
Figure 6.18: PGSE attenuation profiles for a cross-section of a cylindrical pore of radius 50 μm, with 
reflecting walls, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) with Δ/4 (), and Δ (). The analytical solutions 
(,) (Eqs. (67)-(73) in ref.209) are also provided. Δ was set to 0.6 × a2/D s. q was incremented from 0 – 
4 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2 × 103 m-1. 
6.2.5. Sphere 
The spherical pore was run in three dimensions, and required approximately 2,000 
degrees of freedom. The analytical solution as derived by Barzykin (Eqs. (74)-(79) in 
ref.209) and simulated plots are shown in Figure 6.19. The matrix formalism solution was 
computed using matrices truncated to 100 values. 
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Figure 6.19: PGSE attenuation profiles for a spherical pore of radius 50 μm, with reflecting walls, 
simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) with Δ/4 (), and Δ (). The analytical solutions (,) (Eqs. (74)-
(79) in ref.209) are also provided. Δ was set to 0.6 × a2/D s. q was incremented from 0 – 4 × 104 m-1 in steps 
of 2 × 103 m-1. 
6.2.6. Prolate Spheroid 
The finite element simulations required approximately 18,000 degrees of freedom and 
required ~30 s per data point. The code for the spheroid FEM models is given in the 
Appendix, Section 9.2.2. Coherence minima in part b) of Figure 6.20 shift to higher 
values of q as the gradient pulse length increases, from three minima in the range of 0 < 
q < 4 × 104 m-1 when / 8δ = ∆ , to a single minimum when δ = ∆ . These results are 
consistent with the effect of rising gradient pulse lengths in semi-analytical results for 
simpler geometries as shown in Figure 6.20. It can be observed that the effect is not 
merely to shift the minima to higher q, but also to increase the separation between minima. 
A similar shifting of minima can be observed in Figure 6.20c with increasing values of 
magnetic relaxation at the boundaries, from two minima in the range of 0 < q < 4 × 104 
m-1 when M = 0, to a single minimum when M = 1 × 10-3 m s-1. The structure of the echo 
attenuation profile also changes, with lower attenuations at lower qa and higher 
attenuation at higher q, particularly at the minimum. 
Rotating the spheroid against the gradient also shifts minima to higher values of q as 
shown in Figure 6.20d. Rotation moves from three minima in the range of 0 < q < 4 × 104 
m-1 when θ = 0, to no visible minima when θ = 90°. It also causes lower attenuation at 
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lower values of q as diffusion becomes more restricted as it begins to sample the semi-
minor axis instead of the semi-major axis. 
The comparison MC simulations were run with 2 × 107 spins with specular reflection at 
the boundaries, and the results are given in Figure 6.21. The results are in agreement to 
well within numerical precision for the given q interval. The code for the Monte Carlo 
simulations is given in the Appendix, Section 9.2.5. 
 
Figure 6.20: PGSE attenuation profiles simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) for a) a prolate spheroid with 
reflecting walls, semi-major axis a = 50 μm and semi-minor axes b,c = 25 μm, as b) δ, c) M, and d) θ are 
modified. In all simulations, Δ = 0.6 × a2/D s, and by default δ = Δ/4, M = 0 and the semi-major axis is 
oriented along the x-axis. In b), δ = Δ/8 (), Δ/4 (), Δ/2 () and Δ (). c) shows the attenuation as M 
is changed to 0 (), 1 × 10-5 m s-1 (), 1 × 10-4 m s-1 () and 1 × 10-3 m s-1 (). d) shows the change in 
attenuation as θ is changed to 0 (), 30° (), 60° () and 90° (). q was incremented from 0 – 4 × 104 
m-1 in steps of 2 × 103 m-1. 
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Figure 6.21: PGSE attenuation profiles for a prolate spheroid with reflecting boundaries, semi-major axis 
a = 50 μm and semi-minor axes b,c = 25 μm, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) () and MC analysis 
(). Δ was set to 0.6 × a2/D s and δ to Δ/4. q was incremented from 0 – 4 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2 × 103 m-1. 
6.2.7. Oblate Spheroid 
The finite element simulations required approximately 37,000 degrees of freedom and 
required ~40 s per data point. The code for the spheroid FEM models is given in the 
Appendix, Section 9.2.2. FEM results are shown in Figure 6.22, and MC simulation 
results in Figure 6.23. Coherence minima were identical to the results for the prolate 
spheroid for all studies, save for high boundary relaxation, and selected results are 
compared between the two models in the next section. 
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Figure 6.22: PGSE attenuation profiles simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) for a) an oblate spheroid with 
reflecting walls, semi-major axis a = 50 μm and semi-minor axes b,c = 25 μm, as b) δ, c) M, and d) θ are 
modified. In all simulations, Δ = 0.6 × a2/D s, and by default δ = Δ/4, M = 0 and the semi-major axis is 
oriented along the x-axis. In b), δ = Δ/8 (), Δ/4 (), Δ/2 () and Δ (). c) shows the attenuation as M 
is changed to 0 (), 1 × 10-5 m s-1 (), 1 × 10-4 m s-1 () and 1 × 10-3 m s-1 ().  d) shows the change in 
attenuation as θ is changed to 0 (), 30° (), 60° () and 90° (). q was incremented from 0 – 4 × 104 
in steps of 2 × 103. 
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Figure 6.23: PGSE attenuation profiles for an oblate spheroid with reflecting boundaries, semi-major axis 
a = 50 μm and semi-minor axes b,c = 25 μm, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) () and MC analysis 
(). Δ was set to 0.6 × a2/D s and δ to Δ/4. q was incremented from 0 – 4 × 104 m-1 in steps of 
2 × 103 m-1. 
6.2.8. Spheroid Comparison 
A comparison of the results from the prolate and oblate spheroids is shown in Figure 6.24. 
It can be clearly seen that the PGSE attenuation profiles between the two models match, 
particularly the locations of diffusion-diffraction features. Prolate and oblate spheroids 
are effectively the same shape with different characteristic distances, and hence it is 
expected that they would have similar diffusion propagators and hence nearly identical 
echo attenuation profiles. 
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Figure 6.24. PGSE attenuation profiles for a prolate and oblate spheroid with reflecting boundaries, semi-
major axes of 50 μm and semi-minor axes of 25 μm, simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48). Results are given 
for δ = Δ/8 (; prolate, ; oblate) and δ = Δ (; prolate, ; oblate). Δ was set to 0.6 × a2/D s and the 
semi-major axes were oriented in the x-y plane. q was incremented from 0 – 4 × 104 m-1 in steps of 2 × 103 
m-1. 
6.2.9. Biconcave Ellipsoid 
The finite element simulations required approximately 1×105 degrees of freedom and 
~260 s per data point, although the biconcave ellipsoid models were run to higher values 
of the gradient wave vector in order to resolve more diffusion-diffraction features during 
rotation. The code used to generate the FEM models is given in the Appendix, Section 
9.2.3. Coherence minima can be observed in Figure 6.25b shifting to higher values of q 
as the gradient pulse length increases, from three minima in the range of 0 < q < 5 × 105 
m-1 when / 8δ = ∆ , to no visible minima when δ = ∆ . It can be observed that the effect 
is not merely to shift the minima to higher q, but also to increase the separation between 
minima. 
A similar shifting of minima can be observed in Figure 6.25c with increasing values of 
magnetic relaxation at the boundaries, from two minima in the range of 0 < q < 5 × 105 
when M = 0, to a single minimum when M = 1 × 10-3 m s-1. The structure of the echo 
attenuation profile also changes, with lower attenuations at lower q and higher attenuation 
at higher q, particularly at the minimum. 
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Rotating the ellipsoid against the gradient also shifts minima to higher values of q as 
shown in part d) of Figure 6.25. Rotation moves from three minima in the range of 0 < q 
< 5 × 105 when θ = 0, to no visible minima when θ = 90°. 
The basic equations for the top (+) and bottom (-) of the erythrocyte, as described in 
Section 1.1 and shown in Figure 1.4, are 
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 (6.1) 
where cn, sn and dn are the Jacobi elliptic functions, d is the length of the ellipsoid in the 
x-y plane, a is the height of the ellipsoid half from the centre, m controls the maximum 
height of the ellipsoid and U = K(m), the elliptic integral of the first kind. The biconcave 
ellipsoid model was generated according to these equations. For the discocyte, the two 
halves were identical, with d = 7.8 × 10-6 m, m = 0.9447, a = 5 × 10-7 (for a total of the 
top and bottom halves of 1 × 10-6 m) and p = 1. For the stomatocyte, d = 7.8 μm, m1 = 
0.9490, m2 = 0.4720, a1 = 0.05 μm, a2 = 0.95 μm, p1 = 2 and p2 = 3. Comparisons between 
the results are shown in Figure 6.26. 
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Figure 6.25: PGSE attenuation profiles simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) for a) a biconcave ellipsoid 
with reflecting walls, physical parameters d = 7.8 μm, m = 0.9447, a = 1 μm and p = 1, as b) δ, c) M, and 
d) θ are modified. In all simulations, Δ = 0.6 × d2/D s, and by default δ = Δ/4, M = 0 and the semi-major 
axis is oriented along the x-axis. In b), δ = Δ/8 (), Δ/4 (), Δ/2 () and Δ (). c) shows the attenuation 
as M is changed to 0 (), 1 × 10-5 m s-1 (), 1 × 10-4 m s-1 () and 1 × 10-3 m s-1 (). d) shows the change 
in attenuation as θ is changed to 0 (), 30° (), 60° () and 90° (). q was incremented from 0 – 4.5 × 
105 m-1  in steps of 4.5 × 103 m-1. 
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Figure 6.26: PGSE attenuation profiles for a biconcave ellipsoid with reflecting walls simulated by FEM 
using Eq. (5.48). Results are given for two conformations of the biconcave ellipsoid shape – a discocyte 
shape () with physical parameters d = 7.8 μm, m = 0.9447, a = 1 μm and p = 1, and a stomatocyte shape 
() with physical parameters d = 7.8 μm, m1 = 0.9490, m2 = 0.4720, a1 = 0.05 μm, a2 = 0.95 μm (a1 + a2 
= a), p1 = 2 and p2 = 3. These parameters were chosen to give equal volumes for the two shapes. Δ was set 
to 0.6 × a2/D s, δ to Δ/4 and the semi-major axes were oriented in the y-z plane – orthogonal to the applied 
gradient. q was incremented from 0 – 20 × 105 m-1  in steps of 2 × 104 m-1. 
6.2.10. Annular Circle 
The finite element simulations required approximately 3,000 degrees of freedom and ~9 
s per data point, and the geometry is shown in Figure 6.27a. Coherence minima can be 
observed in Figure 6.27b shifting to higher values of q as the gradient pulse length 
increases. The annular circle initially displays two distinct diffusion-diffraction patterns, 
and at higher values of δ
∆
 the peaks associated with the diameter between the outer walls 
shift slightly higher, while the peaks associated with the diameter between the inner and 
outer walls disappear entirely within the studied q range. 
A different effect with increasing magnetic relaxation at the boundaries is shown in 
Figure 6.27c. Rather than shifting minima to higher q values, increasing relaxation seems 
to result in the echo attenuation profile shifting upwards (i.e. lower signal attenuation 
values) and the secondary diffusion-diffraction pattern in the profile disappears. 
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The secondary profile that is associated with the inner-outer diameter disappears because 
collisions between those boundaries are more frequent and hence, with increasing 
relaxation values at the boundaries, the signal attenuates faster than the profile associated 
with the outer diameter. While the whole profile attenuates due to relaxation, more 
strongly with higher values on the boundaries, the overall effect is removed when the 
profile is normalised. The additional relaxation is important to consider when setting 
initial parameters to correctly account for numerical precision, as final attenuation values 
can differ by as much as ten orders of magnitude, depending on Δ. 
 
Figure 6.27. PGSE attenuation profiles simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) for a) an annular circle with 
reflecting walls outer radius b = 75 μm and inner radius a = 40 μm, as b) δ and c) M are modified. In all 
simulations, Δ = 0.6 × b2/D s, and by default δ = Δ/4 and M = 0. In b), δ = Δ/8 (), Δ/4 (), Δ/2 () and 
Δ (). In c), M is changed to 0 (), 1 × 10-5 m s-1 (), 1 × 10-4 m s-1 () and 1 × 10-3 m s-1 ().  q was 
incremented from 0 – 5 × 104 m-1 in steps of 5 × 102 m-1. 
6.2.11. Annular Sphere 
The finite element simulations required approximately 20,000 degrees of freedom and 
~40 s per data point. The diffusion-diffraction behaviour was similar to that of the annular 
circle as shown in Figure 6.28. 
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Figure 6.28. PGSE attenuation profiles simulated by FEM using Eq. (5.48) for a) an annular sphere with 
reflecting walls outer radius b = 75 μm and inner radius a = 40 μm, as b) δ and c) M are modified. In all 
simulations, Δ = 0.6 × b2/D s, and by default δ = Δ/4 and M = 0. In b), δ = Δ/8 (), Δ/4 (), Δ/2 () and 
Δ (). In c), M is changed to 0 (), 1 × 10-5 m s-1 (), 1 × 10-4 m s-1 () and 1 × 10-3 m s-1 ().  q was 
incremented from 0 – 5 × 104 m-1 in steps of 5 × 102 m-1. 
6.3. Background Gradient Simulations 
FEM simulations are given for diffusion in a model Shigemi NMR tube, under the effect 
of background gradients resulting from the interaction of the large static field of the NMR 
spectrometer with the materials of the tube and the diffusing fluid. The background 
gradients are calculated by solving Eq. (3.24) using a stationary finite element method 
(the same process detailed in Section 5.2, without the time-stepping calculation). These 
background gradients are then used as gradient inputs during each of the three calculation 
steps. 
The simulations were generated under the following assumptions: that the NMR tube 
holds fluid between two planes spaced 100 μm apart, completely surrounded by NMR 
glass matched to the magnetic susceptibility of pure water,210 0.72 × 10-6  (in reality, the 
tube has a channel around the outside for water to escape, but this is neglected in this 
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simulation). The fluid used in the simulation is methanol, with a magnetic 
susceptibility210 of 0.53 × 10-6  and a diffusion coefficient of 2.37 × 10-9 m2 s-1. The static 
field was set to 9.4 T, the field strength of a 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. The 
background gradients are shown in Figure 6.29, with a more detailed zoom inset. The 
code used to generate these simulations is given in the Appendix, Section 9.2.4. 
 
Figure 6.29: Background gradients in a model Shigemi NMR tube of 100 μm spacing in the z-direction, 
calculated through FEM implementation of Eq. (3.24), with a zoom inset. The fluid in the central chamber 
is methanol, χ = 0.53 × 10-6, and the surrounding geometry is considered to be susceptibility-matched to 
water, χ = 0.72 × 10-6. The static field was set to 9.4 T. 
As can be seen from the colour plot, these background gradients in the tube are on the 
order of 150 to 400 × 10-3 T m-1. Standard NMR experiments employ gradients on a 
similar order of magnitude, and hence these background gradients can have significant 
impact on the analysis of PGSE experiments. A comparison of two experiments, one with 
these gradients and one without, is shown in Figure 6.30. The gradient was oriented 30° 
from the z-axis towards the x-axis. 
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Figure 6.30: PGSE attenuation profile for diffusion in a simulated Shigemi tube with planes separated by 
100 μm, subject to background gradients calculated from the finite element solution of Eq. (3.24) (), 
along with the analytical solution for diffusion between two planes (). The fluid used in the simulation is 
methanol, with a magnetic susceptibility of 0.53 × 10-6 and a diffusion coefficient of 2.37 × 10-9 m2 s-1 
while the surrounding geometry is assumed to be matched to the magnetic susceptibility of pure water, 0.72 
× 10-6. The static field was set to 9.4 T, the field strength of a 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. q was 
incremented from 0 – 1.5 × 104 m-1 in steps of 7.5 × 102 m-1. Δ was set to 0.5 s, and the experiment was 
performed in the short gradient pulse limit. The gradient was oriented 30° from the z-axis towards the x-
axis. 
6.4. Fitting 
6.4.1. Simple Approximation Fits 
Given the absence of analytical solutions for more complex geometries, it is important to 
validate the performance of existing analytical solutions for simpler systems at predicting 
the geometric features of models that more closely match the structures found in real 
porous systems, and establish whether these analytical solutions are appropriate or 
whether numerical fitting must be employed. Given the choice between data fitting an 
approximate analytical model or a more robust numerical model, assuming the analytical 
model is acceptably accurate, analytical fitting is always preferred. To test this, the matrix 
formalism for a spherical pore and the finite element solution for the oblate spheroid will 
be fitted to the results from the FEM simulation for the biconcave ellipsoid, to establish 
their accuracy at predicting the features of the ellipsoid. 
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6.4.2. Analytical Solution for Sphere 
The results of fitting the matrix formalism model for diffusion in a sphere (Eqs. (74)-(79) 
from ref.209) to the results for a biconcave ellipsoid are detailed in Table 4. Cross-sections 
of the derived shapes are shown in Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.32. 
Table 4: Results of fitting a spherical analytical model to biconcave ellipsoid results, 
derived by FEM. θ was set to 0° for varying δ, and δ was set to Δ/4 s while varying θ. 
Parameter Value Calculated Radius From Fit 
(μm) 
Error in Fit 
δ Δ/8 s 3.59 -0.31, -7.95% 
 Δ/4 s 3.9 0, 0% 
 Δ/2 s 4.09 0.19, 4.87% 
 Δ s 4.19 0.29, 7.43% 
θ 0° 3.93 0.03, 0.77% 
 30° 3.51 -0.39, -10% 
 60° 4.79 0.89, 22.82% 
 90° 1.12 2.87, -71.28% 
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Figure 6.31: Cross-sections of spheres generated by fitting  Eq. (21) from ref.206 to PGSE attenuation 
profiles of a biconcave ellipsoid generated by Eq. (5.48) for a variety of gradient pulse lengths δ = Δ/8 (), 
Δ/4 (), Δ/2 () and Δ (). The biconcave ellipsoid cross-section is also given, with d = 7.8 μm, m = 
0.9447, a = 1 μm and p = 1. Δ was set to 0.6 × d2/D s and the semi-major axes were oriented in the x-y 
plane. 
 
Figure 6.32 - Cross-sections of spheres generated by fitting  Eq. (21) from ref.206 to PGSE attenuation 
profiles of a biconcave ellipsoid generated by Eq. (5.48) for a variety of rotations against the applied 
gradient θ = 0° (), 30° (), 60° () and 90° (). The biconcave ellipsoid cross-section is also given, 
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with d = 7.8 μm, m = 0.9447, a = 1 μm and p = 1. Δ was set to 0.6 × d2/D s, δ to Δ/4 and the semi-major 
axes were oriented in the x-y plane at 0°. 
6.4.3. Numerical Solution for Oblate Spheroid 
The results of fitting the FEM model for diffusion in an oblate spheroid to a biconcave 
ellipsoid are detailed in Table 5. Cross-sections of the derived shapes are given in Figure 
6.33. 
 
Table 5: Results of fitting the finite element oblate spheroid model to biconcave ellipsoid 
results, derived by FEM. 
Parameter Value Calculated Axes From Fit 
(μm) 
% Error in Fit 
δ 0° a = 4.15, b = 0.10 a = 0.25, 6.41%, b = 0.9, 90% 
 90° a = 3.27, b = 1.21 a = -0.63, -16.15% 
b = 0.21, 21% 
 
Figure 6.33: Cross-sections of oblate spheroids generated by fitting Eq. (5.48) to PGSE attenuation profiles 
of a biconcave ellipsoid generated by Eq. (5.48) for two rotations against the applied gradient θ = 0° () 
and 90° (). The biconcave ellipsoid cross-section is also given, with d = 7.8 μm, m = 0.9447, a = 1 μm 
and p = 1.  Δ was set to 0.6 × d2/D s, δ to Δ/4 and the semi-major axes were oriented in the x-y plane at 0°. 
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6.4.4. Spheroid Simultaneous Fitting 
To validate the simultaneous fitting method, the method was used to recover the 
parameters of a simulated spheroidal geometry. The geometry was generated with a = 50 
μm, b = 25 μm, and c = 25 μm (i.e. a prolate spheroid) with the semi-major axis oriented 
parallel to the x-axis (i.e. θ = 0, ϕ = π/2), and the results are given in Table 6. There is 
zero error between the original values and the fits. 
 
Table 6: Results for parameter fitting from a simulated spheroidal geometry. 
Parameter Calculated Fit 
a (μm) 50.0 
b (μm) 25.0 
c (μm) 25.0 
Direction θ = 0, ϕ = 1.57 
 
6.4.5. Cuboid Simultaneous Fitting Simulations 
Results are given first for the results of fitting Eq. (4.29) to simulated cellular geometries 
(see Figure 2.4) in three different directions produced using Eq. (4.29) – a cell oriented 
parallel to the x axis, one oriented 45 degrees from the x- and z-axes, and one oriented 45 
degrees from the x-, y- and z-axes. The simulated fibres are analysed from 6 unique 
gradient directions to recover the characteristic distances and direction, and the results 
are given in Table 7. Errors in Table 7 are on the order of magnitude of thousandths of a 
percent and are negligible. 
 
Table 7: Results for parameter fitting from three simulated cuboidal cells. 
Parameter x-Direction Cell x-z-Direction Cell x-y-z-Direction Cell 
a (μm) 25.00 25.00 25.00 
b (μm) 40.00 40.00 40.00 
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c (μm) 300.00 300.00 300.00 
Direction [1 0 0] [0.7070 0.0019 0.7072] [0.5773 0.5774 0.5773] 
 
6.5. Discussion 
The FEM simulations matched the available SGP analytical solutions for diffusion in 
planar, spherical and cylindrical pores. Minor deviations from the analytical results for 
the permeable parallel planes model were due either to the number of gradient points 
chosen or limited numerical precision, and this did not affect their ability to characterise 
the systems being measured, both using the PGSE diffraction features and extracting the 
model parameters with non-linear fitting. Very low permeability values (h ~ 0.2 and 
lower) correspond to an effectively impermeable membrane (no evidence of features 
from the combined pore structure) while very high values (h ~ 200 and higher) equate to 
an effectively infinitely permeable membrane (features arising solely from the combined 
structure) and thus the small divergence between the fitted and simulated h values due to 
the lack of sensitivity. This effect is not explicitly shown by Grebenkov206 due to a lower 
number of example permeabilities chosen, but a similar effect was shown by Barzykin et 
al.82 in their calculations of diffusion through semipermeable membranes. Eqs. 9 and 10 
in their paper display the behaviour of the echo attenuation at weak permeability (i.e. h = 
0) and full permeability (h → ∞) and Figure 2 from their paper in particular shows that 
these two equations match the results for reflecting walls and free diffusion, respectively. 
As well as the quantitative calculation of diffraction minima, these solutions also display 
the qualitative properties of their PGSE attenuation profiles. In general, simple, single 
pore solutions display sharply-defined minima with high attenuation about the minima, 
while more complex models show far shallower peaks, and a higher attenuation at low 
values of q.211; 212 
The results for the pore-hopping formalism can be explained through the assumptions 
made in the model for its implementation. The pore-hopping formalism is a probabilistic 
approximation to the concept of pore transport, and does not directly model geometric 
connections between pores. It also assumes that, when a spin reaches the boundary of its 
restricting pore, it has an equal chance of diffusing to any point in the next pore, while 
the FEM model shows that there is a greater probability of spins being found closer to 
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the geometrical connections between the pores, or remaining in particular portions of the 
geometry. This is shown by the divergence in Figure 8 of Callaghan’s original paper170 
between the pore-hopping formalism and Monte-Carlo simulations of an equivalent 
system. Grebenkov’s pore-hopping model206 is solved with high precision for the given 
geometry, and simulating semipermeable barriers with explicit permeability values 
through boundary conditions rather than geometric connections between pores gives the 
technique greater flexibility in dealing with real-world porous structures. 
Comparison to Monte Carlo simulations clearly showed the greater speed and accuracy 
of finite element analysis, obtaining results substantially more accurate in significantly 
less time. Although the MC simulations have the capacity to be accelerated (e.g. through 
use of a faster programming language) the finite element simulations are comparatively 
straightforward to implement and can potentially be accelerated in a similar fashion. The 
Monte Carlo simulations also rapidly become less accurate at high values of q, requiring 
increasingly more simulated spins to resolve features. The time difference for larger FEM 
matrices, while still not linear, is lower than that required for the same increase in 
accuracy as the MC method. 
Comparisons to results from the matrix formalism shown that FEM is capable of 
generating solutions for diffusion measurements by NMR that are identical to the matrix 
formalism within the limits of numerical precision. The results additionally validate the 
use of MC analysis as a means of generating comparison models against which to test the 
FEM simulations for geometries for which there exists no analytical solution. 
The results for the spheroids and the comparison to MC simulations display the efficacy 
of the technique for geometries without existing matrix formalism solutions. In particular, 
they are not only able to take into account the finite width of gradient pulses, but also the 
presence of surface relaxation at the boundaries of the geometries. Very few practically-
relevant porous systems have perfectly reflecting boundaries, and most experiments 
would require the inclusion of at least a small amount of relaxation to reflect, for example, 
the presence of paramagnetic materials at the surface of pore boundaries (for example, in 
zeolites, rock core samples or other similar crystalline structures), the elasticity of cell 
walls or the presence of transport channels and proteins (i.e. in human body cells), 
allowing spins to leave the pore and diffuse into a larger void space surrounding the pore. 
While the flux conditions take more computation time to give the same accuracy as 
simulations of reflecting boundaries, they are not especially difficult to implement and 
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the computation time is not onerous. The spheroid, biconcave ellipsoid and annular 
cylinder geometries all represent real porous structures found in nature, particularly cells 
on the human body, and being able to accurately characterise them is a great opportunity 
for medical diagnosis, given the level of focus (as listed in Chapter 1) that has been given 
to ADC and diffusion imaging-based methods of diagnosis and biological 
characterisation. The annular sphere potentially represents some biological structures, but 
in particular a large variety of emulsions and other mixtures, and the results represent 
great opportunity for chemical analysis and industrial synthesis. The modular nature of 
the finite element geometries means that multiple geometries can be connected into a 
larger simulation, combining several shapes into a larger, more realistic porous matrix 
without additional complexity in constructing the model. 
The background gradients in the Shigemi tube, while slightly changing the low-q values 
of the measured echo attenuation curve (equivalent to measuring faster diffusion), had 
the effect of actually increasing the resolution of the measured diffusion-diffraction 
feature; again, something that would be characteristic of faster diffusion. This expands 
the possible uses of the DDIF technique, since the internal gradients of a porous system 
can be both accurately characterised and applied into a diffusion simulation. The results 
show promise for the calculation of background gradients in other geometries, allowing 
for the development of more accurate models for diffusion even in the presence of strong 
background gradients. 
The fits of the matrix formalism in a spherical pore matched well to the results for the 
biconcave ellipsoid – while the gradient was directed parallel to the diameter of the 
ellipsoid, the spherical fit produced excellent approximations to the ellipsoid diameter for 
all values of δ. When the ellipsoid was rotated against the gradient, however, the accuracy 
of the approximation fell, giving a final result at 90° rotation (perpendicular to the 
gradient) far closer to the average thickness of the ellipsoid than its diameter, an expected 
result as the gradient begins to probe the thickness instead of the diameter of the ellipsoid. 
The oblate spheroid gave a better fit at 90° to the overall shape and volume of the ellipsoid 
than the spherical approximation. At 0°, the fit of the diameter was very close, but the 
thickness value was completely wrong. Given that solutions of red blood cells have been 
shown to align in the magnetic fields of NMR spectrometers,45 it may be viable to take 
spectra of a sample of red blood cells in multiple gradient directions and reconstruct an 
oblate spheroid that makes a good approximation of their size, especially if compared to 
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spherical fits, which may be more enlightening than the difficult process of fitting the 
parametric biconcave ellipsoid equations. It is also possible that the simultaneous fitting 
technique would give better results if applied to these approximate fits, although 
simultaneous fitting using a finite element method would require lengthy computational 
times. The results show that a combination of various simple fitting functions could be 
used in tandem to characterise samples of more complex geometries, or even to derive 
initial parameter guesses for more complex fitting functions to make them more accurate. 
The simultaneous fitting algorithm recovered the size and direction of simulated 
spheroids and cuboids with high accuracy, showing that the algorithm effectively takes 
into account the three-dimensional structure of the geometry. Previous iterations of the 
fitting algorithm that did not operate with multiple directional profiles simultaneously 
gave highly inaccurate fits depending on the direction of the applied gradient, and adding 
additional gradient directions or data points did not improve the effectiveness of the fit. 
Great care had to be taken with designing the geometries and creating meshes. Low-
resolution meshes do not give enough discrete points to accurately interpolate the 
gradient wave vector, leading to inaccurate integrals. While smaller geometries allow the 
mesh to be made smaller without increased simulation time, smaller physical features 
require a proportionally greater wave vector. Any further mesh size reduction is quickly 
rendered meaningless by the resolution of the PGSE experiment, rather than the 
resolution of the finite element technique. There is therefore a compromise between the 
geometry size and the mesh size which must be maintained to give effective models in 
reasonable times. 
The FEM technique is able to reproduce seminal analytical results in PGSE analysis – 
the solutions for the Bloch-Torrey equations in simple geometries such as between 
parallel planes and in circles and spheres. The results also matched closely with Monte-
Carlo simulations in these simple geometries. There being little practical difference in the 
accuracy or effectiveness of the techniques at solving the equation, evaluating FEM in 
comparison to analytical methods is therefore a matter of comparing their computational 
efficiency, flexibility and ease of use. 
Analytical methods are by far the most computationally efficient. Once an analytical 
solution has been derived and a program has been written to implement that solution, 
calculating solutions for a given set of parameters takes time on the order of fractions of 
a second for hundreds of q-values. As the timing data in Section 6.1.8 show, FEM 
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solutions can take up to a minute per q-value depending on the complexity of the model, 
and even longer for solutions outside the short gradient pulse limit. Monte-Carlo solutions 
are even less efficient than FEM, requiring expensive specialised GPU hardware to 
deliver solution times that are practical for real-world applications. However, while FEM 
may not be able to deliver real-time results, solutions can be derived by FEM in a time-
frame that is nevertheless practical for general use. 
It is in the flexibility of the technique that clear advantages are revealed for FEM. 
“Flexibility” refers to how readily the technique can be applied to a variety of different 
situations and needs. While analytical solutions are more efficient for any given geometry, 
they are also only valid when applied to that geometry, with a limited selection of  flexible 
parameters. This is, of course, where analytical solutions either already exist or are 
mathematically tractable to derive, which is not the case for some biologically-relevant 
geometries such as the torus and biconcave ellipsoid. FEM, in comparison, can be applied 
to any type of physical geometry or combination of geometries (e.g. the pore-hopping 
formalism) using a standard set of software and configurations. 
Finally, the ease of use of the techniques must be compared. Analytical solutions are 
relatively easy to implement once a solution has been derived, but the initial derivation 
of the solution can be extremely difficult. Monte-Carlo solutions are relatively simple to 
implement but require more specialised programming knowledge and expensive 
equipment, and are not appropriate for general use. FEM solutions can be built with 
standardised programming and geometries constructed in a GUI rather than needing to 
be described mathematically, allowing for a variety of different structures to be examined 
with relative ease.  
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7. Experimental 
7.1. Two-Plane System 
1H diffusion NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker Avance 400 MHz NMR 
spectrometer with a triple-axis gradient BBFO probe and 5 mm insert at 298 K, capable 
of a maximum gradient strength of 0.57 T m-1 in each of the orthogonal directions. The 
measurements were performed using a pulsed gradient stimulated echo (PGSTE) 
sequence with diffusion time Δ = 2 s and gradient pulse length δ = 1 ms. q was 
incremented from 0 – 2.55 × 104 m-1 in steps of 5.10 × 102 m-1. The experiment was 
performed in a custom-made Shigemi NMR tube (Shigemi, Japan) with the separation 
between the tube base and the plunger set to set 150 μm, as determined by travelling 
microscope. The attenuation profile is shown in Figure 7.1 along with the result of a fit 
of Eq. (5.48) to the data. The recovered interplanar separation was 151 μm. 
 
Figure 7.1: PGSTE attenuation profile for water diffusing in a polished Shigemi NMR tube () and the 
corresponding fit of the FEM solution of the planar model () using Eq. (5.48). The plunger was set 150 
μm apart, determined by travelling microscope. The PGSTE experiment was run with Δ = 2 s and δ = 1 ms. 
q was incremented from 0 – 2.55 × 104 m-1 in steps of 5.10 × 102 m-1. 
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7.2. Onion Skin 
The NMR experiments in this section were performed by Dr Scott A.Willis. 
7.2.1. Optical microscopy  
A section of skin was cut and peeled from a shallot so that the long axis of the cells was 
perpendicular to the side of the sample (Figure 7.2). The sample was placed in a drop of 
Fomblin (Sigma-Aldrich) on a glass microscope slide. The Fomblin prevented the skin 
drying out during sample preparation and experiments. Fomblin contains little to no 
hydrogen, and hence it does not interfere with 1H NMR experiments. The sample was 
examined with a Nikon Eclipse LV100D optical microscope with LU Plan Fluor BD 5× 
and 20× objective lenses and L-W 10× ESD eyepieces (giving 50× and 200× 
magnification). The scale was calibrated with a slide with 1 mm scale bar etched at 0.01 
mm increments. Photos were taken using a digital camera through an eyepiece. 
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Figure 7.2: Microscopy images of the shallot skin sample. (A) Optical microscopy images, (i) 50× 
magnification and (ii) 200× magnification with a scale bar. (B) 2D fast low-angle shot (FLASH) MR 
images of the sample with a large slice thickness so as the complete sample profile is seen. 
7.2.2. Magnetic resonance imaging  
The skin was placed in a 5 mm coaxial NMR tube with Fomblin in the inner and outer 
tube surrounding the skin sample. The skin was placed on the flat bottom of the inner 
coaxial tube and lowered into the Fomblin and no air bubbles were present in the NMR 
tube. The sample was pressed against the inner coaxial tube by the Fomblin in the outer 
NMR tube. Whole sample 2D FLASH157 MRI was done on a Bruker Avance 500 MHz 
wide-bore spectrometer (field strength 11.7 T) with a repetition time (TR) of 400 ms, an 
echo time (TE) of 4.08 ms, a slice thickness of 3 mm, an in plane field of view of 8 mm 
× 8 mm with a resolution of 50 μm × 50 μm, with 80 scans per acquisition and a 30° 
excitation rf pulse. The total scan time was ~1.5 h. This showed the signal from the whole 
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sample to allow for the orientation of the sample to be determined relative to the read-
phase-slice (and x-y-z coordinate reference frame). This only shows the signal from the 
skin sample since the sample was immersed in Fomblin. A 3D FLASH MRI was also 
acquired with TR = 300 ms, TE = 4 ms, a total field of view of 6 mm × 6 mm × 1.5 mm 
with a resolution of 60 μm × 60 μm × 60 μm, with 1 scan per acquisition and a 30° 
excitation rf pulse. The total scan time was ~13 min. The images showed that the short 
axis and long axis of the cells were ~45° to the x-y gradient plane and so measurements 
with diffusion along the two orthogonal x-y-45° directions corresponded to measurement 
along the short and long axes. In the axial MR image the +x gradient direction was from 
the left to right in the image and the +y gradient direction was from the bottom to top of 
the image. Measurement of diffusion along the +x +y gradient direction (i.e., 45° to +x) 
corresponded to measurement along the short axis of the cells and measurement along 
the –x +y gradient direction (i.e., 45° to –x) corresponded to measurement along the long 
axis of the cells. 
7.2.3. 1H NMR spectroscopy and diffusion measurements 
The 1H NMR spectroscopy was performed on a Bruker Avance 500 MHz wide-bore 
spectrometer with 1 scan, spectral width of 100 kHz, an acquisition time of 0.05 s, recycle 
delay of 4 – 5 s (greater than 5 × T1 for the longest T1), a π/2 pulse length of 14 μs. The 
T1 was estimated using the inversion recovery technique (Figure 3.6) and the T1 of the 
largest (and sharpest) peak, assigned to be water in the cells, was on the order of 0.75 s 
with the other peaks in the spectrum having relaxations less than this. The 1H NMR 
diffusion measurements were performed using PGSTE with similar parameters to those 
mentioned for the spectroscopy except each spectrum was acquired with 576 scans, the 
spectral width was 25 kHz, the diffusion time (Δ) was 2 s, the gradient length (δ) was 0.8 
ms, and the gradient was varied from 0.006 – 0.456 T m-1 along both +x and +y for the 
measurement along the short axis of the cells and -0.006 – -0.456 T m-1 along –x and 
0.006 – 0.456 T m-1 along +y for the measurement along the long axis of the cells, and 
each diffusion measurement had 21 points. The signal was normalised to the first gradient 
point for each diffusion experiment and was noted to decay to the noise after the 8th 
gradient point for the short axis direction and the 5th gradient point for the long axis 
direction. The spectroscopy and diffusion results are shown in Figure 7.3. Results from 
fitting Eq. in two dimensions to the diffusion data are shown in Table 8 and Figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.3: a) 1H NMR spectrum of the shallot skin sample. b) Diffusion attenuation ‘waterfall’ plots 
showing the signal with increasing gradients (the large underlying broad peak is removed from the spectra 
due to relaxation during the diffusion sequence, of i) diffusion measured along the short axis of the cells, 
and ii) diffusion measured along the long axis of the cells. 
Table 8: Results for parameter fitting for a sample of onion skin with roughly cuboidal 
cells.
Parameter Sample 1 
a (μm) 63.0 
b (μm) 120.2 
Direction [1 0 0] 
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Figure 7.4: Echo attenuation profiles for PGSE of spring onion skin measured in the x () and y () 
directions, and analytical profiles obtained by fitting Eq. (4.29) to the data (, ). Data were obtained on 
a 500 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer at 298.15 K, with a diffusion time of 2 s.  
7.3. Discussion 
The results from the Shigemi tube show the FEM technique is effective at recovering the 
micro-scale properties of model porous systems. The fit recovers a very close match to 
the actual size of the planar model. The diffusion-diffraction profile matches closely to 
the simulated values at low values of q but begins to diverge at higher q values, though 
this has little impact on the accuracy of the recovered size. The divergence of the features 
at high q could have many explanations. Particularly, it could be evidence of 
imperfections at the surface of the plunger (whether that is not being perfectly flat or 
level) or it could also result from improper calibration of the gradient or improper 
corrections of imperfections in the static field. Due to the very high attenuation at this 
point in the profile and the use of a log-scale to emphasise diffusion-diffraction features, 
small experimental errors can compound substantially and be significantly visible when 
plotted. 
The results from applying the fitting algorithm to experimental data are not as promising 
as the simulated results in Chapter 6. The results displayed that there was indeed a short 
and long dimension to the cells, consistent with the microscopy, and the direction result 
suggests these were oriented in the expected direction. The error in the calculated length 
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of the short side of the cells, though, is not reasonable. As the calculated length was 
considerably more than the expected length for the short axis, it was theorised that this 
could be due to spins diffusing through the permeable cell walls into neighbouring cells. 
The position of the minima was reasonably close, though the difference in the fit from 
expected values suggests that these minima must be much closer to give accurate results. 
To study this, the data for the short axis were analysed using the semipermeable 
membrane model presented in Section 6.1.6. The analytical model for three cells side-
by-side with membrane permeabilities of 1 × 10-4 m s-1 (within the range of observed 
biological permeabilities in onion cells213; 214) was fitted to the data for the short side to 
obtain a characteristic distance a of 21.16 μm (i.e. a total side length of 42.3 μm) – far 
closer to the actual observed length of 35 μm. This suggests that, though there could be 
other contributions to the over-estimated length, the primary reason is likely due to cell 
wall permeability. Testing with boundary relaxation on the cuboids did not give the same 
results – suggesting that future work for the cuboid model would be to include 
permeability, to better match biological samples. The fit could also be weighted 
logarithmically, placing greater emphasis on the shape and position of diffraction minima, 
although this is mere speculation. The shallot skin sample is a complex biological system 
with complicated microstructure, composition and geometry, and a perfectly-matching 
attenuation profile is likely not practically or physically possible without substantially 
increasing the complexity of the model in ways that are not within the scope of this thesis. 
However, this initial work shows promise for characterisation of the sample geometry. 
The presence of permeable boundaries is one example where this spectroscopic method 
may be more information-rich than DTI, through being able to accurately characterise the 
degree of permeability between pores, and hence elucidate information on their 
composition and structure and how it may differ throughout the sample. By simulating 
overlapping cuboids, the method could also potentially be used for resolving crossing 
cells or fibres, such as in brain tissue, and accurately determining factors such as the angle 
of intersection or the relative size of the two fibres. It could also potentially simulate 
polydispersity in pore size and shape, by simulating multiple pores or a spread of pore 
sizes simultaneously. The technique also requires less a priori knowledge of the structure 
of the pores before beginning the experiment, allowing it greater use in vivo or in samples 
that are difficult to analyse with microscopy. The method is modular, able to accept any 
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number of analytical or numerical functions for use in the fitting function, and hence is a 
flexible basis for implementing any number of potential models in future work. 
The analysis is technically feasible on the timescale required of an applied setting such 
as a medical scan. The data acquisition for the diffusion scan of the onion skin took 
approximately 1.5 hours for an 8 mm × 8 mm scan at extremely high resolution. Noting 
that the Mayo Clinic and UCLA predict “up to an hour” as a reasonable expectation of 
the length of an MRI session,215; 216 sufficient data for structural characterisation by 
diffusion-diffraction spectroscopy could be retrieved in clinically acceptable time with a 
sufficiently powerful spectrometer as long as the area of interest is known – whole-brain 
maps would not be an application of this technique. The analysis would subsequently be 
complete in acceptable time for reporting to patients, as once a model is established and 
the analysis has started it can be reasonably left to run on its own, producing results in 
less than an hour, possibly more for more complex models and detailed scans or if being 
run on less powerful hardware. This work also has the possibility for improving research 
into other MRI techniques, creating virtual phantoms and sample data sets to use in 
testing, benchmarking and improving programs and algorithms. As the variety of 
structures that can be simulated is limited only by the CAD tools used to construct the 
geometry and mesh, data can be generated to test the sensitivity of new techniques to a 
variety of sample structures and tissue interactions without the extensive time or 
programming expertise required for Monte Carlo simulations. 
The potential of this work is promising, and presents an excellent opportunity for accurate 
analysis of porous structures in three dimensions that is more information-rich than 
current three-dimensional diffusion techniques such as DTI by incorporating the 
spectroscopic results from experiments in multiple gradient directions into a single 
analysis. ADC-based methods, DTI and other higher-order diffusion imaging methods, 
due to their reliance on the assumption of Gaussian diffusion, have only a limited 
capability70 for calculating size and accounting for boundary effects such as permeability, 
which not only must be taken into account for accurate characterisation of the cellular 
size, as shown by the onion skin results, but which can be indicators of cellular changes 
and may be important in their own right to accurately characterise. It also provides an 
excellent opportunity for testing and developing new imaging techniques and 
benchmarking them against complex virtual structures without as much need for 
extensive experimental work. 
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8. Conclusions 
 
The purpose of this thesis was to identify the weaknesses in the current approaches for 
generating mathematical models for diffusion in porous structures, and to examine 
numerical methods of generating these models, particularly in complex geometries subject 
to a variety of boundary conditions or experimental complications. To this end, a 
straightforward, computationally efficient and flexible finite element method was 
developed to generate PGSE echo attenuation profiles by simulating the Bloch-Torrey 
equations. The method was tested both inside and outside the SGP limit, showing its 
capacity for analysing results where the SGP limit cannot be obeyed experimentally, and 
was tested for the presence of magnetic relaxation at the boundaries of the simulated pores. 
The FEM model was rigorously tested against existing analytical and numerical solutions, 
including simulations made using the Monte Carlo method, and then used to develop PGSE 
models for geometries with no existing analytical solutions, both in the SGP limit and 
outside it – complex geometries such as toroids and biconcave ellipsoids, which have 
applications to important areas of study for NMR diffusion such as medical diagnostics. 
Simulation times were proportional to model complexity and were very reasonable – one-
dimensional models took less than a second to compute individual data points, while three-
dimensional models could be produced within twenty minutes to half an hour, on a 
reasonably standard desktop PC. With increasingly faster PCs, the simulation time is less 
of a limitation and the approach is suitable for simulating complex 3D geometries with 
boundary conditions that better reflect real-world samples. The nature of the simulation 
means it is readily extendable, able to accept arbitrary geometries and be extended to 
different NMR pulse sequences, such as double-pulsed gradient or steady-state methods, 
with only minor theoretical adjustments. 
The model was used to simulate the effect of background gradients within a porous system, 
calculating the form of the gradients and accepting them as the input into a PGSE sequence 
and hence accounting for their presence in a PGSE experiment. The flexible nature of this 
simulation means it could be applied to a large variety of materials and pore shapes and 
sizes, offering potential for characterising and hence exploiting background gradients in 
vivo to help refine or even replace hardware gradients in particular structures. 
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Parameter fitting and recovery was also tested using the FEM technique, both to test the 
efficacy of simple analytical approximations to the structure of complex geometries and as 
a fitting function. In addition, a novel method of parameter fitting in three-dimensional 
geometries was developed, tested using simulated geometries from both analytical 
solutions and the finite element method, and then successfully used to recover characteristic 
distances from a sample of plant cells. 
The future directions for this research are diverse; it is both possible to spend more time 
refining the method for use as a means of analysing experimental data, and as a means of 
generating models against which to test new analytical solutions with increasingly complex 
boundary conditions or other effects. The flexibility of the method means that it can be 
readily applied to new ideas for simulation, using the same basic computational structure 
with different geometries or combinations of boundary conditions. The background 
gradient work can be extended to generating models of diffusion-diffraction in the internal 
field in a variety of substances, or for testing new analytical models which incorporate 
background gradient terms or even semi-numerical methods which use the numerical 
solution of the background gradients as an input. 
The 3D fitting work is also promising, and presents an excellent opportunity for accurate 
analysis of porous structures by using multiple gradients in a way that is more accurate and 
information-rich than current DTI methods. By incorporating the results of multiple 
gradient directions in a spectroscopic analysis, accurate analysis of the structure of complex 
three-dimensional pores is possible using a relatively simple experimental setup. Being 
highly modular to different fitting functions, it also expands the field for the production of 
new analytical solutions for diffusion measurements. However, the analytical methods used, 
while seemingly a good approximation to the physical cells being studied, did not fully take 
into account transport of spins through the cell walls and gave inaccurate measurements for 
the cell structure. The results form the basis of a promising area of research, that may have 
impact on the resolution of fibre crossings and other pore intersections and polydispersity 
of pore sizes and shapes.  
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9. Appendices 
 
9.1. Cuboid Derivation  
The diffusion equation (Eq. (2.14)) for a rectangular cuboid geometry can be solved using 
the eigenmode expansion technique 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) { }0 1 0 1, , exp ,m m m
m
P t D tλ= Ψ Ψ −∑r r r r   (8.1) 
where Ψm are the spatial eigenfunctions with respect to the eigenvalues λm.. The spatial part 
can be separated into three components along the x, y and z coordinates (i.e.,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1x y zx y zΨ = Ψ Ψ Ψr ), thus Eq. (2.14) becomes 
 
( )22
.x y z yt x z
x y z x y z
T
DT
λ
′′′ ′′ ′′∇ Ψ Ψ Ψ ΨΨ Ψ∇ Ψ
= = = + + = −
Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ
  (8.2) 
T is the temporal part of the heat equation (i.e. the propagator P(r0, r1, t)). Prime and double 
prime are the first and second derivatives of the corresponding functions. The eigenvalues 
are determined from the boundary conditions  
 ( )ˆ 0,D M P⋅∇ + =rn   (8.3) 
where M is the surface relaxivity of the boundary. 
For the zero eigenvalue (i.e., λ = 0) the normalised diffusion propagator in a rectangular 
cuboid with the side-lengths 2a, 2b and 2c is given by  
 ( )0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1, , , , , , ,
8
P x y z x y z t
abcλ=
=   (8.4) 
As the probability distribution is normalised, then  
 ( )0 0 1 1, , 1.
V
P t dλ= =∫ r r r   
The propagator corresponding to zero eigenvalue has a constant value, therefore this value 
is equal to the inverse of the pore volume. The negative eigenvalues in Eq. (8.2) give trivial 
results; therefore this equation must be solved for the positive eigenvalues only. For this 
purpose, λ is written as  
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 2 2 2λ α β η= + +   (8.5) 
where α2, β2 and η2 are the eigenvalues corresponding to Ψx, Ψy and Ψz for the Laplace 
operator ∇2 , respectively. Substitution of Eq. (8) and solving Eq. (6) gives 
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where the eigenvalues can be computed from Eq. (8.3). The propagator is a product of three 
brackets, each of which runs over two sums with indices e and f (e ≡ n, s, v and f ≡ m, u, 
w). Each pair of indices e and f correspond to one coordinate axis shown by k (e.g., n and 
m correspond to the x axis, s and u correspond to the y axis and also v and w correspond to 
z axis). In this expression k0 is the initial position of the particle (x0, y0, z0) and k1 = (x1, y1, 
z1) is the position of the particle after time t. The diffusion propagator in an infinite parallel 
plane can be recovered by considering only one set of the curly bracket (e, f, k1, K0, l). For 
example (e, f, k1, K0, l) = (v, w, z1, z0, c) gives the diffusion propagator for an infinite parallel 
plane perpendicular to the z-axes. 
The general expression for the boundary conditions for computing the eigenvalues will be 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , , , , , , , , , , 0.l e f k l n m x a s u y b v w z cD P M P = ± ± ±∇ + =   (8.7) 
In this expression Ml =±a, ±b, ±c are the values of relaxivity on each surface separated by the 
interplanar separations 2a, 2b and 2c. The following relationships are defined for the 
eigenvalues in Eq. (8.6),   
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Therefore the eigenvalues are determined by   
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9.1.1. Spin-echo attenuation 
 The spin-echo attenuation in the SGP limit is calculated by substituting the 
propagator (i.e., Eq. (8.6)) into Eq. (4.25), giving 
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where Γ = Θ, Φ and Ω defines the angle between g and the x, y and z axis, respectively as 
shown in Figure 2.4. Again the above expression is a product of three brackets, each of 
which contains two sums that runs over different combinations of indices e and f and also 
the pair of k and Γ. The curly brackets under the product sign in Eq. (8.11) contain the 
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permitted combinations of the angle and axes. As any arbitrary vector in a three 
dimensional space must follow the directional cosine law, the relation between the angles 
is given by 
 2 2 2cos cos cos 1.Θ+ Φ + Ω =   (8.12) 
Although not shown, it is possible to expand Eq. (8.11), obtaining eight summations that 
consist of products of three terms, each of which is one of the main addition components 
in the brackets. 
For the propagator, the signal attenuation for particles diffusing between infinite parallel 
planes can be recovered by considering only one set of the bracket [e, f, (k, Γ), l)]. For 
example [e, f, (k, Γ), l)] = [v, w, (z1, 0), c] gives the signal attenuation in an infinite parallel 
plane perpendicular to the z-axes. Obviously according to the directional cosine law given 
in Eq. (8.12), the other two angles (Θ and Φ) must be 90° (as the magnetic gradient is in 
the z-direction). 
9.2. Code 
9.2.1. Short Gradient Pulse Rectangular Prism 
function out = model 
% 
% rectangularprism.m 
% 
 
import com.comsol.model.* 
import com.comsol.model.util.* 
 
model = ModelUtil.create('Model'); 
 
model.name('sgprectangularprism.mph'); 
 
% Set model parameters 
 
model.param.set('gamma', '2.67519e8', '1H Gyromagnetic Ratio'); 
model.param.set('D', '2.3e-9', 'Diffusion Coefficient of H2O'); 
model.param.set('a', '300e-6'); 
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model.param.set('b', '200e-6'); 
model.param.set('c', '260e-6'); 
model.param.set('theta', '54.7356', 'Polar Rotation Against Gradient'); 
model.param.set('phi', '54.7356', 'Azimuthal Rotation Against Gradient'); 
model.param.set('omega', '54.7356'); 
model.param.set('maxq', '20000'); 
model.param.set('q', '10000'); 
model.param.set('Delta', 
'((a/2*cos(theta/360*2*pi))^2+(b/2*cos(phi/360*2*pi))^2+(c/2*cos(omega/360*2*pi))^2
)/(D)'); 
model.param.set('gx', 'cos(0.9553)'); 
model.param.set('gy', 'cos(0.9553)'); 
model.param.set('gz', 'cos(0.9553)'); 
 
model.modelNode.create('mod1'); 
model.modelNode('mod1').name('Model 1'); 
 
% Create model geometry 
 
model.geom.create('geom1', 3); 
model.geom('geom1').feature.create('blk1', 'Block'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('blk1').set('size', {'a' 'b' 'c'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('blk1').set('base', 'center'); 
model.geom('geom1').run; 
 
model.physics.create('c', 'CoefficientFormPDE', 'geom1'); 
 
% Create mesh 
 
model.mesh.create('mesh1', 'geom1'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature.create('ftet1', 'FreeTet'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').feature.create('size1', 'Size'); 
 
% Define physics systems 
 
model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('c', {'D' '0' '0' '0' 'D' '0' '0' '0' 'D'}); 
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model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('f', '0'); 
model.physics('c').feature('init1').set('u', 'exp(2*pi*-i*q*(gx*x+gy*y+gz*z))'); 
 
% Run mesh 
 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('size').set('hauto', 2); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').feature('size1').set('hauto', 2); 
model.mesh('mesh1').run; 
 
% Create study nodes 
 
model.study.create('std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('param', 'Parametric'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('time', 'Transient'); 
 
model.sol.create('sol3'); 
model.sol('sol3').study('std1'); 
model.sol('sol3').attach('std1'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('st1', 'StudyStep'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('v1', 'Variables'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('t1', 'Time'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature.create('fc1', 'FullyCoupled'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature.remove('fcDef'); 
 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
 
% Define parametric stepping 
 
model.batch.create('p3', 'Parametric'); 
model.batch('p3').feature.create('so1', 'Solutionseq'); 
model.batch('p3').feature.create('nu1', 'Numericalseq'); 
model.batch('p3').study('std1'); 
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model.result.dataset.create('dset2', 'Solution'); 
model.result.dataset.remove('dset1'); 
model.result.numerical.create('int1', 'IntVolume'); 
model.result.numerical('int1').selection.set([1]); 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('probetag', 'none'); 
model.result.create('pg2', 'PlotGroup3D'); 
model.result('pg2').feature.create('vol1', 'Volume'); 
 
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('keepsol', 'all'); 
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('pname', {'q'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('plistarr', {'range(0,(maxq-0)/30,maxq)'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('tlist', 'Delta'); 
 
model.sol('sol3').attach('std1'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('st1').name('Compile Equations: Time Dependent'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('st1').set('studystep', 'time'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v1').set('control', 'time'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('tlist', 'Delta'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('tstepsbdf', 'strict'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('solfile', false); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('eventout', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('complex', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('minorder', '2'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('pardmtsolve', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('linsolver', 'pardiso'); 
 
model.batch('p3').set('err', true); 
model.batch('p3').set('plistarr', {'range(0,(maxq-0)/30,maxq)'}); 
model.batch('p3').set('pname', {'q'}); 
model.batch('p3').feature('so1').set('seq', 'sol3'); 
model.batch('p3').feature('nu1').set('param', {'"q","0"' '"q","666.666667"' 
'"q","1333.333333"' '"q","2000"' '"q","2666.666667"' '"q","3333.333333"' '"q","4000"' 
'"q","4666.666667"' '"q","5333.333333"' '"q","6000"'  ... 
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'"q","6666.666667"' '"q","7333.333333"' '"q","8000"' '"q","8666.666667"' 
'"q","9333.333333"' '"q","10000"' '"q","10666.666667"' '"q","11333.333333"' 
'"q","12000"' '"q","12666.666667"'  ... 
'"q","13333.333333"' '"q","14000"' '"q","14666.666667"' '"q","15333.333333"' 
'"q","16000"' '"q","16666.666667"' '"q","17333.333333"' '"q","18000"' 
'"q","18666.666667"' '"q","19333.333333"'  ... 
'"q","20000"'}); 
model.batch('p3').feature('nu1').set('table', 'tbl1'); 
model.batch('p3').feature('nu1').set('seq', 'int1'); 
model.batch('p3').attach('std1'); 
model.batch('p3').run; 
 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('unit', ''); 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('descr', 'u*exp(i*2*pi*q*(gx*x+gy*y+gz*z))'); 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('expr', 'u*exp(i*2*pi*q*(gx*x+gy*y+gz*z))'); 
 
out = model; 
9.2.2. Finite Gradient Pulse Ellipsoid 
function out = model 
% 
% spheroid.m 
% 
 
import com.comsol.model.* 
import com.comsol.model.util.* 
 
model = ModelUtil.create('Model'); 
 
model.name('spheroid.mph'); 
 
% Set model parameters 
 
model.param.set('D', '2.3e-9'); 
model.param.set('DELTA', '0.5'); 
model.param.set('delta', 'DELTA/4'); 
model.param.set('gamma', '2.67519e8'); 
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model.param.set('gmax', '5'); 
model.param.set('g', 'gmax'); 
model.param.set('gsteps', '101', 'Number of g values used'); 
model.param.set('a', '50e-6'); 
model.param.set('b', '25e-6'); 
 
model.modelNode.create('mod1'); 
model.modelNode('mod1').name('Model 1'); 
 
% Create model geometry 
 
model.geom.create('geom1', 3); 
model.geom('geom1').repairTol(1.0E-8); 
model.geom('geom1').feature.create('elp1', 'Ellipsoid'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('elp1').set('semiaxes', {'a' 'a' 'b'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('fin').set('repairtol', '1.0E-7'); 
model.geom('geom1').run; 
 
% Define physics systems - 3 Coefficient Form PDE systems are used to represent winding, 
diffusion and unwinding 
 
model.physics.create('c', 'CoefficientFormPDE', 'geom1'); 
model.physics.create('c2', 'CoefficientFormPDE', 'geom1'); 
model.physics('c2').field('dimensionless').field('u'); 
model.physics.create('c3', 'CoefficientFormPDE', 'geom1'); 
model.physics('c3').field('dimensionless').field('u'); 
 
% Create mesh 
 
model.mesh.create('mesh1', 'geom1'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature.create('ftet1', 'FreeTet'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').feature.create('size1', 'Size'); 
 
% Set physics properties 
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model.physics('c').prop('ShapeProperty').set('boundaryFlux', '0'); 
model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('a', '-i*gamma*g*x'); 
model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('c', {'D' '0' '0' '0' 'D' '0' '0' '0' 'D'}); 
model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('f', '0'); 
model.physics('c').feature('init1').set('u', '1'); 
model.physics('c2').feature('cfeq1').set('c', {'D' '0' '0' '0' 'D' '0' '0' '0' 'D'}); 
model.physics('c2').feature('cfeq1').set('f', '0'); 
model.physics('c3').feature('cfeq1').set('a', 'i*gamma*g*x'); 
model.physics('c3').feature('cfeq1').set('c', {'D' '0' '0' '0' 'D' '0' '0' '0' 'D'}); 
model.physics('c3').feature('cfeq1').set('f', '0'); 
 
% Run fine mesh 
 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('size').set('hauto', 2); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').feature('size1').set('hauto', 2); 
model.mesh('mesh1').run; 
 
% Create study nodes 
 
model.study.create('std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('param2', 'Parametric'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('time', 'Transient'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('time2', 'Transient'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('time3', 'Transient'); 
 
model.sol.create('sol2'); 
model.sol('sol2').study('std1'); 
 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
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model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
 
model.sol.create('sol3'); 
model.sol('sol3').study('std1'); 
model.sol('sol3').attach('std1'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('st1', 'StudyStep'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('v1', 'Variables'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('t1', 'Time'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('st2', 'StudyStep'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('v2', 'Variables'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('t2', 'Time'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('st3', 'StudyStep'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('v3', 'Variables'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature.create('t3', 'Time'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature.create('fc1', 'FullyCoupled'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature.remove('fcDef'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').feature.create('fc1', 'FullyCoupled'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').feature.remove('fcDef'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').feature.create('fc1', 'FullyCoupled'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').feature.remove('fcDef'); 
 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
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model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
 
% Define parametric stepping 
 
model.batch.create('p2', 'Parametric'); 
model.batch('p2').feature.create('so1', 'Solutionseq'); 
model.batch('p2').feature.create('nu1', 'Numericalseq'); 
model.batch('p2').study('std1'); 
 
model.result.dataset.remove('dset1'); 
model.result.numerical.create('int1', 'IntVolume'); 
model.result.numerical('int1').selection.all; 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('probetag', 'none'); 
 
model.study('std1').feature('param2').set('pname', {'g'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('param2').set('plistarr', {'range(0,(gmax-0)/gsteps-1,gmax)'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('param2').set('sweeptype', 'filled'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('rtol', '0.001'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('tlist', 'delta'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('rtolactive', true); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('activate', {'c' 'on' 'c2' 'off' 'c3' 'off'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('rtol', '0.001'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('notstudy', 'std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('tlist', 'DELTA-delta'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('notsolmethod', 'sol'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('useinitsol', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('usesol', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('initstudy', 'std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('solnum', 'auto'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('initmethod', 'sol'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('notsolnum', 'auto'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('rtolactive', true); 
model.study('std1').feature('time2').set('activate', {'c' 'off' 'c2' 'on' 'c3' 'off'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('rtol', '0.001'); 
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model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('notstudy', 'std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('tlist', 'delta'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('notsolmethod', 'sol'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('useinitsol', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('usesol', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('initstudy', 'std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('solnum', 'auto'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('initmethod', 'sol'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('notsolnum', 'auto'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('rtolactive', true); 
model.study('std1').feature('time3').set('activate', {'c' 'off' 'c2' 'off' 'c3' 'on'}); 
 
model.sol('sol2').name('Parametric 2'); 
model.sol('sol3').attach('std1'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('st1').name('Compile Equations: Time Dependent'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('st1').set('studystep', 'time'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v1').set('control', 'time'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v1').feature('mod1_u').name('mod1.u'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('rtol', '0.001'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('complex', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('tstepsbdf', 'strict'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('tlist', 'delta'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('bwinitstepfrac', '1.0'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').set('maxstepbdf', 'delta/deltastep'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('pardmtsolve', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('linsolver', 'pardiso'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t1').feature('aDef').set('complexfun', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('st2').name('Compile Equations: Time Dependent 2 (2)'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('st2').set('studystep', 'time2'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v2').set('control', 'time2'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v2').set('solnum', 'auto'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v2').set('initmethod', 'sol'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v2').set('notsolmethod', 'sol'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v2').set('notsolnum', 'auto'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v2').set('initsol', 'sol3'); 
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model.sol('sol3').feature('v2').set('notsol', 'sol3'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v2').feature('mod1_u').name('mod1.u'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').set('rtol', '0.001'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').set('complex', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').set('tstepsbdf', 'strict'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').set('tlist', 'DELTA-delta'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').set('bwinitstepfrac', '1.0'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').feature('dDef').set('pardmtsolve', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t2').feature('dDef').set('linsolver', 'pardiso'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('st3').name('Compile Equations: Time Dependent 3 (3)'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('st3').set('studystep', 'time3'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v3').set('control', 'time3'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v3').set('solnum', 'auto'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v3').set('initmethod', 'sol'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v3').set('notsolmethod', 'sol'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v3').set('notsolnum', 'auto'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v3').set('initsol', 'sol3'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v3').set('notsol', 'sol3'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('v3').feature('mod1_u').name('mod1.u'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').set('rtol', '0.001'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').set('complex', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').set('tstepsbdf', 'strict'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').set('tlist', 'delta'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').set('bwinitstepfrac', '1.0'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').set('maxstepbdf', 'delta/deltastep'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').feature('dDef').set('pardmtsolve', true); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').feature('dDef').set('linsolver', 'pardiso'); 
model.sol('sol3').feature('t3').feature('aDef').set('complexfun', true); 
 
model.batch('p2').set('err', true); 
model.batch('p2').set('plistarr', {'range(0,(gmax-0)/gsteps-1,gmax)'}); 
model.batch('p2').set('pname', {'g'}); 
model.batch('p2').feature('so1').set('seq', 'sol3'); 
model.batch('p2').feature('nu1').set('param', {'"g","0"' '"g","0.118387"' '"g","0.236773"' 
'"g","0.35516"' '"g","0.473546"' '"g","0.591933"' '"g","0.71032"' '"g","0.828706"' 
'"g","0.947093"' '"g","1.06548"'  ... 
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'"g","1.183866"' '"g","1.302253"' '"g","1.420639"' '"g","1.539026"' '"g","1.657413"' 
'"g","1.775799"' '"g","1.894186"' '"g","2.012572"' '"g","2.130959"' '"g","2.249346"'  ... 
'"g","2.367732"' '"g","2.486119"' '"g","2.604506"' '"g","2.722892"' '"g","2.841279"' 
'"g","2.959665"' '"g","3.078052"' '"g","3.196439"' '"g","3.314825"' '"g","3.433212"'  ... 
'"g","3.551598"' '"g","3.669985"' '"g","3.788372"' '"g","3.906758"' '"g","4.025145"' 
'"g","4.143532"' '"g","4.261918"' '"g","4.380305"' '"g","4.498691"' '"g","4.617078"'  ... 
'"g","4.735465"' '"g","4.853851"' '"g","4.972238"' '"g","5.090624"' '"g","5.209011"' 
'"g","5.327398"' '"g","5.445784"' '"g","5.564171"' '"g","5.682558"' '"g","5.800944"'  ... 
'"g","5.919331"' '"g","6.037717"' '"g","6.156104"' '"g","6.274491"' '"g","6.392877"' 
'"g","6.511264"' '"g","6.62965"' '"g","6.748037"' '"g","6.866424"' '"g","6.98481"'  ... 
'"g","7.103197"' '"g","7.221584"' '"g","7.33997"' '"g","7.458357"' '"g","7.576743"' 
'"g","7.69513"' '"g","7.813517"' '"g","7.931903"' '"g","8.05029"' '"g","8.168676"'  ... 
'"g","8.287063"' '"g","8.40545"' '"g","8.523836"' '"g","8.642223"' '"g","8.76061"' 
'"g","8.878996"' '"g","8.997383"' '"g","9.115769"' '"g","9.234156"' '"g","9.352543"'  ... 
'"g","9.470929"' '"g","9.589316"' '"g","9.707702"' '"g","9.826089"' '"g","9.944476"' 
'"g","10.062862"' '"g","10.181249"' '"g","10.299636"' '"g","10.418022"' 
'"g","10.536409"'  ... 
'"g","10.654795"' '"g","10.773182"' '"g","10.891569"' '"g","11.009955"' '"g","11.128342"' 
'"g","11.246728"' '"g","11.365115"' '"g","11.483502"' '"g","11.601888"' 
'"g","11.720275"'  ... 
'"g","11.838662"'}); 
model.batch('p2').feature('nu1').set('table', 'tbl2'); 
model.batch('p2').feature('nu1').set('seq', 'int1'); 
model.batch('p2').attach('std1'); 
model.batch('p2').run; 
 
out = model; 
9.2.3. Finite Gradient Pulse Biconcave Ellipsoid 
Parametrising Function 
clear 
clc 
tic 
 
gpoints = 100; % Enter desired number of gradient points 
 
d = 7.8e-6; 
m1 = [0.9447]; 
m2 = [0.9447]; 
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a1 = [0.5e-6]; 
a2 = [0.5e-6]; 
p1 = [1]; 
p2 = [1]; 
  
D = 2.3e-9; % Diffusion coefficient 
gamma = 2.67519e8; % Gyromagnetic Ratio 
DELTA = 0.6*(1e-6)^2/D; % Diffusion time 
delta = [DELTA/4]; % Gradient pulse length 
theta = [90]; % Rotation against gradient 
M = [1e-4 1e-3]; 
 
qamax = 2; 
qmax = qamax/(1e-6); 
 
EFEM = zeros(gpoints+1,length(M)); % Pre-allocate EFEM variable 
 
    for ind2 = 1:length(M) 
        gmax = (qmax*2*pi)/(gamma*delta); % Maximum gradient strength 
  g = linspace(0,gmax,gpoints+1); 
 
        for ind1 = 1:length(g) % Define gradient strength stepping 
             
            perc_done = (((ind2-1)*length(g))+ind1)/(length(M)*length(g))*100; 
            str3 = sprintf('%.4s%% complete',num2str(perc_done)); 
            disp(str3); 
 
 
            model = 
echosequence(g(ind1),D,d,a1,a2,m1,m2,p1,p2,DELTA,delta,theta,M(ind2)); % Run 
COMSOL model inputting gradient strength, diffusion time, channel size and maximum 
mesh element size 
            value = mphint2(model,'m',3,'t',delta); % Evaluate solution structure for COMSOL 
model 
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            EFEM(ind1,ind2) = abs(mean(value)); % Find normalised echo attenuation 
(average magnetisation) and store in indexed matrix 
 
 
        end 
        q = g'*gamma*delta/(2*pi); 
         
    end 
 
for ind4 = 1:size(EFEM,2) 
    EFEM(:,ind4) = EFEM(:,ind4)./EFEM(1,ind4); 
end 
 
save('q.mat','q'); 
save('EFEMM.mat','EFEM'); 
 
toc 
Echo Sequence Function 
function out = echosequence(g,D,d,a1,a2,m1,m2,p1,p2,DELTA,delta,theta,M) 
% 
% Import COMSOL model and utility functions 
import com.comsol.model.* 
import com.comsol.model.util.* 
 
% Create model object 
model = ModelUtil.create('Model'); 
 
model.name('redbloodcell.mph'); 
 
% Set model parameters 
model.param.set('d', num2str(d), 'Diameter of Red Blood Cell'); 
model.param.set('m1', num2str(m1), 'Curvature of Top Section'); 
model.param.set('m2', num2str(m2), 'Curvature of Bottom Section'); 
model.param.set('a1', num2str(a1), 'Minimum Length of Top Section'); 
model.param.set('a2', num2str(a2), 'Minimum Length of Top Section'); 
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model.param.set('p1', num2str(p1), 'Curvature Parameter of Top Section'); 
model.param.set('p2', num2str(p2), 'Curvature Parameter of Bottom Section'); 
model.param.set('maxU1',num2str(ellipke(m1),14), 'Maximum Bound of Top Parametric 
Geometry'); 
model.param.set('maxU2',num2str(ellipke(m2),14), 'Maximum Bound of Bottom 
Parametric Geometry'); 
model.param.set('Dw', num2str(D), 'Diffusion Coefficient of Water'); 
model.param.set('M', num2str(M), 'Boundary Relaxation Constant'); 
model.param.set('theta', num2str(theta), 'Rotation Angle Against Gradient'); 
model.param.set('Dwp', 'Dw', 'Diffusion Coefficient during Gradient Pulse'); 
model.param.set('gamma', '2.67519e8[rad/(s*T)]', 'Gyromagnetic Ratio of 1H'); 
model.param.set('g', num2str(g), 'Gradient Pulse Magnitude'); 
model.param.set('deltanum', '500', 'Number of time steps for gradient pulse'); 
model.param.set('DELTAnum', '500', 'Number of time steps for diffusion'); 
 
model.param.set('DELTA', num2str(DELTA-delta)); 
model.param.set('delta', num2str(delta), 'Gradient Pulse Length'); 
model.param.set('DELTAstep', 'DELTA/DELTAnum'); 
model.param.set('deltastep', 'delta/deltanum', 'Value of gradient pulse time step'); 
 
% Create model simulation node 
model.modelNode.create('mod1'); 
 
% Define external MATLAB functions 
model.func.create('extm1', 'MATLAB'); 
model.func('extm1').set('clearsolve', true); 
model.func('extm1').set('funcs', {'SNfunc' 'u,m'; 'CNfunc' 'u,m'; 'DNfunc' 'u,m'; 
'ellipkefunc' 'M'}); 
 
% Define system variables 
model.variable.create('var1'); 
model.variable('var1').set('m_init', '1', 'Initial Magnetisation Value'); 
model.variable.create('var2'); 
model.variable('var2').set('U', 'ellipkefunc(m)'); 
 
% Define geometry and create 
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model.geom.create('geom1', 3); 
model.geom('geom1').feature.create('wp1', 'WorkPlane'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature.create('pc1', 'ParametricCurve'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature.create('pc2', 'ParametricCurve'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature.create('uni1', 'Union'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature.create('rev1', 'Revolve'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature.create('csol1', 'ConvertToSolid'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature.create('rot1', 'Rotate'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').set('quickplane', 'xz'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('pc1').set('parmax', 'maxU1'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('pc1').set('coord', 
{'d/2*CNfunc(uin,m1)' 
'a1*SNfunc(uin,m1)*(DNfunc(uin,m1)/DNfunc(ellipkefunc(m1),m1))^p1'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('pc1').set('parname', 'uin'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('pc2').set('parmax', 'maxU2'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('pc2').set('coord', 
{'d/2*CNfunc(uin,m2)' 
'a2*SNfunc(uin,m2)*(DNfunc(uin,m2)/DNfunc(ellipkefunc(m2),m2))^p2'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('pc2').set('parname', 'uin'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('uni1').set('intbnd', false); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('uni1').set('edge', 'all'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('wp1').geom.feature('uni1').selection('input').set({'pc1' 
'pc2'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('rev1').selection('input').set({'wp1'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('csol1').set('repairtol', '1.0E-7'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('csol1').selection('input').set({'rev1'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('rot1').set('axis', {'0' '1' '0'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('rot1').set('pos', {'0' '0' '0'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('rot1').set('rot', 'theta'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('rot1').selection('input').set({'csol1'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('fin').set('repairtol', '1.0E-7'); 
model.geom('geom1').run; 
 
% Create generic PDE physics system 
model.physics.create('c', 'CoefficientFormPDE', 'geom1'); 
 
% Define boundary conditions 
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model.physics('c').feature.create('flux1', 'FluxBoundary', 2); 
model.physics('c').feature('flux1').selection.all; 
 
% Create finite element mesh 
model.mesh.create('mesh1', 'geom1'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature.create('ftet1', 'FreeTet'); 
 
% Define physics system 
model.physics('c').field('dimensionless').component({'m'}); 
model.physics('c').field('dimensionless').field('m'); 
 
% Define physical coefficients and operating equations for all pulses 
model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('f', '0'); 
 
% Set boundary condition value 
model.physics('c').feature('flux1').set('g', '0'); 
model.physics('c').feature('flux1').set('q', 'M'); 
 
% Define initial conditions 
model.physics('c').feature('init1').set('m', 'm_init'); 
 
% Set mesh size and run 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('size').set('hauto', '2'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').run; 
 
% Create time-dependent study 
model.study.create('std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('time1', 'Transient'); 
 
% Define solution node and study features 
model.sol.create('sol1'); 
model.sol('sol1').attach('std1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('st1', 'StudyStep'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('v1', 'Variables'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('t1', 'Time'); 
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model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature.create('fc1', 'FullyCoupled'); 
 
% Create dataset and results storage nodes 
model.result.dataset.create('dset3', 'Solution'); 
 
% Create time-dependent features 
model.study('std1').feature('time1').set('tlist', 'range(0, deltastep, delta)'); 
 
% Define solver sequence attributes 
model.sol('sol1').name('Solver Sequence 3'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('st1').name('Compile Equations: Time Dependent 1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('st1').set('studystep', 'time1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').name('Variables 1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').name('Time 1'); 
 
% Define system for winding pulse 
model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('a', '-i*gamma*x*g'); 
model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('c', {'Dwp' '0' '0' '0' 'Dwp' '0' '0' '0' 'Dwp'}); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tlist', 'range(0, deltastep, delta)'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timemethod', 'genalpha'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tstepsgenalpha', 'manual'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timestepgenalpha', 'deltastep'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('rhoinf', '1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('reacf', false); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('solfile', false); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('complex', true); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('linsolver', 'pardiso'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('pardmtsolve', true); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('aDef').set('complexfun', true); 
 
% Run winding pulse 
model.sol('sol1').runAll; 
 
if DELTA-delta == 0 
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   % Redefine system for unwinding pulse 
    model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('a', 'i*gamma*x*g'); 
    model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('c', {'Dwp' '0' '0' '0' 'Dwp' '0' '0' '0' 'Dwp'}); 
    model.study('std1').feature('time1').set('tlist', 'range(0, deltastep, delta)'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tlist', 'range(0, deltastep, delta)'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timemethod', 'genalpha'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tstepsgenalpha', 'manual'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timestepgenalpha', 'deltastep'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('rhoinf', '1'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('reacf', false); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('solfile', false); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('complex', true); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('initmethod', 'sol'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('initsol', 'sol1');  
     
    % Run unwinding pulse 
    model.sol('sol1').runAll; 
else 
 
    % Redefine system for diffusion 
    model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('a', '0'); 
    model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('c', {'Dw' '0' '0' '0' 'Dw' '0' '0' '0' 'Dw'}); 
    model.study('std1').feature('time1').set('tlist', 'range(0, DELTAstep, DELTA)'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tlist', 'range(0, DELTAstep, DELTA)'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timemethod', 'genalpha'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tstepsgenalpha', 'manual'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timestepgenalpha', 'DELTAstep'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('rhoinf', '1'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('initmethod', 'sol'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('initsol', 'sol1'); 
 
    % Run diffusion 
    model.sol('sol1').runAll; 
 
    % Redefine system for unwinding pulse 
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    model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('a', 'i*gamma*x*g'); 
    model.physics('c').feature('cfeq1').set('c', {'Dwp' '0' '0' '0' 'Dwp' '0' '0' '0' 'Dwp'}); 
    model.study('std1').feature('time1').set('tlist', 'range(0, deltastep, delta)'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tlist', 'range(0, deltastep, delta)'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timemethod', 'genalpha'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tstepsgenalpha', 'manual'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timestepgenalpha', 'deltastep'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('rhoinf', '1'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('reacf', false); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('solfile', false); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('complex', true); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('initmethod', 'sol'); 
    model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('initsol', 'sol1'); 
 
    % Run unwinding pulse 
    model.sol('sol1').runAll; 
     
end 
out = model; 
9.2.4. Background Gradient Simulation 
function out = model 
% 
% backgroundgradient.m 
% 
 
import com.comsol.model.* 
import com.comsol.model.util.* 
 
model = ModelUtil.create('Model'); 
 
model.name('shigemitubefield.mph'); 
 
% Set model parameters 
 
model.param.set('gamma', '2.67519e8[rad/s/T]'); 
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model.param.set('B_0', '9.4'); 
model.param.set('D', '2.37e-9[m^2/s]'); 
model.param.set('a', '20[um]'); 
model.param.set('L', '20[um]'); 
model.param.set('Delta', '1000[ms]'); 
model.param.set('maxqa', '1.5'); 
model.param.set('maxq', 'maxqa/100[um]'); 
model.param.set('q', '10000'); 
 
model.modelNode.create('comp1'); 
 
% Create model geometry 
 
model.geom.create('geom1', 3); 
model.geom('geom1').feature.create('cyl1', 'Cylinder'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature.create('cyl2', 'Cylinder'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('cyl1').set('r', '2[mm]'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('cyl1').set('axis', {'0' '0' '1'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('cyl1').set('pos', {'0' '0' '0'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('cyl1').set('h', '100[um]'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('cyl2').set('r', '2.5[mm]'); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('cyl2').set('axis', {'0' '0' '1'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('cyl2').set('pos', {'0' '0' '-40[um]'}); 
model.geom('geom1').feature('cyl2').set('h', '180[um]'); 
model.geom('geom1').run; 
 
% Define material properties nodes 
 
model.material.create('mat2'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('eta', 'Piecewise'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('Cp', 'Piecewise'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('rho', 'Piecewise'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('k', 'Piecewise'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('cs', 'Interpolation'); 
model.material('mat2').selection.set([1]); 
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model.material.create('mat3'); 
model.material('mat3').selection.set([2]); 
 
% Define physics systems 
 
model.physics.create('mfnc', 'MagnetostaticsNoCurrents', 'geom1'); 
model.physics('mfnc').feature.create('mflx1', 'MagneticFluxDensity', 2); 
model.physics('mfnc').feature('mflx1').selection.all; 
 
% Create mesh 
 
model.mesh.create('mesh1', 'geom1'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature.create('ftet1', 'FreeTet'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').feature.create('size1', 'Size'); 
 
% Define material properties - magnetic susceptibility 
 
model.material('mat2').name('Water, liquid'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('eta').set('pieces', {'273.15' '413.15' 
'1.3799566804-0.021224019151*T^1+1.3604562827E-4*T^2-4.6454090319E-
7*T^3+8.9042735735E-10*T^4-9.0790692686E-13*T^5+3.8457331488E-16*T^6'; 
'413.15' '553.75' '0.00401235783-2.10746715E-5*T^1+3.85772275E-8*T^2-
2.39730284E-11*T^3'}); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('eta').set('arg', 'T'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('Cp').set('pieces', {'273.15' '553.75' 
'12010.1471-80.4072879*T^1+0.309866854*T^2-5.38186884E-4*T^3+3.62536437E-
7*T^4'}); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('Cp').set('arg', 'T'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('rho').set('pieces', {'273.15' '553.75' 
'838.466135+1.40050603*T^1-0.0030112376*T^2+3.71822313E-7*T^3'}); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('rho').set('arg', 'T'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('k').set('pieces', {'273.15' '553.75' '-
0.869083936+0.00894880345*T^1-1.58366345E-5*T^2+7.97543259E-9*T^3'}); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('k').set('arg', 'T'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('cs').set('table', {'273' '1403'; '278' '1427'; 
'283' '1447'; '293' '1481'; '303' '1507'; '313' '1526'; '323' '1541'; '333' '1552'; '343' '1555'; 
'353' '1555';  ... 
'363' '1550'; '373' '1543'}); 
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model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('cs').set('interp', 'piecewisecubic'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('dynamicviscosity', 'eta(T[1/K])[Pa*s]'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('ratioofspecificheat', '1.0'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('electricconductivity', {'5.5e-6[S/m]' '0' '0' 
'0' '5.5e-6[S/m]' '0' '0' '0' '5.5e-6[S/m]'}); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('heatcapacity', 'Cp(T[1/K])[J/(kg*K)]'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('density', 'rho(T[1/K])[kg/m^3]'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('thermalconductivity', 
{'k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)]' '0' '0' '0' 'k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)]' '0' '0' '0' 'k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)]'}); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('soundspeed', 'cs(T[1/K])[m/s]'); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('relpermeability', {'1-(0.72e-6*4*pi)' '0' '0' 
'0' '1-(0.72e-6*4*pi)' '0' '0' '0' '1-(0.72e-6*4*pi)'}); 
model.material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').addInput('temperature'); 
model.material('mat3').propertyGroup('def').set('relpermeability', {'1-(0.53e-6*4*pi)' '0' '0' 
'0' '1-(0.53e-6*4*pi)' '0' '0' '0' '1-(0.53e-6*4*pi)'}); 
 
% Set magnetic fields 
 
model.physics('mfnc').feature('mfc1').set('materialType', 'from_mat'); 
model.physics('mfnc').feature('mflx1').set('nB_type', 'B0'); 
model.physics('mfnc').feature('mflx1').set('B0', {'0'; '0'; 'B_0'}); 
 
% Run ultra-fine mesh 
 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('size').set('hauto', 1); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').set('xscale', '3'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').set('yscale', '3'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').set('zscale', '3'); 
model.mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet1').feature('size1').set('hauto', 1); 
model.mesh('mesh1').run; 
 
% Create study nodes 
 
model.study.create('std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('param', 'Parametric'); 
model.study('std1').feature.create('stat', 'Stationary'); 
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model.study('std1').feature.create('time', 'Transient'); 
 
model.sol.create('sol1'); 
model.sol('sol1').study('std1'); 
model.sol('sol1').attach('std1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('st1', 'StudyStep'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('v1', 'Variables'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('s1', 'Stationary'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('su1', 'StoreSolution'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('st2', 'StudyStep'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('v2', 'Variables'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature.create('t1', 'Time'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').feature.create('fc1', 'FullyCoupled'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').feature.create('i1', 'Iterative'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').feature('i1').feature.create('mg1', 'Multigrid'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').feature('i1').feature.create('dd1', 'DomainDecomposition'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').feature.remove('fcDef'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature.create('fc1', 'FullyCoupled'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature.remove('fcDef'); 
 
model.study('std1').feature('stat').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('stat').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('stat').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('stat').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
 
model.sol('sol2').study('std1'); 
 
model.study('std1').feature('stat').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('stat').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('stat').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('stat').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
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model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('initsolhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notstudyhide', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notsolhide', 'on'); 
 
% Define parametric stepping 
 
model.batch.create('p6', 'Parametric'); 
model.batch('p6').feature.create('so1', 'Solutionseq'); 
model.batch('p6').feature.create('nu1', 'Numericalseq'); 
model.batch('p6').study('std1'); 
 
model.study('std1').feature('param').active(false); 
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('pname', {'q'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('plistarr', {'range(0,(maxq-0)/20,maxq)'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').active(false); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('usesol', 'on'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notsolmethod', 'sol'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('tlist', 'Delta'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('activate', {'mfnc' 'off'}); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notstudy', 'std1'); 
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('notsolnum', 'auto'); 
 
model.sol('sol1').attach('std1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('control', 'stat'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').set('stol', '0.0000010'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').set('control', 'stat'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').feature('i1').set('linsolver', 'cg'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').active(true); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('s1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').set('prefun', 'amg'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('st2').active(false); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('st2').name('Compile Equations: Time Dependent (2)'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('st2').set('studystep', 'time'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v2').set('initsol', 'sol1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v2').set('notsolmethod', 'sol'); 
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model.sol('sol1').feature('v2').set('control', 'time'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v2').set('initmethod', 'sol'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v2').set('solnum', 'auto'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v2').set('notsol', 'sol1'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v2').set('notsolnum', 'auto'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('v2').feature('comp1_Vm').set('solvefor', false); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tlist', 'Delta'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('timemethod', 'genalpha'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('complex', true); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('rhoinf', '0.4'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('pardmtsolve', true); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('linsolver', 'pardiso'); 
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('aDef').set('complexfun', true); 
 
model.batch('p6').set('control', 'param'); 
model.batch('p6').set('err', true); 
model.batch('p6').set('plistarr', {'range(0,(maxq-0)/20,maxq)'}); 
model.batch('p6').set('pname', {'q'}); 
model.batch('p6').set('control', 'param'); 
model.batch('p6').feature('so1').set('seq', 'sol1'); 
model.batch('p6').feature('nu1').set('param', {'"q","0"' '"q","750"' '"q","1500"' '"q","2250"' 
'"q","3000"' '"q","3750"' '"q","4500"' '"q","5250"' '"q","6000"' '"q","6750"'  ... 
'"q","7500"' '"q","8250"' '"q","9000"' '"q","9750"' '"q","10500"' '"q","11250"' '"q","12000"' 
'"q","12750"' '"q","13500"' '"q","14250"'  ... 
'"q","15000"'}); 
model.batch('p6').feature('nu1').set('table', 'tbl8'); 
model.batch('p6').feature('nu1').set('seq', 'int1'); 
model.batch('p6').run; 
 
model.result.dataset('cpl1').set('quickplane', 'xz'); 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('unit', 'm^3'); 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('descr', 'u*exp(i*q*2*pi*(0.5*x+0.8660*z))'); 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('expr', 'u*exp(i*q*2*pi*(0.5*x+0.8660*z))'); 
model.result.numerical('int1').set('unit', 'm^3'); 
model.result('pg1').name('Magnetic Flux Density Norm (mfnc)'); 
model.result('pg1').feature('mslc1').active(false); 
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model.result('pg1').feature('mslc1').set('data', 'dset1'); 
model.result('pg1').feature('mslc1').set('znumber', '0'); 
model.result('pg1').feature('mslc1').set('ynumber', '0'); 
model.result('pg1').feature('mslc1').set('descr', 'Magnetic flux density norm'); 
model.result('pg1').feature('mslc1').set('unit', 'T'); 
model.result('pg1').feature('mslc1').set('expr', 'mfnc.normB'); 
model.result('pg1').feature('slc1').set('data', 'dset1'); 
model.result('pg2').feature('vol1').set('unit', ''); 
model.result('pg2').feature('vol1').set('expr', 'u'); 
model.result('pg2').feature('vol1').set('descr', 'Dependent variable u'); 
model.result('pg3').feature('surf1').set('data', 'cpl1'); 
model.result('pg3').feature('surf1').set('descr', 
'd(mfnc.Bz,x)+d(mfnc.Bz,y)+(d(mfnc.Bz,z))'); 
model.result('pg3').feature('surf1').set('expr', 
'd(mfnc.Bz,x)+d(mfnc.Bz,y)+(d(mfnc.Bz,z))'); 
model.result('pg3').feature('surf1').set('unit', 'kg/(m*s^2*A)'); 
 
out = model; 
9.2.5. Ellipsoid Monte Carlo 
Random Walk Function 
function [ phase ] = calcwalk(xi,yi,zi,n,ng,a,b,c,tg,s,sg,gammaH) 
%CALCWALK Increments an initial position xi, yi, zi by a random walk constrained to a 
spheroid. 
%   This function will perform a random walk on an initial position xi, yi, zi, to a number 
of steps equal to 2*ng + n of step sizes s and sg, depending on what part of the diffusion 
sequence is being simulated. The dimensions of the spheroid are defined by a, b and c. 
Gradient time step is defined by tg. 
 
% This function cannot use many fundamental MATLAB functions because it is designed 
for GPU analysis. Examples of unusable functions include matrix concatenation (i.e. M = 
[M1;M2]), vector algebra (dot(M1,M2)), matrix creation and preallocation (zeros(m,n)) 
and root-finding (roots([a b c])). This is why all vector analysis is done by components, and 
why the roots to the quadratic equation in the boundary collision block are found 
analytically by the quadratic equation. 
 
% Initialise the starting x, y and z positions which will be incremented by the random walk. 
xstore = xi; 
ystore = yi; 
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zstore = zi; 
 
% Set up the phase storage variable. 
phase = 0; 
 
% Set up the indexing variable for the while loop. 
ind2 = 0; 
 
while ind2 < 2*ng+n 
     
 % Increment index 
    ind2 = ind2 + 1; 
     
 % This condition block establishes what part of the sequence the walk is in - 
winding gradient, diffusion time or unwinding gradient. This is important for picking the 
correct step size, and is also used later for determining whether the time step collects a 
phase increment. 
    cond1 = ind2 <= ng; 
    cond2 = ind2 > ng && ind2 <= ng+n; 
    cond3 = ind2 > ng+n && ind2 <= 2*ng+n; 
 
 % Set step size based on the condition variable set earlier. 
    st = cond1*sg + cond2*s + cond3*sg; 
 
 % Generate three normally-distributed random directions for the direction vector L. 
    Lx = randn(); 
    Ly = randn(); 
    Lz = randn(); 
     
 % Calculate the norm of the direction vector and normalise. 
    dirnorm = sqrt(Lx^2 + Ly^2 + Lz^2); 
    Lx = Lx/dirnorm; 
    Ly = Ly/dirnorm; 
    Lz = Lz/dirnorm; 
 
 % Calculate the steps. 
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    xstep = st*Lx; 
    ystep = st*Ly; 
    zstep = st*Lz; 
 
 % Set up the initial variable for use in calculations later. 
    xinit = xstore; 
    yinit = ystore; 
    zinit = zstore; 
 
 % Calculate the final position of the spin, and store in in a temporary variable to be 
checked for boundary interaction. 
    xtemp = xinit + xstep; 
    ytemp = yinit + ystep; 
    ztemp = zinit + zstep; 
 
 % This conditional checks if the particle has exited the simulation boundaries with 
a simple Cartesian equation check. 
    if (xtemp^2)/(a^2) + (ytemp^2)/(b^2) + (ztemp^2)/(c^2) > 1 
  
  % In order to calculate the point of particle intersection, solve a quadratic 
equation formed by coupling the equation of the geometry with the equation for a 3D 
straight line for d, the distance. 
   
  % First, find the coefficients of the quadratic formula (ap)d^2 + (bp)d + (cp) 
= 0. 
        ap = (Lx^2)/(a^2)+(Ly^2)/(b^2)+(Lz^2)/(c^2); 
        bp = 2*((xinit*Lx)/(a^2)+(yinit*Ly)/(b^2)+(zinit*Lz)/(c^2)); 
        cp = (xinit^2)/(a^2) + (yinit^2)/(b^2) + (zinit^2)/(c^2) - 1; 
 
  % Use the quadratic formula to find d, and choose the positive value. 
        d1 = (-bp + sqrt(bp^2 - 4*ap*cp))/(2*ap); 
        d2 = (-bp - sqrt(bp^2 - 4*ap*cp))/(2*ap); 
        d = (d1 > 0)*d1 + (d2 > 0)*d2; 
         
  % Calculate the point of intersection from d. 
        Px = xinit + d*Lx; 
        Py = yinit + d*Ly; 
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        Pz = zinit + d*Lz; 
         
  % Find N, the normal vector to the point P, by normalising grad(P). 
        Pnorm = sqrt(Px^2/a^4 + Py^2/b^4 + Pz^2/c^4); 
        Nx = Px/a^2/Pnorm; 
        Ny = Py/b^2/Pnorm; 
        Nz = Pz/c^2/Pnorm; 
         
  % Error checking code for if N is complex - this will happen if something 
has gone horribly wrong. Hopefully it hasn't. 
        if conj(Nx) ~= Nx 
           xtemp = xinit; 
           ytemp = yinit; 
           ztemp = zinit; 
        else 
            
     % Calculate the dot product of L and N. 
            dotLN = Lx*Nx + Ly*Ny + Lz*Nz; 
             
   % Reflect L through N and produce a reflected vector R through the 
formula R = 2dot(L,N)*N - L. The reason the formula is reversed (i.e. using -R, not R) is 
so that the spin is reflected back inwards from the boundary. 
            Rx = Lx - 2*dotLN*Nx; 
            Ry = Ly - 2*dotLN*Ny; 
            Rz = Lz - 2*dotLN*Nz; 
 
   % Calculate the remaining step distance. 
            r = st - d; 
    
   % Update the temporary position variable with the new, reflected 
position. 
            xtemp = Px + r*Rx; 
            ytemp = Py + r*Ry; 
            ztemp = Pz + r*Rz; 
        end 
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  % Do a final check for if the spin has reflected out of the boundaries. This 
can happen if the step size is large enough to allow the spin to reflect back out at, for 
example, the very end of the semi-major axis of the spheroid. It is rare enough that I simply 
reset the position of the spin rather than mucked around with a second reflection step. 
        if (xtemp^2)/(a^2) + (ytemp^2)/(b^2) + (ztemp^2)/(c^2) > 1 
           xtemp = xinit; 
           ytemp = yinit; 
           ztemp = zinit; 
        end 
 
    end 
 
 % All good? Update the position storage variables with the temporary position. 
    xstore = xtemp; 
    ystore = ytemp; 
    zstore = ztemp; 
     
 % The most vital step. If the spin is in either the winding or unwinding gradient 
pulse, we must capture a phase shift and add it to the total phase shift variable. This 
calculation assumes a gradient directed along x, although rotations are easily possible 
through adding some sort of gradient direction vector G (i.e. (Gx*xstore + Gy*ystore + 
Gz*zstore)). 
    if cond1 == 1 
        phase = phase + gammaH*xstore*tg; 
    elseif cond3 == 1 
        phase = phase - gammaH*xstore*tg; 
    end 
 
end 
 
end 
 
Single Ellipsoid Function 
function [S] = ellipsoidsingle(P) 
%ELLIPSOIDSINGLE Runs the calcwalk function for a specific number of particles P. 
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%   This function sets up the basic parameters required to run the random walk in 
calcwalk.m, such as diffusion times (and hence time steps) and spheroid size, and performs 
the final signal calculation. 
 
p = P; % Number of particles per run 
n = 10000; % Number of diffusion time steps 
ng = 20000; % Number of gradient time steps 
 
% Set x, y and z axis lengths of spheroid. 
a = 50e-6; 
b = 50e-6; 
c = 25e-6; 
 
D = 2.3e-9; % Diffusion coefficient 
gammaH = 2.67519e8; % Gyromagnetic Ratio 
 
DELTA = 0.6*a^2/D; % Diffusion time 
delta = DELTA/4; % Length of gradient pulse 
 
% Set time step lengths for diffusion period (t) and gradient pulses (tg). 
t = (DELTA-delta)/n; 
tg = delta/ng; 
 
% Calculate step lengths based on 3D Einstein relation. 
s = sqrt(6*D*t); 
sg = sqrt(6*D*tg); 
 
% Calculate the vector of gradient strengths based on desired maximum qa value and 
number of gradient points. Number of points is arbitrary, but higher q values will take more 
particles and gradient strengths to simulate. 
maxqa = 2; 
maxq = maxqa/a; 
maxg = maxq/delta/gammaH*(2*pi); 
gpoints = 100; 
g = linspace(0,maxg,gpoints+1); 
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% Generate vectors of randomly distributed initial positions. 
xi = rand(p,1)*(2*a)-(a); 
yi = rand(p,1)*(2*b)-(b); 
zi = rand(p,1)*(2*c)-(c); 
 
% Perform a quick check to make sure the randomly-generated initial positions are within 
the spheroid. If not, recalculate. 
for indinit = 1:p 
    while (xi(indinit)^2)/(a^2) + (yi(indinit)^2)/(b^2) + (zi(indinit)^2)/(c^2) > 1 
        xi(indinit) = rand(1)*(2*a)-(a); 
        yi(indinit) = rand(1)*(2*b)-(b); 
        zi(indinit) = rand(1)*(2*c)-(c); 
    end 
end 
 
% Take the initial position vectors and send them to the GPU. This is important, as it will 
cause arrayfun to evaluate its argument function on the GPU, rather than the CPU. arrayfun 
is "overloaded," meaning it selects CPU or GPU based solely on the input data. 
xi = gpuArray(xi); 
yi = gpuArray(yi); 
zi = gpuArray(zi); 
 
% Run calcwalk.m for all values of xi, yi and zi, using arrayfun, and collect the phase in a 
vector. 
phase = arrayfun(@calcwalk,xi,yi,zi,n,ng,a,b,c,tg,s,sg,gammaH); 
 
% Gather the phase vector from GPU memory back into the CPU workspace. 
phase = gather(phase); 
 
% Calculate an echo attenuation profile for each phase value. 
S = arrayfun(@(phase) exp(-1i*g*phase),phase,'UniformOutput',false); 
 
% Convert the cell output of the S calcuation into a matrix. 
S = cell2mat(S); 
 
% Sum the rows of the matrix to get a final S value. 
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S = sum(S,1); 
 
end 
 
Multiple Ellipsoids Function 
% Run this script to calculate the random walk in ellipsoidsingle.m for multiple GPUs. 
 
clear 
clc 
tic 
 
% Split the data into two copies for the 2 GPUs. 
nIter = 2; 
 
% Set the number of particles per run. 
P = 1000; 
 
% Run the data in parallel on the two GPUs. 
parfor ind1 = 1:nIter 
    S(ind1,:) = ellipsoidsingle(P) 
end 
 
toc 
 
% Add together the final signal values, take the magnitude, normalise and turn into a 
column vector (for ease of use in Origin/Excel). 
S = sum(S,1); 
S = abs(S); 
S = S/max(S); 
S = S'; 
 
% Save the data as a .csv file. 
csvwrite('Sgpu.csv',S) 
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